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WELCOME TO TATONKA.
WELCOME TO EXPEDITION LIFE.

Dear outdoor fans and nature enthusiasts,
There’s an unbelievable amount of experiences awaiting you ‘outdoors’.
You never know what nature is going to throw at you, or which beauty,
surprise or challenge is hiding around the next bend. This is why we
always adapt our products to the big wide world out there: cuts and structures are improved, colours and designs are updated. And we also add
new features here and there if we think it makes sense.
But there’s one feature that we always include. There’s no doubting it and
it always stays the same: the bison. From the very beginning, the bison, or
TATONKA in the language of the Sioux Indians, has always significantly
influenced all of our products. The bison is our namesake and heraldic
animal – a symbol for the spirit that can be found inside every rucksack,
every tent, every toiletries bag; simply all TATONKA products. After all,
the sacred animal of the North American Indians embodies freedom,
strength, wilderness – and therefore all the attributes of a genuine outdoor brand.
But, above all, the bison represents a life in and with nature, characterised
by respect and a sense for the strength of community. The bison uses
the strength and dynamics of the group, it profits from the calmness and
security of a well-functioning system. I hope that you take the qualities
and ‘values’ of the bison beyond our products and into your own nature
experience. That you experience the freedom that we have had for over
15 years, but also that you become aware of your responsibility for the
natural world. Last year the wisent, a close relation of the bison, was
declared Wild Animal of 2008. This proves the high status that the bison
enjoys on our continent.
With TATONKA we are inviting you to discover the beauty of nature
for yourself. As the most exciting adventure is still life itself. And that’s
exactly what motivates us: to accompany you on your life adventure, on
your Expedition Life. Our “catalogue destination” this year was Corsica
– the multi-faceted nature of this wonderful island was overwhelming.
Perhaps Corsica might also be your next destination?! To inspire you we
have brought back plenty of superb pictures – you can find a selection
of the most exciting, beautiful places of the “Mountains in the Sea”, as
always, on the next 223 pages – together with the products that you may
need when you’re there.
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Enjoy discovering,

Yours, Andreas Schechinger

DISCOVER
the tip of the iceberg // Anyone who has had two consecutive
TATONKA catalogues in their hand knows there are so many new

things to discover that you could print your own catalogue. And
for all of those who are just discovering TATONKA for themselves
for the first time: with this overview we only want to point out
products that you certainly won't want to overlook. Or products
of which we are extremely proud of – because they have become
so light such as Speed 32, so good for your back like Alaska 3 DLX
or so cool like the Snap series. But of course there's still a lot more
worth discovering. If you look at it in detail, the whole catalogue
is full of new developments and improvements. The latter are
featured in the product descriptions and the former are labelled
in the catalogue with a "New" symbol on the product. Do you still
have questions? Here are our top products for 2009.

Product-Highlights

ALPINE/ACTIVE RUCKSACKS
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Speed 32, Airy 25, Patience 10

The new TATONKA Light
series is perfect for movement-intensive use – from mountain sports to Nordic
Walking. Or to put it in a nutshell: You'll only have less on your back when
you're carrying no rucksack at all. The secret: a material called T-Rip Light.
More information from page 40.

TREKKING RUCKSACKS

DAY RUCKSACKS

Tana 60 / Bison 70 Our trekking top models have not only

Luna 36 / 42 The tour light rucksack for ladies may now just be

Flight The sport-meets-office rucksack is a great example of the

gained points this year from a visual point of view. For the new Rugg Tex
material combines a great look with less weight and more sturdiness.
Plus, the ladies' model Tana now offers a capacity of 60 litres.
More information from page 18 onwards.

available in two sizes, but they are ideal. This is just the first good news.
And the second: the side zip access into the main compartment offers another speedy alternative to opening the lid. More information on page 26.

completely new designed day rucksack collection. Despite the highest
visual requirements we have never forgotten what actually makes
TATONKA products stand out: highest functionality and sturdiness.
More information on page 70.

TRAVEL ACCESSORIES

MULTIMEDIA

TENTS

Product-Highlights

TREKKING RUCKSACKS
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WP-Skin-Serie Up until now the Skin series stood for extra

Digi Focus 4 The strong photo bag for reflex cameras is not only

inconspicuous storage possibilities for money, driver's licence and ID,
which were especially pleasant against the skin. New material and workmanship are now providing even more extras: extra light, extra flat, extra
splash proof. More information on page 138.

a bigger Digi Focus 2 / 3 variation, but with its individually adjustable lens
compartment also offers a secure place for an additional telephoto, wideangle or close-up lens. So: camera + lens + lens. More information from
page 106.

Alaska 3 DLX

The new Alaska tunnel tent is pleasantly comfortable thanks to its deluxe measurements. On the one hand it stores
a lot of luggage; on the other hand, you will have so much room to
move that you won’t have to bend down to go inside, for example.
More information on page 199.

... that you can trust.

Quality // You can rely on
TATONKA products. On our
cooking utensils just as much
as our tents and rucksacks.
Unconditionally. And so it
stays this way, all of our products are "made by TATONKA"
– from the idea down to the
very last stitch.

Know-how // More than
15 years of outdoor experience are behind every TATONKA
product. We develop, produce
and test them ourselves. As
we deliver products all over
the world, we receive a whole
host of valuable feedback from
customers, which we bear in
mind during the development
phase.

Fairness // We want you to
be really well equipped
without having to fork out
enormous amounts of money.
This is why we produce highquality brand products with
excellent value for money.
One could also say: your
nature experience is more
important to us than maximum profit.

Functionality // As we are outdoor enthusiasts ourselves we
know what it's all about. What
you need for which purpose
and what you don't need. We
orient our products exactly
towards this and concentrate
on the essentials: lots of sensible functions, no unnecessary
extras.

Authenticity // TATONKA products are honest, functional and
one hundred percent fit for
your own Expedition Life.
As a passionate family-run
company in its second outdoor
generation, only the products
that the boss himself would
also take on tour bear the
TATONKA name.

Availability // We want you to
be able to purchase your
TATONKA product everywhere
and at any time. In case
a current product is not available from your specialist
retailer we can supply every
retailer in Europe within
a few days. So until then
you'll just have to keep your
outdoor fever under control.

DISCOVER
Everything comes from nature. We come from there, we want to go there. This was and still is our
motivation: to develop good products to experience nature with. With passion, with imagination, with
staying power, with the best quality. We hope that our work contributes to spark or continue your
enthusiasm for nature experiences. That you sense the TATONKA spirit when you are out and about with
our products. Whether climbing or on the tram, on your travels or on your way to work. Experience the
whole world outdoors. This is what we understand by Expedition Life. This is what TATONKA stands for.

What does TATONKA mean? Translated: bison. For the North American Indians the bison is a sacred animal, which earns the highest respect. It also has a special meaning for us in Dasing. As our "heraldic
animal" the bison symbolises nature, dynamics, strength and freedom; at the same time it stands for
a peaceful life in harmony with its surroundings. So it's no wonder that we called ourselves after it,
as we have so much in common.

You will find more information and the latest news at www.tatonka.com

Brand

preserving what you believe in // There are things that are important to us. So important that we abide by
what happens. We define ourselves by these things, which represent us as a brand and a supplier of outdoor products. The most important of these inviolable "TATONKA laws" can be found on the left.
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CORSICA
DISCOVER
that you don't have to decide between mountains and sea // After our "home ground discovery tour"
through the German National Parks two years ago and a trip to our neighbours in Austria last year,
we are now travelling further afield. To an island which is often known as the "Mountains in the Sea".
To Corsica, the fourth biggest, but most mountainous island in the Mediterranean. From north to south
a high mountainous massif of up to 2706 metres (Monte Cinto) runs through Corsica, which means
that the approx. 200,000 residents are mainly located in the towns on the edges and that vast areas
of the country are sparsely populated, or not populated at all.

If you're looking for pristine beauty, you have the best chances of finding it in Corsica. "Just you at one with nature" really is a part of
life here if you don't want to visit the main towns. Our first impression after landing is that the Corsican vegetation can be described
with one word: shrubland The brambles made up of different types of shrubs (e.g. broom, tree heath, lavender, rosemary) particularly
characterises the landscape in the coastal regions. And not only visually. No Corsica hiker will ever forget the intense fragrance of the
shrubs during the blossoming period, nor the thorns and prickles that they are sure to encounter sooner or later.
Higher up, the vegetation flourishes with copious beech and chestnut forests, magnificent pine forests grow up to the heights of the
mountain ridge. This is where the Corsican nature starts to become indescribably appealing – a mixture of wild ravines from the
rivers into the mountains, paradise-like mountain lakes and wet meadows. While the coasts are characterised by the typical "mild
winter, warm summer" Mediterranean climate, the inside of the island is subject to considerable fluctuations. Especially in the Alpine
areas there are frequently extreme changes in the weather conditions – a sudden hailstorm on our GR 20 tour promptly put a stop to
the last stage.

Brand

GR 20, the famous Alpine hiking trail was reason enough to place Corsica high up on the list of dream outdoor destinations. In combination with the varied possibilities for daytrips, e.g. to the Îles Lavezzi or the cascades, the wide nature sports offer from hiking to
mountain biking and canyoning to paragliding, make Corsica a truly unique experience for nature lovers and all of those who aspire
to be. We don't know any other place which offers such a good ratio of area and possibilities. For this catalogue we have visited some
of the most beautiful places in Corsica – and if after reading this you're not only interested in TATONKA products, but also in Corsica
itself then we recommend your first port of call to be the official Corsica internet site. And we can only agree that Corsica is definitely
worth a visit: www.visit-corsica.com.
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The TATONKA product chart.

The test winners of TATONKA.

You can find every product in our catalogue in the table below, which includes an overview of the most important
specifications. In the first place this includes basic information like colours, measurements or weight. In addition,
the product chart also includes information on basic features. Here is an overview of all symbols plus an explanation
– first the basic information, then the features.
Weight – Stated for tents as a minimum
weight (outer and inner tent, guy rope plus
five tent pegs) and as a delivery weight (delivered tent).

Item no. – Always state when placing your order.

When the wheels of our trolleys wheel along "just perfectly", when our carrying systems make
your tour easier or when your child refuses to take off its rucksack, that is the best compliment for
us. Of course we are also delighted to receive "official" praise. The regular outstanding performance of TATONKA products in independent tests is marked in the catalogue using relevant symbols.
After all, an official seal says more than many words. For example, that your decision
to choose TATONKA products is an extremely good one.

Partners who you can trust blindfolded.

Colour no. – Always state when placing your
order.

TATONKA can look back on more than 15 years of outdoor experience. But we never stop learning.
This is why we are happy to be able to take two strong partners with us on the expedition of life.
With the Alpine Ridge we have developed a really exceptional model for alpine use in close cooperation with the Bavarian mountain rescue service. And with their know-how the Outdoorschule
Süd has ensured that the new TATONKA first-aid sets set benchmarks in the outdoor supply sector.
We're looking forward to continuing this cooperation. For you too.

Pegging points – Indicates the number
of pegging points of tarps or tents.
Dimensions – Height x Width x Depth.
Eyelets – Indicates the number of eyelets for
pegging points on tents and tarps.

Volume – For rucksacks; refers to the main compartment incl. lid compartment and side pockets
(calculated with TATONKA volume bags).

Understand rucksacks properly.
All TATONKA products are especially constructed, equipped and manufactured for their use. The reason for this is very
simple: different areas of use, different requirements. An example: a trekking carrying system is designed for heavy
loads and can therefore never be as flexible as a carrying system for an alpine rucksack which was constructed for freedom of movement. There are no multi-specialists at TATONKA. We'd have to cut back too much for this. So that you can

1

Key holder – the practical carabiner mechanism is suitable for all key rings, keeps your keys safe and
is easy to remove at the same time.

6

Labelled first aid compartment – is always very visible and easy to reach, which guarantees that
it can be accessed quickly in an emergency.

2

Drinking system – in a separate compartment with opening for the drinking tube. With attachment
clips on the right and left of the shoulder strap the tube can be affixed close to the mouth.

7

Signal coloured rain cover – stowed in a hidden compartment in either the base or the lid.
Can be pulled over the whole rucksack.

3

Light holder – to guarantee visibility (on the roads), even in gloomy weather or at nightfall, for many
models a light can be attached to the rucksack.

8

Expansion bellows – some with all-round zip fastener. When opened it expands the pack volume of the
rucksack at the bottom.

4

Access into main compartment – enables fast, comfortable access to the entire rucksack contents, either
by a patch front pocket or zip access.

9

Padded base – Foam inlay in bags and rucksacks, which protects the contents when the rucksack
is placed on the ground.

10

Laptop compartment – specially padded compartment inside the rucksack or bag, which can be
removed in some models. The computer is affixed with Velcro or holder straps.

5

Features

quickly decide which model comes into question for you, we have defined each area of use in the table right next to the
rucksack. All that's missing now is a basic course in "features". Here is an overview of the most important features
of TATONKA rucksacks:

Hip strap – as well as the anatomically adapted shape of the hip strap, the ergonomic redirection of the
"direction of pull" ensures that it can be comfortably adjusted and tightened.

Helmet holder – for day rucksacks suitable for cycling. Practical for stowing the helmet quickly and safely
onto your rucksack after you step down from the saddle.

11

10
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

DISCOVER,
how to quickly find your way around everywhere // All of our products are especially developed for
each particular area of use. A trekking rucksack, which is ideal for tours lasting several days with
a lot of luggage, can really annoy you on a shopping expedition in the city. So you discover your
perfect rucksack right away we have indicated the specific areas of use in the small chart right
next to it. And so that you quickly feel at home in the outdoor world we would like to start by
presenting you with the most important terms and explaining the symbols of the product charts.
2

An overview of the most important features of TATONKA rucksacks:

1

1 Attachment – for cords or belt bands, to attach
jacket, cycling helmet and other items onto the rucksack. Flexible, secure and practical.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

2 Labelled first aid compartment – very visible and
easily accessible, integrated into the lid. The compartment
is not already filled. Pre-filled emergency kits with contents can be found in the First Aid chapter.
3
3

Handles – make it easier to put the rucksack on and
take it off. They are slightly padded and ideally positioned
for carrying.

4

4 Entry into main compartment – an affixed pocket
allows fast access into the rucksack contents – without
completely having to empty it out.

6

5 Anatomically shaped shoulder strap – with ergonomically optimised fit it is also comfortable to carry
when filled with heavy loads.

8
7

10

9

7 Compression straps and ski holder – with adjustable waist band attachment to regulate the filling volume and to attach ski sticks etc.

Features

6 Multi-functional ice pick holder – keeps ice pick,
shovel or hiking sticks close to hand, on your rucksack.
Made of robust Hypalon.

8 Weatherproof zip fasteners – with their PUcoating they prevent the penetration of moisture and dirt.
9 Side pockets – for everything that you need to quickly
get your hands on, such as a hiking guide, tissues etc.
A special attachment for drinking bottles is also integrated.
10 Hip belt and hip fin – are anatomically adapted
to the body shape so that the load can be ideally channelled from the shoulders to the hips.

11
9
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Discover that there's nothing lighter.

Discover the "ladies' collection" from TATONKA.

To be honest: the models of the new TATONKA Light series are so light that we don't know if we will ever manage to
develop an even lighter rucksack. Speed, Patience and Airy are the names of the three new ultra-lightweights from the
innovative T-Rip-Light material, which offers maximum tear strength even though it is as light as a feather. It's best to
refer to the product descriptions for the concrete areas of use but basically, the Light models are outstandingly suitable
for all uses when the "less is more" rule applies. Such as climbing, endurance sports etc.

How to ideally adjust your rucksack:
A rucksack has to sit perfectly against the body for it to "function" correctly. Many TATONKA carrying systems are therefore
equipped with an adjustable ladder adjustment system which allows you to individually adjust the rucksack to the length
of your back. More about the features of our carrying systems can be found in the relevant chapter or online at www.
tatonka.com. Here you will also find tips to help you pack you rucksack correctly.
When purchasing a rucksack, choose a size to "roughly" match that of your back length: S for short backs, M for medium
length backs, L for long backs and XL for very long backs. Fine adjustments can be made using the adjustable ladder system.
Step 1
Thread the lower Velcro flap behind the rung of the ladder that is ideal for your back length.
Step 2
Then thread the upper Velcro flap leaving a gap of two ladder 'rungs'.
Step 3
Now affix the two flaps onto the central section – first the top one, then the bottom one.

Features

Put the rucksack on your back. Does everything fit? Even if it is already sitting well, you should only answer this question
after a "mini practical test". After all, 20 kilos more or less on your back certainly make a difference. So: now fill it up and
walk around the garden for a while with it on your back to get a feel for the rucksack and weight. Does it fit now? If not
you can easily make adjustments.
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TATONKA now has the right rucksack for every area of use. And for every outdoor
enthusiast. For reasons of comfort we advise ladies not to carry a "men's rucksack". Especially because TATONKA also stocks models especially for women that are
optimally designed to fit the female body. They can be recognised by their adjusted back lengths, curved shoulder straps and strong conically shaped hip belts. And
because these are all features you can feel, rather than see, all ladies' models are
additionally identified with an attractive hibiscus flower.

Areas of use for our rucksacks:
Trekking
For several day and long distance tours with lots of luggage. These rucksacks transfer the carrying load from the shoulders to the hips and are ideal for heavy loads.
Alpine
For movement intensive use with light to medium loads. These rucksacks sit close and comfortable against the body and are comfortable and ensure maximum safety and freedom of movement.
Hiking
For one or several day tours with less luggage. These rucksacks in the "classic form" ensure the
highest comfort when carrying medium loads.
Active
For sporty use with less luggage. These rucksacks with removable mesh ventilation systems
or close-fit padding are perfect for the multi-sport sector.

TREKKING

ALPINE

HIKING

ACTIVE

DISCOVER

Isis Light Page 28 Yukon Light Page 29
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Tana Page 20
HIKING

ACTIVE

ACTIVE
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ALPINE

HIKING
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Patience Page 43
HIKING

ACTIVE

TREKKING

ALPINE

Isis Page 23
TREKKING

ALPINE

Yukon Page 22
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ACTIVE

Alpine Ridge Page 36

Yukon Junior Page 31
HIKING

Airy Page 42

Speed Page 40
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HIKING

ACTIVE

Rucksack overview

Trekking, alpine, hiking and active specialists // The perfect
rucksack for a trekking expedition, alpine expedition, hiking
expedition or active expedition – whatever you've got planned,
you will find it here. Including a definition of the area of use
and a tip where you will find the item later in the catalogue.
Don't be surprised if you can't find the day rucksacks here – as
always they are in an extra section.
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Maloja Page 53
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Molan Page 56
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HIKING

ACTIVE
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Trekking Rucksacks

DISCOVER

GR20 // The Grande Randonnée 20, or GR20 for short, is an extremely demanding long-distance trekking trail, which stretches approx.
180 km over the Corsican highlands. It connects the locations

the most demanding dream of your life // 180 kilometres through
Corsica. For most nature enthusiasts the GR20 is a dream that
one day will hopefully come true. For us, that day has come.
But we didn't just choose Corsica as a destination for this year's
TATONKA

catalogue because of this superb long-distance walking

trail – well, it may have had something to do with it ;-) In Corsica the GR20 is called "Fra li Monti", which means "through
the mountains". So with this in mind, we are well prepared. Due
to a lack of time, we will not manage to cover the whole GR20,
but our version will still allow for six day stages, from north
to south. We join the trail at Haut Asco.

of Calenzana in the north-west and Conca in the south-east of the
Mediterranean island. The GR20 covers long distances far from
civilisation on alpine terrain over 1500 metres. Depending on the
stage there are also climbing sections to master. Well-trained, alpine
experienced mountain hikers manage the complete GR20 in 15 days
and only very few complete the whole route in one go. A large part
belongs to the Corsican Nature Park (PNRC) – a truly extraordinary
landscape, which for many people is reason enough to accept the
GR20 challenge. If you'd like to find out more about this unique
trekking trail, we recommend the new Rother hiking guide, which
only deals with the GR20.

The big day has arrived. Before we set off, we check our equipment one last time and bid farewell
to civilisation. The GR20 follows the ridge of the main mountain range. The Corsican mountain locations are a good distance apart, so over the next few days we'll be left to our own devices – apart from
other like-minded outdoor enthusiasts looking for shelter for the night in the refuges of the National
Park. We have brought along essential provisions. It is the beginning of September, which is right in
the middle of peak season and the reason why the refuges and bergeries also offer board and lodging.
We benefit from this in every respect. On the one hand we get to savour genuine Corsican cuisine
with the lodge hosts and shepherds, and on the other we save carrying additional luggage.
What counts on tours lasting several day tours is good stamina, being confident on your feet and not
having a fear of heights, plus every gram less that you have on your back. Our rucksacks are a big
help. Light and robust at the same time, with large capacities and carrying systems designed especially for such loads. After a substantial breakfast we finally set off at half past eight. Our first stage
– from the Tighiettu refuge to the Bergeries de Ballone – is one of the most difficult of the GR20.
This is why we set aside 6.5 hours for it.

Trekking Rucksacks

First of all we walk parallel to the ski slope (Haut Asco is the wintersports centre of Corsica). At its
end we follow the stream on the left and enter into the valley through a forest. The ascent is pleasant.
As the forest thins out, we climb through smaller rocks into a wide valley. Even here the wind
is blowing really strongly, despite the good weather. The path also becomes a lot steeper. After the
ruins of the Altore hut at 2183 m we reach the Bocca Tumasginesca (Col Pedru). It's really fresh at
the top. The wind whistles around our ears and everything else – and the snow field does nothing
to make the air any warmer. There's no time for a breather. From Col Pedru we can already see our
next challenge below us: the Cirque de la Solitude, Circle of Solitude.
A less poetic description of the Cirque de la Solitude is that it's a deep gorge, which on both sides
– yes, you also have to climb back up the 200m – is secured with chains, at least in the steepest
sections. But the loose debris should not be underestimated. Especially not because we are not really
in "solitude" here and there is an acute danger of falling rocks for the people who have already
climbed down into the basin. Fortunately we come out unscathed so we climb up on the other side
over two easy climbing sections to Bocca Minute. From there it’s another 600 metres upwards over
slippery boulders and small climbing sections to the Refuge de Tighiettu. We could actually make
this our last stop – but the Bergeries de Ballone is just a little further out of the valley.
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Half an hour later we set up camp, protected by a stone wall from the wild boars which are notorious here for their greediness. We then return to the bergerie to recharge our batteries for the next
"mountain stage". Due to a lack of space and the fact that the beauty of the GR20 left us lost for words,
it's not possible to tell you about our entire adventure here. This is why we'd at least like to give you
an overview of the other hiking stages: Bergeries de Ballone – Refuge de Ciottulu die i Mori –

X1 carrying system

V2 carrying system
10

7
1

9

8
6

Size-adjustable carrying system
for medium to heavy loads. Two
aluminium bars 1 forming an inverted "V" plus two short fibreglass
reinforced bars for additional support form the central static unit.

The two fibreglass reinforced bars
2
lead from the inner aluminium
2
frame channels laterally into the hip
wings. 3 The dimensions and arran3
gement of these reinforced bars
4
result in an excellent combination
5
of efficient load transmission and
system flexibility. Three-part ergonomically shaped hip strap consists of a central lumbar pad with a rubberised
insert 4 to prevent the rucksack from slipping, and two conically shaped hip
wings. They have several layers of comfortable padding, are reinforced with
a PE panel and can easily be tightened and adjusted using a deflected belt
strap. 5 The new technical back padding 6 consists of a number of chambers, and is conically shaped to ensure the optimum position and contact
with the rucksack. The load control straps 7 can be attached in two different
positions for optimum adjustment. Soft, ergonomically shaped shoulder
straps 8 with height adjustment 9 further increase the level of comfort.
The lid is also height-adjustable 10 .

10

High-end carrying system for heavy
loads. The X1 system was developed especially for heavy loads. It works by a system
which is as simple as it is ingenious:

7

X Lite Vario
carrying system
2

Size adjustable carrying system
for movement-intensive use. As the
lightweight version of the popular X1
system, crossed X-shaped fibreglass rods
1 efficiently transfer the load from the
shoulders to the ergonomically shaped
hip strap.

7

8

9

Two ergonomic, X-shaped crossed aluminium bars in frame channels 1 transfer
6
part of the carrying load laterally to the
5
specially padded hip strap 2 and spread
the load from the back to the hips. The
anatomically positioned, ultra-comfortab2
le hip strap consists of a multi-layered
4
hip fin with a PE reinforcement panel.
It is easy to tighten and adjust using a
3
deflected belt strap 3 . A rubberised lumbar pad 4 between the hip fins prevents
the rucksack from slipping. A short anatomically shaped aluminium rod 5 behind
it guarantees the optimum fit. The back padding 6 above it has a conical shape
and is sewn into chambers for better ventilation and, with its generous technical
padding, sits perfectly against the back. The load control straps 7 can be attached
in two different positions for the optimum adjustment. Soft, ergonomically shaped
shoulder straps 8 with height adjustment 9 increase the level of comfort. The lid is
also height adjustable 10 .

6

1

5
1

The lightweight fibreglass rods are
inside frame channels and so transfer
the load from the shoulders to the hips.
A fibreglass rod 2 worked diagonally
into the top positioning point of the rods
provides lateral stability. The three-part
ergonomically shaped hip strap consists
of a central lumbar pad 3 with a rubberised insert to prevent the rucksack
from slipping, and two conically shaped hip wings 4 . They have several layers
of padding and are reinforced with a PE panel. Above that, concave technical
back padding 5 ensures the bag sits perfectly. Thanks to the TATONKA ladder
adjustment system 6 , the shoulder straps 7 can easily be adjusted to the
length of the user's back.
3

4

Conclusion: Our GR20 tour took us through one of the world's
most beautiful mountain landscapes, with fantastic views,
some of which stretch over land and sea and which soon make
up for any exertion. The catch: the GR20 is not recommended
for amateur hikers and should not be attempted without prior
experience and the correct equipment. The latter can be found
on the following pages.
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Col de Verghio – Refuge de Manganu – Refuge de Petra Piana
– Bergeries de Tolla – Canaglia – (which we had to abandon earlier than planned due to sleet) Tattone.
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75 l / 005

75 l / 022

90 l / 036

90 l / 040

Bison 75 / 90 Still one of the best reasons for your next trip: our Bison, the
Tatonka trekking rucksack. There’s a reason why TATONKA is named after the ‘Bison.’
This also explains why we have invested our whole know-how and lifeblood to make
our trekking showpiece even better. New this year and not only a win in terms of
looks: the Rugg Tex material, which combines sturdiness and attractiveness in one.
Otherwise nothing has changed about the features: the wide front opening with covered zip means the Bison can be comfortably packed from above and from the front,
its X1 carrying system with comfortable shoulder straps and padded back fits excellently against the back and makes it possible to carry even the heaviest of loads. And so on
and so forth. And the great thing about the Bison: the longer the distance you cover,
the more you’ll appreciate it. For the Bison really has everything you could possibly
need on a trekking tour – apart from a single gram of extra weight.

12

14

13
4

Features: 1 X1 carrying system for heavy loads 2 Back padding in various levels
of hardness 3 Comfortable shoulder straps 4 Lid compartment with key holder
5 Height adjustable lid with option to attach material 6 Three contact points for the
load control strap 7 Large zip-up front opening 8 Detachable bottom compartment
9 Front pocket with heat sealed zips 10 Side pockets, one with zip and expansion pleat
11 Comfortable hip belt adjustment 12 Handles at the front and back 13 Adjustable and
detachable ice-axe holder 14 Roll-up side compression 15 Base in sturdy Texamid 11.1
16 First-aid compartment (contents not included)
Material: Texamid 5.5, Rugg Tex 11.1, Texamid 11.1

10

2
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8

90 l / 040
90 l / 040
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18
Bison 75

1427

005 deepblue

022 teak

88 x 34 x 28 cm

75 l

3,40 kg

•

•

•

•

•

Bison 90

1428

036 cub

040 black

90 x 36 x 31 cm

90 l

3,50 kg

•

•

•

•

•

9

4

Tana 60

The top TATONKA trekking model for ladies. Tana, which is now made
of strong Rugg Tex material and our tried-and-tested Texamid, is the carbon-copy
of the legendary Bison in terms of its features. The wide front opening with covered zip
means the Tana can be comfortably packed from above and from the front. The X1 carrying system is tailored to the female anatomy, sits well on the hips and, with its excellent load transmission, it certainly makes life a lot easier. The padded back means it is
comfortable to carry; the shoulder straps fit to the body shape and don’t dig in when
the bag is carrying heavy loads. Basically: pleasant carrying comfort even with heavy
loads, lots of practical trekking features and a great Rugg Tex look in different colours.

1
12

13

9

Features: 1 X1 carrying system for heavy loads 2 Back padding in various levels of hardness 3 Comfortable shoulder straps tailored to the female shape 4 Lid compartment
with key holder 5 Height adjustable lid with option to attach material 6 Three contact
points for the load control strap 7 Large zip-up front opening 8 Detachable bottom compartment 9 Front pocket with heat sealed zip 10 Side pockets, one with zip and expansion pleat 11 Comfortable hip belt adjustment 12 Handles front and back 13 Adjustable and
detachable ice-axe holder 14 Rain cover 15 First-aid compartment (contents not included)
Material: Texamid 5.5, Rugg Tex 11.1, Texamid 11.1

088

10

8
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20
Tana 60

1424

088 salsa

83 x 31 x 26 cm

60 l

3,00 kg

•

•

•

•

•

13

4

50 l / 152

50 l / 214

60 l / 080

60 l / 244

70 l / 080

70 l / 260

1

50 l / 214

Yukon 50 / 60 / 70 Trekking rucksack with V2 carrying system for outstanding load control. The V2 carrying system of the Yukon gains points for its rubberised lumbar padding in the middle, which keeps the load on the hips under control. And
as far as the rest of its features are concerned the Yukon doesn’t do anything in halfmeasures: the heat regulating Airmesh padding on the back guarantees maximum carrying
comfort and effective and comfortable ventilation, the load control straps and the 3-point
tension system on the hip strap make it variable and stable. Yukon is available in three
sizes, with capacities of 50, 60 or 70 litres.

12

6

Features: 1 V2 carrying system 2 Comfortable shoulder strap 3 Lid compartment with
key holder 4 Height adjustable lid with option to attach material 5 Three contact
points for the load control strap 6 Large zip-up front opening 7 Detachable bottom
compartment 8 Front pocket with heat sealed zips 9 Spacious zipped side pockets with
expansion pleat 10 Additional single side pockets 11 Comfortable hip strap adjustment
12 Handles on the front and back 13 Stowable ice pick attachment 14 Roll-up side compression 15 Base made of sturdy Texamid 11.1 16 Rain cover 17 Laundry compression
18 First-aid compartment (contents not included) 19 Hydration system
Material: Textreme 6.6, Texamid 11.1

8

10
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7

70 l / 080

7

60 l / 244

19

16

50 l / 152
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22
Yukon 50

1420

152 salsa/red

214 deepblue/blue

76 x 30 x 23 cm

50 l

2,66 kg

•

•

•

•

•

•

Yukon 60

1421

080 black/charcoal

244 cub/reed

81 x 31 x 24 cm

60 l

2,70 kg

•

•

•

•

•

•

Yukon 70

1422

080 black/charcoal

260 teak/nut

85 x 32 x 25 cm

70 l

3,02 kg

•

•

•

•

•

•

50 l / 214

60 l / 080

50 l / 260

60 l / 080

60 l / 152

Isis 50 / 60

Ladies’ trekking rucksack with V2 carrying system for outstanding load control. With the V2 carrying system with rubberised lumbar padding,
which is tailored to the female body, you’ll also have heavy loads under control. Isis is also
leading the way in the technical features stakes: the heat regulating Airmesh padding on
the back ensures it is comfortable to carry with pleasant ventilation, a load control strap
and the 3-point tension system on the hip strap, which make it as variable and stable as
possible. Practical features like the roll-up side compression or the large zip-up front opening for especially comfortable packing ensures that the Isis has been winning the hearts
of female outdoor enthusiasts for years.

12

9

8

Features: 1 V2 carrying system 2 Comfortable shoulder straps tailored to the female
shape 3 Lid compartment with key holder 4 Height-adjustable lid with option to attach
material 5 Three contact points for the load control strap 6 Large zip-up front opening
7 Detachable bottom compartment 8 Front pocket with heat-sealed zips 9 Spacious zipped side pockets with expansion pleat 10 Additional single side pockets 11 Comfortable
hip strap adjustment 12 Handles at the front and back 13 Stowable ice pick attachment
14 Roll-up side compression 15 Base made of sturdy Texamid 5.5 16 Rain cover 17 Laundry
compression 18 First-aid compartment (contents not included) 19 Hydration system
Material: Textreme 6.6, Texamid 11.1

7

16

7
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60 l / 152
50 l / 260
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23
Isis 50

1419

214 deepblue/blue

260 teak/nut

76 x 30 x 23 cm

50 l

2,66 kg

•

•

•

•

•

•

Isis 60

1418

080 black/charcoal

152 salsa/red

81 x 31 x 24 cm

60 l

2,85 kg

•

•

•

•

•

•

040

Trekking Rucksacks

036

TREKKING

ALPINE

HIKING

ACTIVE

Lastenkraxe The packhorse of the carrying systems. The Lastenkraxe is the most original and hardest
working of all back carrying systems – and with the V2 carrying system also one of the most effective. It makes light
of the heaviest loads, which is why you'll find yourself lifting its maximum weight of 50 kg with ease. After all, its
welded outer frame is still made of aluminium, and the four struts make it extremely stable.
Features: 1 V2 carrying system 2 Maximum frame load up to 50 kg 3 25 cm deep arm
tubes: 24 mm 5 Diameter diagonal frame tubes: 20 mm 6 Four diagonal struts 7 Stand
Material: 420 HD Nylon, Texamid 11.1, external aluminium frame

24
Lastenkraxe

1130

036 cub

78 x 35 x 28 cm

2,70 kg

Lastenkraxe

1130

040 black

78 x 35 x 28 cm

2,70 kg

4

Diameter of main frame

40 l / 244

40 l / 260

50 l / 080

50 l / 152

8

1

40 l / 244
3

Crest 40 / 50 Very light trekking rucksack in two sizes. As well as its light4

3

4

Features: 1 X Lite Vario carrying system 2 Chest strap 3 Ice pick loops with Hypalon
attachment 4 Side mesh pockets 5 Hip strap pocket 6 Zip front pocket 7 Detachable bottom compartment 8 Handles at the front and back 9 Lid with option to attach material
10 Roll-up side compression 11 Rain cover 12 First-aid compartment (contents not included)
13 Side zip access into the main compartment
Material: 450 HD Polyoxford, 420 HD Nylon

40 l / 244
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ACTIVE
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weight and X Lite Vario carrying system, which can be individually adapted to different back lengths, the Crest is even more uncomplicated than it was before. New for
example are the base compression and side zip access into the main compartment
– a fast alternative to opening the lid. Or the redirected hip strap, which makes adjusting even easier. A hip strap pocket is integrated into the Crest – for handkerchiefs,
wallet and other small items that need to be accessed quickly. We have kept the concave-shaped back padding for optimum freedom of movement, even on tricky terrain
– and of course the many practical features.

25
Crest 40

1360

244 cub/reed

260 teak/nut

65 x 28 x 22 cm

40 l

2,00 kg

•

•

•

•

Crest 50

1362

080 black/charcoal

152 salsa/red

75 x 30 x 24 cm

50 l

2,20 kg

•

•

•

•

36 l / 080

36 l / 153

42 l / 152

42 l / 260

9

9

Luna 36 / 42 Very light touring rucksack in two sizes, just for women.
2

With very curved shoulder straps and concave hip strap, Luna takes the female anatomy
into consideration, making it very pleasant to carry. The X Lite Vario carrying system,
which transfers the load from the shoulders to the hips, is kind to the back. Luna has gone
through exactly the same development as Crest: base compression, direct access to the
main compartment with a side zip. Luna therefore offers a practical alternative to opening
the lid of the bag in no time at all. And it also features the redirected hip strap for easier
adjustments. Of course not everything about this product is new: the “removable toiletries
bag with mirror” can still be found in the top lid, as well as the practical hip strap pocket
on the hip strap.

7

4

Features: 1 X Lite Vario carrying system 2 Shoulder strap tailored to the female shape
3 Chest strap with emergency whistle 4 Ice pick loops with Hypalon attachment
5 Side mesh pockets 6 Hip strap pocket 7 Zip front pocket 8 Detachable bottom compartment 9 Handles at the front and back 10 Lid with option to attach material 11 Roll-up
side compression 12 Detachable toiletries bag 13 First-aid compartment (contents not
included) 14 Rain cover 15 Side zip access into the main compartment
Material: 450 HD Polyoxford, 420 HD Nylon

5

42 l / 152
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26
Luna 36

1353

080 black/charcoal

153 red/brick

58 x 27 x 23 cm

36 l

1,90 kg

•

•

•

•

Luna 42

1354

152 salsa/red

260 teak/nut

62 x 28 x 24 cm

42 l

2,00 kg

•

•

•

•

15

50 l / 153

50 l / 248

60 l / 187

60 l / 248
10

9

Isis Light 50 / 60 Very light trekking rucksack for ladies. As requested the trekking classic Isis
is now available in a weight-optimised version, which
thanks to the light material mix and the pared-down features is now even lighter. Instead of extra pounds Isis Light
impresses with plenty of storage space and the X Lite Vario
carrying system that has been especially adapted to the
female anatomy.

11

Features: 1 Revised X Lite Vario carrying system
2 Comfortable shoulder straps tailored to the female
shape 3 Chest strap with emergency whistle 4 Comfortable hip strap adjustment 5 Height-adjustable lid 6 Central ice pick loop with Hypalon attachment 7 Side mesh
pockets 8 Detachable bottom compartment 9 Handles at
the front and back 10 Lid with option to attach material
11 Roll-up side compression 12 Hydration system
Material: 450 HD Polyoxford, 420 HD Nylon

1

7

8

3

6
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50 l / 248

60 l / 248
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Isis Light 50

1364

153 red/brick

248 reed/leaf

77 x 30 x 23 cm

50 l

2,05 kg

•

•

•

•

Isis Light 60

1366

187 charcoal/dark grey

248 reed/leaf

82 x 31 x 24 cm

60 l

2,23 kg

•

•

•

•

50 l / 153

50 l / 214

60 l / 214

60 l / 244

Yukon Light 50 / 60 Very light trekking
rucksack. It’s all in the name with the Yukon Light. The
weight-optimised version of the TATONKA trekking classic
is made of an ultra light material mix and stands out with
the X Lite Vario carrying system and its reduced features.
Voila: excellent trekking lightweight with just as excellent
value for money.
Features: 1 Revised X Lite Vario carrying system
2 Comfortable shoulder strap 3 Chest strap with emergency whistle 4 Comfortable hip strap adjustment 5 Height
adjustable lid 6 Central ice-axe loop with Hypalon attachment 7 Side mesh pockets 8 Detachable bottom compartment 9 Handles at the front and back 10 Lid with option
to attach material 11 Roll-up side compression 12 First-aid
compartment (contents not included) 13 Hydration system
Material: 450 HD Polyoxford, 420 HD Nylon

12

13

8

60 l / 214
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Yukon Light 50

1370

153 red/brick

77 x 30 x 23 cm

50 l

2,05 kg

•

•

•

•

Yukon Light 50

1370

214 deepblue/blue

77 x 30 x 23 cm

50 l

2,05 kg

•

•

•

•

Yukon Light 60

1372

214 deepblue/blue

82 x 31 x 24 cm

60 l

2,23 kg

•

•

•

•

Yukon Light 60

1372

244 cub/reed

82 x 31 x 24 cm

60 l

2,23 kg

•

•

•

•

35 l / 058

35 l / 226

45 l / 058

45 l / 226

6
1

35 l / 226

2

Akela 35 / 45 Simple trekking and travelling companion. Our official
rucksack for guides and scouts is ideal for short and medium-length trips. The total
back length and shoulder straps of the length adjustable X Lite Vario carrying system
ideally supports youngsters’ need for movement. The new redirected hip strap makes
adjusting much easier – and the remaining features are also ideal for trekking in the
great outdoors: Elastic straps, key holder, two large side expanding pockets on the
outside, base compression and enough room for everything that you may need on the
campsite.

4
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35 l / 226

35 l / 058
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Features: 1 Zip side pockets 2 Two additional side insert pockets 3 Key holder
4 Separate bottom compartment 5 Zip-up top lid 6 Elastic straps 7 Removable
section between main and bottom compartments
Material: Textreme 6.6

30
Akela 35

1451

058 deepblue/charcoal

226 cub/charcoal

60 x 27 x 23 cm

35 l

1,70 kg

•

•

Akela 45

1452

058 deepblue/charcoal

226 cub/charcoal

70 x 29 x 24 cm

45 l

1,85 kg

•

•

32 l / 214

32 l / 244

3

1

2

7
6
9

32 l / 214

12

5

32 l / 214
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Yukon Junior

Trekking rucksack especially for youths. A new development that is now finally making our rucksack expertise accessible
to younger outdoor fans too. But just what can it do? For example it has an individually adjustable Padded Back Vario carrying system with S-shaped
AirMesh shoulder straps plenty of carrying comfort. Or a 32 litre capacity, divided into lots of sensible storage possibilities – bulky items like ice pick
or walking stick can be affixed onto the bag with the attachment loops. So that the load doesn’t fall out, the roll-up side compression and load control
straps make it easy to control.
Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap 2 Padded Back Vario carrying system 3 Load control strap 4 Ice pick hoop with Hypalon attachment
5 Side pockets 6 Detachable bottom compartment 7 Handles at the front and back 8 Lid with option to attach material 9 Key holder 10 Roll-up side
compression 11 Arrangement for base compartment compression 12 Lid compartment 13 Side pockets Material: Textreme 6.6, Snow Dia

Yukon Junior

1410

214 deepblue/blue

62 x 27 x 18 cm

32 l

1,35 kg

•

•

Yukon Junior

1410

244 cub/reed

62 x 27 x 18 cm

32 l

1,35 kg

•

•
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Paglia Orba // The Paglia Orba is located around 7 km south-west of
Monte Cino and at 2525 metres tall is one of the highest summits
in Corsica. As is stands relatively free, it dominates the image of the
Corsican west coast. Due to its striking silhouette the mighty loner
is also referred to as Corsica's Matterhorn. The Pagila Orba can be
tackled from different points, from Col de Verghio for example. As the
demanding route has an altitude difference of almost 1000 metres and
climbing sections with difficulty level II (also on the descent), a "complete ascent" is only recommended for confident mountain hikers with
climbing experience. Less experienced hikers should only climb as far
as the Ciottulu Di I Mori hut or to Col des Maures.

DISCOVER
royal views over Corsica // Paglia Orba, the Queen of the Corsican mountains, is
enthroned majestically in the west of the island. The neighbouring mountains keep
a respectful distance. The little village of Evisa is located at 829 metres on the west
foot of the Col de Verghio. From here we start the "Paglia Orba" project. The normal
ascent leads us over the Ciottulu Di I Mori lodge located on the GR 20, which offers
board, lodging and storage from the end of May until the beginning of October– and
storage only outside peak season. "Normal" mountain hikers can manage the route to
Col de Maures, but the route becomes really demanding after that. On the one hand, the
pathless terrain on the way to the summit means that you really need a good sense of
direction, and on the other it is followed here by climbing sections, some of which are
exposed and which demand absolute concentration and confidence. To reach the summit we set aside a good 4 hours and around 3 hours for the descent.
Due to its difficulty level, the summit of Paglia Orba receives a lot less visitors than
Monte Cino. That's fine by us. We enjoy the peace and quiet – and this way we can
enjoy our meeting with the Queen with our private audience of four. When we finally
reach the top we feel really honoured to be here. It's just us and the whole of Corsica at
our feet. We've really never seen anything like it before. The panoramic view stretches
from the sea to the wild Corsican mountain landscape to the lake of Calacuccia – simply
phenomenal.

But we start at the bottom. The first contact point is the Sennerie "Bergerie de Radule". From there we descend on the east side and cross the
Golo River for the first time. After the bridge, the path leads us onto the
other side of the valley to a large plate zone and we cross the Golo again.
And everyone who has remembered to bring their swimming costumes,
despite being on "holiday in the mountains", will be pleased. A short
distance off the path there are a few plunge pools, which offer quick
refreshment before the ascent.
On we go. Keeping to the left along the Golo, high up to the abandoned Bergerie lodge. From a distance we can already see the Ciottulu
Di I Mori. Behind it is a boulder cirque. Here below the Col de Maures,
the Capu Tafunatu is in sight. This rocky summit has a huge hole in it
which looks like a window. A little way further down from the cirque it
becomes a lot steeper. Climbing trails and path marks show us the way
below the foothills of the southern wall of the Paglia Orba. A climbing
section through ramps and gullies follows on to a gorge under the western peak. Over an exposed section we reach the north wall and from
there we go through a gulley to the western summit.
We're nearly there. All we need to do now is climb down into the canyon
on the southern side between the west and main summits. Once again
we trust the path markings and in just a few minutes we can enjoy the

Alpine/Active Rucksacks

view of our lives on the summit plateau of the Paglia Orba. Once again:

34

to get this far, you need experience – and of course also the right equipment. Smaller, lighter, reduced is the motto here – just like everywhere
in the alpine sector. Especially during difficult sections of the tour, it is
vital that you're not carrying too much weight. And the weight that you
are carrying should sit perfectly against your body.
TATONKA active rucksacks were designed with these special alpine
requirements in mind – and are so good that even the Bavarian mountain rescue team and the mountain guides of the Oberallgäu Mountain
School have put their faith in them. And now that their use in Corsica
has proven these favourable opinions, there's only one more thing left
for us to do: to recommend you our alpine range in the highest possible
terms.

Alto 28 The all-rounder for alpine use. We don't have
the space here to list everything that you can carry
with an Alto. This is why we're doing it the other way
round and telling you what it's not possible to carry: a
snow groomer and snowmobile. As well as its unique
carrying potential, Alto 28 is a practical, technically
adept toploader, with padded back that is also suitable
for sporty use.

The new TATONKA Light series is light. Which makes it an excellent choice for all activities where every extra gram holds you
back. But because other aspects also play a role in sport, there is not one TATONKA Light rucksack for everything, but three models,
which have each been specially designed for their individual use. What Speed, Airy and Patience do have in common though is
the T-Rip Light material, which with a minimal strength also achieves the highest elasticity and tear strength.
Speed 32 is the lightest rucksack in the Light series. Speed limits itself to essential features and carrying comfort. A sporty allrounder that is as light as a feather.
Airy 25 A minimalist toploader, which shows a clear penchant for movement intensive (mountain) sports in terms of features
and fit.
Patience 10 Dynamic active rucksack, optimal for endurance sports like Nordic Walking or biking. Thanks to its material and
sporty features this is a rucksack, which never shows or causes any signs of getting tired.

Alpine/Active Rucksacks

Alpine Ridge 40 Developed in cooperation with the
mountain rescue service, tested by the mountain rescue
service, and used by the mountain rescue service. In
short, this is the official rucksack of the mountain rescue service. The expectations you will have in terms of
features and functionality will therefore be high. Don’t
worry though: you don’t have to join the mountain rescue to get your own Alpine Ridge. The top item is available from TATONKA.

35

5

1
10

2

3

40 l / 227

Alpine Ridge 40 The rucksack of the mountain rescue service. IDeveloped
in cooperation with the Oberallgäu (member of the mountain rescue service), tested by
the Oberallgäu Mountain School and used there ever since. The Bavaria Mountain Rescue
team also uses the Alpine Ridge. And of course it’s not only because of the attractive
colours. The Alpine Ridge project has become an unbelievably effective single chamber
rucksack of which we are incredibly proud. It sits perfectly with optimum freedom of
movement thanks to the adjustable Padded Back Vario carrying system, excellent load control with the side compression and load control straps, numerous features for Alpine use
and very good space division and accessibility. And of course it’s all weatherproof thanks
to the taped seams in the lid compartment with thermal fusion zip fastener. And why
may you be interested? The Alpine Ridge is also available from TATONKA for non-mountain
rescue members, that’s why!

9

7
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Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap 2 Padded back Vario system 3 Heightadjustable lid 4 Height adjustable carrying system 5 Weatherproof lid compartment
thanks to taped seams and thermal fusions zip 6 Lid with material loops 7 Ice pick
attachment 8 Side ski attachment 9 Side compression 10 Side access into the main compartment 11 Detachable hip strap with zip pockets and material loop 12 Handle 13 Load
control straps 14 Hydration system 15 Rain cover 16 First-aid compartment (contents not
included) Material: Texamid 5.5
5
11

11

8

40 l / 080

40 l / 227
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Alpine Ridge 40

1495

080 black/charcoal

227 salsa/grey

68 x 28 x 18 cm

40 l

1,85 kg

•

•

•

•

12

1

28 l / 015

28 l / 040

28 l / 326

10

5

28 l / 326

28 l / 326

8

Alto 28 Alpine rucksack and all-rounder, perfect for day trips. With an “ideal
volume” of 28 litres and a unique variety of different attachment possibilities Alto 28
is perfectly prepared: rope attachment, side ski attachment, ice pick attachment, snowboard/snowshoe attachment, material loops on the lid and on the detachable hip strap
with zip pocket. It goes without saying that the storage space is functionally divided up
into compartments and easy to access. A practical, versatile and technically versed toploader, and as it sits closely and comfortably against the back, is also suitable for sporting
purposes. So that you’re not thrown off course with fast, abrupt movements, the front
and side compression safely hold the bag together. The adjustable buckles guarantee that
the compression also holds stronger burdens, e.g. when you are carrying your skis on the
rucksack.

9
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Features: 1 Height-adjustable lid 2 Rope attachment 3 Lid compartment 4 Zip mesh
pocket in lid compartment 5 Lid with material loops 6 Access to the main compartment
from the side 7 Ice pick attachment 8 Side ski attachment 9 Side compression with adjustable buckles 10 Front flap 11 Snowboard /snowshoes attachment 12 Detachable hip strap
13 Inside compartments for avalanche equipment 14 Hydration system 15 First-aid compartment (contents not included)
Material: 420 HD Nylon, Snow Crust

38
Alto 28

1489

015 red

040 black

326 leaf

56 x 27 x 19 cm

28 l

1,55 kg

•

•

•

5

12

4

35 l / 152

35 l / 187

35 l / 248

1
5

2
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35 l / 152

Cima di Basso 35

Plain alpine rucksack with top compression. With its
reduced but well-designed features, the Cima di Basso 35 will easily appeal on any mountain. In fact: it makes light work of everything - as it weighs just 850 grams. The new
top compression keeps the contents in position and can also be used to attach climbing
ropes. The single chamber rucksack is also the tops for looks: with its chic colour coordinated design and bison print lining, the Cima di Basso 35 is without a doubt one of the
best-looking and lightest rucksacks in the outdoor world.

5

6

Features: 1 Pre-formed Padded Back carrying system 2 Detachable belt hip strap
3 Material loops 4 Lid compartment 5 Hiking stick/ice pick attachment
6 Top compression, also suitable for attaching ropes
Material: Textreme 6.6, 420 HD Nylon

Cima di Basso 35

1491

152 salsa/red

62 x 36 x 20 cm

35 l

850 g

•

Cima di Basso 35

1491

187 charcoal/dark grey

62 x 36 x 20 cm

35 l

850 g

•

Cima di Basso 35

1491

248 reed/leaf

62 x 36 x 20 cm

35 l

850 g

•

2

1

5

9

32 l / 165
8

4

Alpine/Active Rucksacks

32 l / 165

32 l / 197

32 l / 199

TREKKING

Speed 32 Extraordinarily lightweight rucksack. Weighing in at just 500 g and with a capacity of 32 litres,
the Speed 32 is a really unbelievable light representative of the new TATONKA Light series. Its light weight can be
attributed to the use of the innovative T-Rip Light material, which with the multiple PU/silicone coating achieves
the same elasticity and tear resistance as the clearly heavier materials. Another reason for the rapid weight loss: the
Speed is reduced down the basic features and carrying comfort, made possible through the Padded Back carrying
system with mesh back.

1490

165 charcoal/black

197 brick/charcoal

199 reed/charcoal

HIKING

ACTIVE

Features: 1 Padded Back carrying system 2 Lid compartment 3 Lid with material loops 4 Hiking stick/ice pick
attachment 5 Side compression 6 Attachment for 38 mm hip strap (not included) 7 Small inside pocket 8 Mesh side
pockets 9 Chest strap with signal whistle
Material: T-Rip Light, 450 HD Polyoxford
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Speed 32

ALPINE

57 x 31 x 17 cm

32 l

500 g

5

11

25 l / 165

25 l / 199

25 l / 197

25 l / 165

Alpine/Active Rucksacks

Airy 25 Ultra light toploader for sports which require a lot of movement. Honestly: The only way it could be
any lighter is if you had no rucksack on your back. The 800 g of this minimalist single-chamber rucksack are so light that
you can fully concentrate on your sport. Its secret: the new T-Rip Light material, which by means of multiple PU/silicone
coating also guarantees the highest elasticity and tear strength, even with minimum material thickness. With Airy we
have concentrated on the features that you really need for (mountain) sports: e.g. a comfortable Padded Back carrying
system so it sits well against the body, first-aid compartment, material loops, hiking stick/ice pick attachment, hydration
system and 25 litres of sensibly divided storage space.

TREKKING

7

8

10

12

Features: 1 Hip strap with pocket 2 Rain cover 3 Hydration system 4 First-Aid compartment (contents not included)
5 Lid compartment 6 Lid with material loops 7 Hiking stick/ice pick attachment 8 Ice pick holder which can be stowed
away 9 Side material loops 10 Access to the main compartment from the side 11 Chest strap with signal whistle
12
Side compression Material: T-Rip Light, 450 HD Polyoxford
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Airy 25

1488

165 charcoal/black

197 brick/charcoal

199 reed/charcoal

56 x 24 x 17 cm

25 l

800 g

•

•

•

•

ALPINE

HIKING

ACTIVE

1

5

4

2

10 l / 199
3

8

10 l / 199

10 l / 197

10 l / 003
TREKKING

ALPINE

HIKING

ACTIVE

Features: 1 Padded Back carrying system 2 Mesh hip strap with small pockets 3 Bellow side pockets, bottle attachment on one side
made of elasticized material with thermal fusion zip 5 Side compression straps 6 Drinking system 7 Load control straps 8 Rain cover
partment (contents not included) 10 Light attachment
Material: T-Rip Light, 450 HD Polyoxford

4
9

2

4

3

Front pocket
First-aid com-

Alpine/Active Rucksacks

Patience 10

Dynamic lightweight active rucksack, ideal for endurance sports. Whether Nordic Walking or cycling – when you need
to go the distance, Patience is unbeatable. This is ensured by special Sport features like the hydration system, which enables a constant supply of liquid,
the comfortable Padded Back carrying system and of course its weight. The new T-Rip Light material is used for the Patience, as the multiple PU/silicone
coating allows maximum elasticity and tear strength with a minimum material thickness. The result: a sporting partner that never gets worn out, even
when used frequently – and with its weight of 550g it won’t wear you out either.
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Patience 10

1723

003 charcoal

197 brick/charcoal

199 reed/charcoal

44 x 23 x 11,5 cm

10 l

550 g

•

•

•

•
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Hiking Rucksacks

DISCOVER
an entire town as a tourist attraction // Today we want to visit the
most southern point of Corsica. Our starting point is the harbour
of Bonifacio. As soon as we arrive, we're impressed. Bonifacio
is not a typical town, but rather a "fort on rocks" – a solid stronghold. However, we soon realise that the efforts to make the town
invulnerable to enemies were only successful to a certain extent –
over centuries, the sea has badly afflicted the town's foundations.
The cliffs are traversed by bays and grottos, at many parts the shore
has been washed away so the houses look as if they're standing on
a balcony.

Bonifacio // Bonifacio is a harbour town situated on the southern
point of Corsica. Despite its very low population of approx. 2700
Bonifacio is the most impressive town of the peninsula. The
upper town protected by its mighty walls and towers is enthroned on an approx. 60 metre high, steep limestone cliff above
the "Bouches de Bonifacio" straits. Although its unique location
frequently made Bonifacio susceptible to enemy attacks, the
town is nowadays a popular excursion destination – as well
as an excellent starting point for numerous (hiking) tours. For
further information about Bonifacio we recommend the website www.corsica.net – here you will find general information
as well as links to providers of boat trips etc.

In its entirety Bonficacio is a tourist attraction. And of course we want to have a look at the
town too. Not rushed, but at our own pace. However, we have to share it with the hordes
of visitors who overrun the picturesque Bonifacio during peak season – who, one could say, have
taken over from the conquerors. From the harbour, it is possible to set off on different excursions; to the islands of Cavallo, Lavezzi and to the Grotte du Sdragonato for example. But today
we are planning a hike to Capu Pertusato, the southern tip of Corsica, where the lighthouse
of the same name soars up on the cliff. It will take us around one and a half hours to get there
from the harbour. It's actually an easy stroll above 200 metres in altitude – but along the cliffs,
some of which have a steep drop. We'll see how it goes.
Off we go – down south. But first of all it's uphill. The stepped Rastello ascent takes us to
Col St-Roch, where we descend down to the narrow strip of sand of the Plage de Sutta Rocca.
From Col we reach a path which leads along the cliff drop in the direction of the lighthouse.
First of all, we walk leisurely along the cliffs. Where the valley drops the terrain becomes steep,
but thanks to good footwear and compressed rucksacks we master this section without any
problems. We meander further through the Macchia, past the Sémaphore de Pertusado signal
tower, before finally reaching the lighthouse. At this point we're only 12 kilometres away from
Sardinia. The view is fantastic. When you think that the light can be seen 46 kilometres away
at 116 metres above sea level, you begin to wonder how the Sardinians sleep on a clear night.
Not far from the lighthouse, over the Cala Fiumare we reach the beach. But we don't have to
gaze spellbound at Bonifacio the whole time, it's also possible to go on different hikes over the
chalk cliffs or go down to the Plage de Piantarella – a beautiful sandy bay from where the Lavezzi archipelago can be seen, which we already discovered during our Corsica trip.

Hiking Rucksacks

After a break, we set off on the return journey. Particularly when the sun slowly sets, the view
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to the strait of Bonifacio, the strait between Corsica and Sardinia, is so beautiful that we simply
have to stop several times to admire it. Despite this delay we eventually arrive back at Bonifacio
and take a little wander through the narrow streets. Here in Haute Ville some of the houses are
so high that not a single ray of sun reaches the ground – so with this in mind we haven't missed
anything by being away the whole day.

X Vent Vario carrying system

6
2

Ventilated carrying
system for small to medium-sized rucksacks. The X Vent Vario system
combines the clever load distribution of the X systems with the pleasant
carrying comfort of a ventilation system. This construction is especially
popular on hiking and active rucksacks:

7
1

5

3

4

The two lightweight, cross fibreglass reinforced bars 1 run through two
channels on the back of the rucksack. The mesh on the top of the contact
point of the bars 2 can be tightened or loosened depending on whether ventilation is required or if the rucksack should sit 3 directly against the back.
The carrying load is transferred laterally into the hip strap in sturdy Hypalon pockets 4 . For even more comfort, the hip strap has been re-designed to
be particularly ergonomic with its new panel geometry and padding. If the
rucksack is to be used with the loose mesh panel, i.e. against the body, then
additional comfort is provided by the secondary back padding 5 . The rounded shoulder straps 6 are made of a particularly light, pleasant material.
With its practical TATONKA ladder adjustment system 7 , the shoulder straps
can easily be adjusted to the length of the user's back.

7

23 l / 245

Bise 23 Small hiking rucksack, ideal for day trips. Classic, compact hiking
rucksack for short trips. Suitable for all weathers thanks to the integrated rain cover – and
moderately sized so it’s not too bulky for everyday use. The frontloader's features are far
from everyday: ventilated X Vent carrying system for a pleasant climate against the back,
additional opening to main compartment for clarity and easy access, various storage
compartments for small items and a light attachment for night hikes. All in all, you have a
fabulous hiking package on your back.

9

Features: 1 X-Vent carrying system 2 Adjustable hiking stick attachment 3 Zip front
pocket with organiser 4 Side pockets 5 Carrying handle 6 Detachable bottom compartment 7 Rain cover 8 Light attachment 9 Side compression straps 10 Hydration system
Material: Textreme 6.6, 420 HD Nylon

4
6

23 l / 264
2

Hiking Rucksacks

23 l / 193

3

6

23 l / 245

TREKKING

ALPIN

HIKING

ACTIVE
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Bise 23

1498

193 brick/salsa

245 blue/deepblue

264 leaf/reed

48 x 27 x 17 cm

23 l

1,20 kg

•

•

•

•

8

6

23 l / 248

Topaja 23

Small sporty hiking rucksack, ideal
for day trips. Topaja 23 is really light – and really adaptable. Thanks to the side compression, the contents of
the rucksack always stay put – and annoying jiggling
around is not a problem with the Topaja 23. With a volume of 23 litres, the Topaja is not the biggest in the range,
but due to its perfect day trip format it’s one of the firm
favourites in the TATONKA collection.

2

7

Features: 1 X-Vent carrying system 2 Hiking stick
attachment 3 Hydration system 4 Two side mesh pockets
5 Reflective band 6 Zip front pocket with organiser
7 Lid compartment with detachable rain cover 8 Side
compression 9 Chest strap and whistle 10 Light attachment
Material: Textreme 6.6, 420 HD Nylon

4

23 l / 189

5

3

Hiking Rucksacks

23 l / 248
23 l / 260

TREKKING

ALPINE

HIKING

ACTIVE
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Topaja 23

1501

189 salsa/brick

248 reed/leaf

260 teak/nut

48 x 29 x 22 cm

23 l

1,00 kg

•

•

•

•

20 l / 080

20 l / 214

20 l / 244

25 l / 189

25 l / 248

25 l / 260

30 l / 214

30 l / 260

4

Tivano 30

5

Tivano 25
Test verdict: "GOOD"
Outdoor 04/06

25 l / 189

1

Tivano 20 / 25 / 30

A classic hiking rucksack with modern looks. Developed specifically for the
needs of hikers, the Tivano appeals with its sporty looks,
first class features and the X Vent Vario system. That combines the optimum load distribution of the X system with
the benefits of a ventilation system, thereby guaranteeing
maximum carrying comfort because it also adapts to different back lengths. The 30 litre Tivano also gains points for
its separate bottom compartment. And so that everyone
is able to enjoy the leisure delights of the Tivano, it is available in four different sizes and the 20 litre version with
a long back.

Hiking Rucksacks

2

30 l / 214
25 l / 189
20 l / 244

TREKKING

ALPINE

HIKING

ACTIVE

Features: 1 Hiking stick attachment 2 Expanding
pockets on sides 3 Detachable Velcro wallet 4 Lid compartment with detachable rain cover 5 Front strap with
emergency whistle 6 Hydration system 7 Light attachment Material: Textreme 6.6, Snow Dia
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Tivano 20

1507

080 black/charcoal

214 deepblue/blue

244 cub/reed

55 x 26 x 20 cm

20 l

1,00 kg

•

•

•

•

Tivano 25

1508

189 salsa/brick

248 reed/leaf

260 teak/nut

55 x 29 x 20 cm

25 l

1,20 kg

•

•

•

•

Tivano 30

1509

214 deepblue/blue

260 teak/nut

60 x 30 x 20 cm

30 l

1,40 kg

•

•

•

•

20 l / 189

20 l / 291

20 l / 248

7

Breva 20
Test verdict: "GOOD"
Outdoor 04/06

4

1

20 l / 189

Breva 20

Classic ladies hiking rucksack in a modern look. Breva has been
designed especially for female outdoor enthusiasts. This is primarily shown in the
way it has been perfectly adapted to their anatomy, especially in the hip and shoulder
strap. And it’s as if the features have been designed especially for you: the X Vent Vario
system can be individually adapted to different back lengths and combines the excellent load distribution of the X-system with the advantages of a ventilation system. The
result is carrying comfort for ladies – identified by a reflective Lady logo on the front.
Features: 1 Hiking stick attachment 2 Bellows pockets on side 3 Removable wallet
with Velcro attachment 4 Lid compartment with removable rain cover 5 Chest strap
with emergency whistle 6 Hydration system 7 X Vent Vario system 8 Reflective Lady
logo 9 Light attachment Material: Textreme 6.6, Snow Dia

2

3

2

9

Hiking Rucksacks

8

20 l / 248
20 l / 189
TREKKING

ALPINE

HIKING

ACTIVE
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Breva 20

1506

248 reed/leaf

48 x 26 x 20 cm

20 l

1,00 kg

•

•

•

•

Breva 20

1506

291 iceblue/nut

48 x 26 x 20 cm

20 l

1,00 kg

•

•

•

•

Breva 20

1506

189 salsa/brick

48 x 26 x 20 cm

20 l

1,00 kg

•

•

•

•

25 l / 022

25 l / 084

25 l / 326

10/07

Maloja 25

Technical hiking and active rucksack for ladies. It’s hard to decide
what’s more outstanding about the Maloja: its features or the tailoring to the female form?
The X Vent Vario carrying system provides the optimum combination of load distribution
and ventilation and with the specially formed shoulder and hip straps is very comfortable
to wear. The large main compartment is practically loaded from the front and the panel
between the main and bottom compartments can be unzipped and removed for even
greater freedom when packing. The best place for easy to access items in the Maloja is surprisingly in the main compartment. Here is a small, really practical mesh pocket with zip
fastener. And even though it’s inside what counts: Maloja is really good-looking. Actually
too good-looking just to be seen in the great outdoors. Andso that it can be used even more
flexibly in the future we have topped up the capacity to 25 litres.

1

2

25 l / 022

Features: 1 X Vent Vario carrying system, optimized for the female form 2 Shoulder and
hip strap with female-specific cut 3 Hydration system 4 Small mesh pocket with zip
5 Removable section between main and bottom compartments 5 Removable section
between main and bottom compartments 6 Front zip-up pocket, inside with division
and key holder 7 Expanding side pockets with bottle attachment 8 Light attachment
9 Attachment for hiking sticks 10 Rain cover 11 Side compression straps 12 Reflective Lady
logo 13 Main compartment with mesh pocket
Material: 420 HD Nylon, Snow Dia

11

7

5

6

9

Hiking Rucksacks

8

25 l / 022
TREKKING

ALPINE

HIKING

ACTIVE
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Maloja 25

1513

022 teak

48 x 28 x 21 cm

25 l

1,50 kg

•

•

•

•

Maloja 25

1513

084 brick

48 x 28 x 21 cm

25 l

1,50 kg

•

•

•

•

Maloja 25

1513

326 leaf

48 x 28 x 21 cm

25 l

1,5 0 kg

•

•

•

•

1

20 l / 005

20 l / 015

20 l / 329

25 l / 036

25 l / 040

25 l / 088

30 l / 022

30 l / 215

10/07

25 l / 040
Andro 30

Andro 20 / 25 / 30 New technical hiking and active rucksack with
extensive features and an eye-catching design. Our developers really put their all
into this one: the popular X Vent Vario carrying system provides the optimum combination of load distribution and ventilation – which means the Andro is always comfortable
to carry, even when it is snug against the body. The large main compartment is practically loaded from the front and the panel between the main and bottom compartments
can be unzipped and removed for even greater freedom when packing. We’ve also included a little zip-up mesh pocket in the main compartment. The best place for everything
you want to find without having to look for it. With a zip-up pocket on the front, rain
cover and an attachment for your hiking stick, the Andro is just perfect. So perfect that
we can guarantee you will also see it around town.

Andro 30
Test verdict: "VERY GOOD"
Outdoor 04/07

5

10

Features: 1 X Vent Vario carrying system 2 Large main compartment with hydration
system and mesh pocket 3 Small zip-up mesh pocket at the top of the main compartment
4 Removable section between main and bottom compartments 5 Front zip-up pocket,
inside with division and key holder 6 Expanding side pockets with bottle attachment
7 Light attachment 8 Attachment for hiking sticks 9 Rain cover 10 Side compression
straps 11 Load control straps (only on Andro 30)
Material: 420 HD Nylon, Snow Dia
6

7

6

8

Hiking Rucksacks

7

30 l / 215
25 l / 036
20 l / 015

TREKKING

ALPINE

HIKING

ACTIVE
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Andro 20

1516

005 deep blue

015 red

329 reed

47 x 28 x 16 cm

20 l

1,40 kg

•

•

•

•

Andro 25

1517

036 cub

040 black

088 salsa

52 x 28 x 19 cm

25 l

1,50 kg

•

•

•

•

Andro 30

1518

022 teak

215 blue

54 x 29 x 22 cm

30 l

1,55 kg

•

•

•

•

2

38 l / 022

38 l / 088

48 l / 036

48 l / 040
1

5

Molan 38 / 48 Hiking rucksack in two sizes for longer trips. Large toploa-

38 l / 022

der, ideal for trips lasting several days with lots of luggage. Victor uses the new ventilated
X Vent Vario XTR carrying system. The advantage of this is that the two x-shaped fibreglass rods are supported by two V-shaped, 3D aluminium rods, which also safely carry
large packing volumes. And Victor has so many clever little details that you'll spend quite
some time exploring them. Starting with the lid compartment, which has side wings as
well as a mesh pocket – so even when fully packed, nothing will fall out when you open
the lid. We don’t want to spoil the surprise so we’ll leave the rest for you to explore yourself. Have fun!

10
9

Features: 1 X Vent Vario XTR carrying system 2 Lid with option to attach material
3 Detachable elastic strap 4 Lid compartment with mesh pocket 5 Hiking stick attachment 6 Chest strap and emergency whistle 7 Side mesh pockets 8 Detachable bottom
compartment 9 Front pocket with organiser 10 Handles on the front and back
11 Roll-up side compression 12 First aid compartment (contents not included) 13 Hydration
system 14 Rain cover 15 Light attachment Material: Rugg Tex 11.1, 420 HD Nylon
14
6

8

2

8

11

48 l /040

Hiking Rucksacks

4

TREKKING

ALPINE

HIKING

48 l / 036
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Molan 38

1526

022 teak

088 salsa

65 x 30 x 20 cm

38 l

2,10 kg

•

•

•

•

•

Molan 48

1527

040 black

036 cub

71 x 31 x 21 cm

48 l

2,30 kg

•

•

•

•

•

1

4
3

20 l /036

Fischerstuhl Rucksack and seat in one. The fisherman's seat is the ideal
angling companion. It won't frighten the fish away, its wide base makes it extremely
safe even on uneven surfaces, and its new aluminium folding frame is now even lighter
to carry. There's also room in its "belly" for bait, lunch and anything else you need
– and it's somewhere to store your catch for the journey home. But the practical combination of rucksack and stool is also an excellent choice for non-anglers. After all, you
have to take a break sometime.
Features: 1 Sturdy aluminium frame 2 Main compartment with drawstring can also
be locked 3 Side mesh pockets 4 Front pocket, with sensible divisions and add-on
pocket Material: 420 HD Nylon

Fischerstuhl

2295

036 cub

42 x 25 x 14 cm

20 l

1,12 kg
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Day Rucksacks/Bags

DISCOVER
how to experience the Renaissance live // Pearl of the south, gate to Africa, French Chicago – there are
many different ways to describe this colourful French metropolis. As soon as we arrive, Marseille
immediately puts us under its spell with a unique mixture of future and past. The city oozes life and
has also managed to retain its charm over the years. Vallon des Auffes is probably the only fishing
village located in the middle of a large city. And in the old town quarter of Panier, we make our way
through the narrow, vibrant side streets to the Windmills Square, where over 400 years ago the Marseillais people gathered olive oil from the windmills. The city is still struggling with several long-term
effects from a time when it was literally overrun with immigrants. The volume of traffic is still very
high, and the crime rate isn’t any lower. Yet on our first visit we notice none of this. On the contrary:
the Marseillais people give us an extremely friendly welcome. Without exception. So if you don't allow
the city's reputation to put you off we can guarantee you'll be rewarded. Marseille wants to impress
and can impress.

Marseille // Marseille is an important European harbour city; in
France it is the most important. With almost 830.000 inhabitants, Marseille is, after Paris, the country's second biggest city.
Due to its location at the Golfe du Lion it has a Mediterranean
climate. For a long time, Marseille was the hub of trade between
France and the southern countries, from North Africa to the Far
East. Strong growth due to countless immigrants led to problems at the end of the 70s – and as a result to a mass exodus of
the population and the decline of industry and the city centre.
Since the 90s, Marseille has been making considerable efforts to
increase it’s attractiveness as an economic location, living space
and holiday destination. With great success.

All plans of the Euroméditerranée project, with which Marseille plans to push itself back up to become an economic and cultural
treasure, may not yet have been put into action, but we can sense the transformation of the city with every step. Everywhere
we discover inviting restaurants, shops, galleries and museums – pure (city) culture. And we are not the only ones spellbound
by the pulsating spirit of this renewal – year after year thousands of new residents decide to come live in the rejuvenated city
of Marseille.

Snap-Bags

We have never named
a product after a feature before. And especially not
after the noise it makes. In the case of our new
bag series Snap, we were left with barely any other
choice, due to its unique closure system. What
also makes the Snap models stand out is their
waterproof lid made of tarpaulin, typical TATONKA
division and of course a great look for use in the
city.

Squeezy

In this bag you
can pack everything that you
need for the day, as well as
Squeezy itself. The lightweight
rucksack can be stored inside
its own inner bag and hung on
to your luggage as a 13 x 14 x 5
cm small package.

It’s not only Marseille that's completely changed, but also our day rucksacks. Every model is new – new design, new colours, new
construction and new materials. Like never before. We have done everything we can to make our products even more robust,
functional and attractive. And the bags have also been undergoing some changes: with Snap a whole new line has been added
– with waterproof tarpaulin lid and practical Fidlock magnetic fastener. The division of the new day rucksacks in five lines (see
info box) will help you to find the model you are looking for even faster – like the "red thread" on the pavement in Marseille that
leads us through the city to all important sights. Of course not everything is new. Some things have stayed the same, such as the
perfect (everyday) models for example, special features for different uses and particularly comfortable carrying systems. And just
like Marseille: the new TATONKA day rucksack range combines tradition and modern in a unique way.
But now back to Marseille. Or to be precise, everything that we have discovered here. Including the many little cafés that can't
be named individually here as we just don't have the space. But also the "classic" sights are an experience in every respect.
What immediately springs to mind is the Canebière, the former boulevard of Marseilles. And of course Notre-Dame de la Garde,
a magnificent basilica, which as a landmark is enthroned on a chalk cliff and offers just as spectacular views over the city. But
what in our opinion makes Marseille so special is what the city has become thanks to everything that its people have achieved
over time – and what they are currently doing to transform it. Experiencing the rebirth of a whole city up close was really
a unique experience for us. So we'd like to thank Marseille. Until the next time – and all the best.

Day Rucksacks/Bags

Discover the benefits of having five clear lines to choose from // With the day rucksacks, the differences aren't only in the design.
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So that it's easier for you to find your perfect model in the future, we have divided our range into five categories.
ESSENTIAL // Sleek, plain-coloured, practical. Our basic range with rucksacks that fulfil their purpose, but are so understated
that they stay in the background. Their main feature is their outstanding value for money.
UTILITY // City, country, plus. Utility convinces with its sophisticated workmanship and versatility. These models also have
everything it takes for non-everyday use in the great outdoors.
TECH // If you want to switch from everyday to action at the speed of light, these functional, technical models are the ones
for you.
OFFICE // If you decide on an Office model you will be rewarded with an organisation talent for university or the office.
In a more neutral look, with lot of business specific details like laptop compartment and organiser.
STYLE // The Style range is for everyone who wants to be cool on their travels: it is robust, functional, with a trendy
look.

ESSENTIAL

DISCOVER
your rucksack among many // Always practical: the complete overview. This
time as a world premiere as a round-up of all new TATONKA day rucksacks,
so that you can find your favourite model on the following pages a whole lot
faster. If you'd like to find out what ESSENTIAL, UTILITY, TECH, OFFICE and
STYLE are capable of, just look at the info box on the left hand side.
Rocklin Page 62

Stanford Page 63

La Jolla Page 62

San Diego Page 64

Kea Page 66

Tuatara Page 66

Kooky Page 67

Kangaroo Page 67

Jump Page 70

Flight Page 70

Ride Page 71

7stanes Page 72

UTILITY

Flying Fox Page 68

Wallaby Page 68

OFFICE

Pleney 12+ Page 73

Day Rucksacks/Bags

TECH

Evil Eye Page 72

STYLE
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Marvin Page 74

Trillian Page 74

Zaphod Page 75

Fortytwo Page 76

Big Air Page 78

No Hand Page 78

Shifty Page 79

Pogo Page 80

24 l / 005

005

Day Rucksacks Essential

003

24 l / 088

022

2

La Jolla Spacious day rucksack with outer front pocket. La Jolla is an expert
in tidiness. In its main compartment it can hold two large ring binders without any
problems and has an extra magazine compartment, as well as an integrated organiser
in the front section. And both the padded back and padded carrying handle ensure it’s
comfortable to carry too.

Rocklin Simple day rucksack with outer front pocket and organiser. Thanks
to its sleek design, Rocklin fits in everywhere and thanks to the padded shoulder strap,
it is also comfortable to carry on your back.
2

24 l / 040

036

040

Features: 1 Padded shoulder strap
Material: Textreme 6.6

24 l / 022

Features: 1 Outer front pocket with simple organiser 2 Mesh side pockets 3 Reflective
piping on the front pocket 4 Simple inner compartment 5 S-shaped shoulder strap
Material: Textreme 6.6

Outer front pocket with simple organiser
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Rocklin

1654

003 charcoal

005 deepblue

036 cub

040 black

42 x 31 x 17 cm

22 l

400 g

•

La Jolla

1663

005 deepblue

022 teak

040 black

088 salsa

40 x 29 x 21 cm

24 l

600 g

•

1

146
329
003

215
040

005
036
022

Day Rucksacks Essential

088
3

Stanford Day rucksack with plenty of space in the dome-shaped main compartment. Stanford is in its element when on its travels. Fortunately, despite its simplicity
is has become so comfortable to carry that it’s no problem to fulfil this wish.
Features: 1 Outer front pocket with simple organiser 2 Hanging inside pocket
side pocket 4 S-shaped shoulder strap Material: Textreme 6.6

3

Mesh

63
Stanford

1655

003 charcoal

005 deepblue

022 teak

036 cub

Stanford

1655

088 salsa

146 berry

215 blue

329 reed

040 black

42 x 30 x 17 cm

22 l

400 g

•

42 x 30 x 17 cm

22 l

400 g

•

088
022
005

Day Rucksacks Essential

040

San Diego Practical helper for everyday school use. There’s no need to choose whether you use the main

4

10

or side compartment– as the San Diego now has two main compartments. And we have already made the decision
to include functional features and carrying comfort for you. But of course we had to leave you with at least one choice.
That’s why San Diego is now available in four great colours.
Features: 1 S-shaped shoulder strap 2 Chest strap 3 Hip strap 4 Two main compartments 5 Add-on front pocket with
simple organiser 6 Zip-up front compartment 7 Mesh side pockets 8 Compression straps 9 Padded carrying handle
10 AirMesh back Material: Textreme 6.6

64
San Diego

1595

005 deepblue

022 teak

040 black

088 salsa

41 x 30 x 16 cm

22 l

700 g

•

18 l / 080

18 l / 152

18 l / 214

18 l / 244

19 l / 080

Day Rucksacks Utility

214

19 l / 152

19 l / 214

19 l / 248

152

Kea Sporty and versatile day rucksack. The compact format and ventilated mesh back make this model ideal

Tuatara Compact frontloader rucksack in four colours. The word Tuatara originally comes from the Maori

for sport. Its practical zigzag rubber lacing and the mesh side pockets offer varied carrying options. Not to mention
the inside compartment.

language and means “spine-bearer”. At TATONKA, Tuatara stands for “wearing comfort with AirMesh shoulder strap
and AirMesh back”, which we find is much more fitting. The highly breathable AirMesh material is guaranteed to dry
quickly during strenuous activities and offers excellent air circulation. And first impressions are not only limited to the
different ways it can be carried, but also confirmed by its appearance. For example in the front pocket with practical
integrated organiser.

Features: 1 S-shaped shoulder strap
back Material: Textreme 6.6

2

Zigzag rubber lacing

3

Mesh side pockets

4

Hanging inside pocket

5

AirMesh

Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap
Material: Textreme 6.6

2

AirMesh back

3

Zip-up front pockets with simple organiser

66
Kea

1664

080 black/charcoal

152 salsa/red

214 deepblue/blue

244 cub/reed

44 x 27 x 15 cm

18 l

450 g

•

Tuatara

1666

080 black/charcoal

152 salsa/red

214 deepblue/blue

248 reed/leaf

45 x 27 x 15 cm

19 l

450 g

•

•

24 l / 152

24 l / 214

24 l / 244

27 l / 080

27 l / 152

27 l / 214

27 l / 244

080

244

Kooky

Versatile toploader day rucksack. Kooky feels at home everywhere, in the city just as much as in the
countryside. The compact toploader impresses with its carrying comfort due to the fast-drying, breathable AirMesh
back and additional storage space. In the outer zip front pocket with organiser or in the small front compartment
with expanding pleats for example. And you can reserve one of the side mesh pockets for your drinking bottle.
Kooky has a chest strap – for even more stability on the body we recommend attaching the optional hip strap.
Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap 2 AirMesh back 3 Chest strap 4 Lid compartment with material hoops
5 Outer zip front pocket 6 Small front compartment with expanding pleats 7 Mesh side pockets 8 Attachment option
for optional hip strap (not included)
Material: Textreme 6.6

Kangaroo Practical multi-carrier in new design. The Kangaroo got its name from the fact that you can fit
your whole life inside it. Well almost, anyway. For everything that doesn’t find a place in the spacious main compartment
or should be easy to access, the Kangaroo has an outer zip front pocket with organiser and two side zip mesh pockets.
And how are you supposed to carry it all? No worries. The breathable AirMesh back sits comfortably against the body
allowing sufficient air to circulate. Even in high temperatures the shoulder strap is pleasant against the skin thanks
to the AirMesh material.
Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap 2 AirMesh back 3 Simple inside pocket 4 Small zip-up inside pocket
5 Padded carrying handle 6 Outer zip front pocket with organiser 7 Zip side mesh pockets on the outside
Material: Textreme 6.6

Day Rucksacks Utility

24 l / 080

67
Kooky

1667

080 black/charcoal

152 salsa/red

214 deepblue/blue

244 cub/reed

42 x 26 x 22 cm

24 l

650 g

•

Kangaroo

1601

080 black/charcoal

152 salsa/red

214 deepblue/blue

244 cub/reed

42 x 30 x 18 cm

27 l

720 g

•

•

19 l / 003

19 l / 005

19 l / 022

19 l / 036

19 l / 040

28 l / 005

19 l / 088

28 l / 040

28 l / 088

088
088

Day Rucksacks Utility

Flying Fox

Sporty daypack in six colours. Or: the first bag with reflective piping. Whatever this product
is, the Flying Fox hits all the right notes and brings a lot of pleasure to whoever is carrying it. Thanks to the S-shaped
AirMesh shoulder strap and adjustable chest strap it sits closely against the back even when you’re moving around.
The compression straps ensure that its contents stay safe and sound in one place and the back section is sufficiently
ventilated and guaranteed to be a pleasure to carry. Zigzag rubber lacing, mesh side pockets and a front pocket with
zip fastener offer additional space. Plus you can also take the Flying Fox by the hand. Firstly it doesn’t bite,
and secondly it has an extra handle especially for this purpose.
Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap 2 AirMesh back 3 Chest strap 4 Zip-up front pocket 5 Zigzag rubber
lacing 6 Mesh side pockets 7 Reflective piping 8 Compression straps 9 Handle 10 Light attachment
Material: Textreme 6.6

Wallaby Universal frontloader with everyday expertise. The Wallaby is more than just a regular rucksack:
breathable AirMesh material on the shoulder straps and back means it sits closely against the body, and is further stabilized with an elastic chest strap with emergency whistle and a padded hip strap with zip pockets. It’s plain to see that
the Wallaby is a genuine Tatonka by the fact that it’s prepared for the most diverse possibilities. For example, it features
sport and movement compression straps which keep everything in place, and for days when you’re not travelling so lightly the Wallaby has a central attachment loop and zip front pocket with expanding pleats.
Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap 2 AirMesh back 3 Elastic chest strap with emergency whistle 4 Zip-up
front pocket with expanding pleats 5 Central attachment loop 6 Padded hip strap with zip pockets 7 Compression straps
8 Strong handle Material: Textreme 6.6

68
Flying Fox

1685

003 charcoal

005 deepblue

022 teak

45 x 27 x 15 cm

19 l

600 g

•

•

Flying Fox

1685

036 cub

040 black

088 salsa

45 x 27 x 15 cm

19 l

600 g

•

•

1689

005 deepblue

040 black

088 salsa

50 x 30 x 17 cm

28 l

1,10 kg

•

Wallaby

•

22 l / 080

22 l / 152

22 l / 214

22 l / 244

26 l / 080

26 l / 214

26 l / 248

214

152

Jump Sporty day rucksack made of strong material. As well as a long life the Jump mainly stands out for
Day Rucksacks Tech

26 l / 152

the way it sits against the body and its carrying comfort. Inside it offers a lot of space and a large organiser compartment, on the outside are two mesh side pockets and practical holders for bike helmet and drinking bottle. And if you
don’t want to forgo the storage options of a hip strap, the Jump can also be upgraded. An attachment option
is provided.
Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap with chest strap and reflective strips 2 AirMesh padding (Comfort Back)
3 Attachment for optional hip strap (not included) 4 Large organiser compartment 5 Mesh side pockets 6 Bottle holder
7 Helmet attachment Material: Rugg Tex 11.1, Textreme 6.6

Flight

Sporty look, combined with office-worthy features. The Flight is sporty; it’s obvious just by looking at
it. Which is why we’ll start by concentrating on its suitability for the office. Of course this also has something to do with
appearance and its discreet design. The main feature which is suitable for office use is a padded laptop compartment,
which means that your presentation will make it to the office in one piece. But also, thanks to the AirMesh back, that it
doesn’t leave any sweat marks behind on your suit. Or 26 litre capacity, with access to numerous practical storage possibilities: Mesh pockets on the hip strap and on the sides, zigzag lacing on the front, bottle holder, and: the small zip mesh
pocket at the top of the main compartment, for those items you need to get your hands on quickly.
Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap with chest strap and reflective strips 2 AirMesh padding (Comfort Back)
3 Wide concealable hip strap with mesh pockets 4 Mesh side pockets 5 Bottle holder 6 Padded 15.4-inch laptop
compartment 7 Small mesh inside pocket with zip 8 Zigzag rubber lacing Material: Rugg Tex 11.1, Textreme 6.6
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Jump

1686

080 black/charcoal

152 salsa/red

214 deepblue/blue

244 cub/reed

45 x 30 x 17 cm

22 l

900 g

•

•

•

Flight

1687

080 black/charcoal

152 salsa/red

214 deepblue/blue

244 cub/reed

46 x 31 x 18 cm

26 l

1,20 kg

•

•

•

•

•

29 l / 080

29 l / 152

29 l / 244

244

244

Ride Day rucksack with sporty features behind a serious façade. The Ride is just as suitable for use on a bike as at university or the office.
Thanks to the AirMesh material on the back and shoulder straps the Ride is a pleasure to carry during sports, but when required can also switch
from sports to business without any problems. The helmet attachment can be completely stowed away, as well as the hip strap with mesh pockets.
And the universal specialist also has many other benefits to add to its list: a generous 29 litre capacity, large organiser compartment, pen pockets,
padded 15.4-inch laptop compartment, mesh pockets on inside and out – there’s even an extra magazine compartment. And for all of those who have
to work overtime, we have fitted the Ride with reflective front piping for more safety on the road.
Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap with chest strap and reflective strips 2 AirMesh padding (Comfort Back) 3 Wide concealable hip strap with
mesh pockets 4 Large organiser compartment 5 Mesh side pockets 6 Bottle holder 7 Padded 15.4-inch laptop compartment 8 Small mesh inside pocket
with zip 9 Pocket for pens 10 Reflective front piping 11 Helmet attachment Material: Rugg Tex 11.1, Textreme 6.6

Ride

1688

080 black/charcoal

46 x 33 x 19 cm

29 l

1,30 kg

•

•

•

•

Ride

1688

152 salsa/red

46 x 33 x 19 cm

29 l

1,30 kg

•

•

•

•

Ride

1688

244 cub/reed

46 x 33 x 19 cm

29 l

1,30 kg

•

•

•

•

25 l / 064

25 l / 080

25 l / 232

10 l / 080

10 l / 064

232

10 l / 232

064

Day Rucksacks Tech

7stanes

Simple day rucksack with plenty of storage space and practical helmet attachment. Lots of storage
space also means lots of baggage. So that all of this can be transported without any problems we have designed 7stanes to
sit really well against the body. And also against the back: sheer comfort thanks to the breathable AirMesh material. As well
as the spacious main compartment and diverse storage possibilities – from the side pockets down to the mesh pockets integrated in the hip strap – 7stanes impresses with its sporty features. Excellent features like the emergency whistle, helmet
attachment and drinking bottle holder may suggest that this is a secret bike rucksack. The final proof: the reflective bison
logo on the front doesn’t only look good, but also ensures better visibility on the road. Simple, yet effective.
Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap with reflective strips 2 Emergency whistle 3 AirMesh padding (Comfort
Back) 4 Wide hip strap with mesh pockets 5 Mesh side pockets 6 Bottle holder 7 Small mesh inside pocket with zip
fastener 8 Reflective front print 9 Helmet holder 10 Chest strap with emergency whistle 11 Hydration system 12 Light
attachment 13 Rain cover Material: Textreme 6.6, Snow Crust

Evil Eye

The mini version of all the TATONKA day rucksacks. So small that it barely becomes a burden. Despite
its minimal features it is extremely versatile– whether in the city, during sport, or as an accompaniment on walks
or short hikes. With anatomically shaped AirMesh shoulder straps and chest strap, it is pleasant and secure to carry;
an elastic hip strap with integrated mesh pockets adds extra security when you’re on the move. The hip strap for your
luggage: the compression straps. With Evil Eye the rucksack contents can be compressed both on the front and the side
and held safely together. Fast movement, e.g. on your bike, is no problem. This also applies to the back climate – with
AirMesh everything stays dry, even in high temperatures.
Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap with chest strap and reflective strips 2 Emergency whistle 3 AirMesh back
4 Hip strap with mesh pockets 5 Side/front compression straps 6 Small mesh inside pocket with zip fastener 7 Zip-up
front pocket with Thermo Fusion zip 8 Hydration system 9 Light attachment 10 Rain cover Material: Snow Crust
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7stanes
Evil Eye

1692

064 red/dark grey

080 black/charcoal

232 leaf/grey

46 x 29 x 19 cm

25 l

1,00 kg

•

•

•

•

1693

064 red/dark grey

080 black/charcoal

232 leaf/grey

41 x 21 x 12 cm

10 l

700 g

•

•

•

•

•

12 + / 015

12 + / 040

12 + / 326

326

Pleney 12+

Small, technical active rucksack with extendable volume. The shape which tapers off towards the bottom guarantees
optimum weight distribution with maximum freedom of movement, even in sporting activities that require a lot of movement. Side compression straps
keep the contents in place. The Comfort Back padding, which is divided on the sides and has two additional Hypalon reinforcements for added stability, provides comfortable ventilation for the back. For active people, the hydration system is very usefully accessible via a separate zip so that, even
when the rucksack is full, it’s easy to get to the liquid container. And because the helmet attachment isn’t always needed, it packs away behind the
front pocket of the Pleney. Like a lot of other things. With the zip, the pack volume of the Pleney can be extended by a further 3 litres.
Features: 1 Comfort Back carrying system with split padding on the side for better ventilation 2 Additional Hypalon reinforcements for better hold
3 Mesh hip strap with small pockets 4 Emergency whistle 5 Main compartment with hydration system (with separate zip access) 6 Hypalon front pocket
with reflective zip and organiser 7 Small zip pocket over the front pocket with Thermo Fusion zip 8 Elastic helmet support in compartment between front
pocket and rucksack 9 Compression straps 10 Two side mesh pockets with bottle holder on one side 11 Extendable pack volume from 12 to 15 litres
12 First-aid compartment (contents not included) 13 Rain cover 14 Light attachment
Material: Textreme 6.6, 420 HD Nylon, Snow Crust

Pleney 12+ 1719

015 red

47 x 25 x 10 cm

12 + 3 l

1,05 kg

•

•

•

•

•

•

Pleney 12+ 1719

040 black

47 x 25 x 10 cm

12 + 3 l

1,05 kg

•

•

•

•

•

•

Pleney 12+ 1719

326 leaf

47 x 25 x 10 cm

12 + 3 l

1,05 kg

•

•

•

•

•

•

19 l / 005

19 l / 022

19 l / 040

19 l / 088

24 l / 005

088

24 l / 022

24 l / 040

24 l / 088

005

Day Rucksacks Office

Marvin Classic, small-format office day rucksack with 15-inch laptop compartment. Marvin is like a portable Trillian Classic, large-format office daypack with 17-inch laptop compartment. Trillian takes its job seriously:
office with a capacity of 19 litres. Compact, but with the finest of features. As well as two main compartments Marvin
offers different pockets and storage possibilities, which are perfectly tailored to its use. With organiser, document insert
pocket with zip fastener on the front and padded 15-inch laptop compartment incl. laptop cleaning cloth, Marvin can
transport your possessions safe and sound into the office. And you as well of course.
Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap with chest strap 2 AirMesh back 3 Two main compartments 4 Padded 15inch laptop compartment 5 Outer front pocket 6 Organiser 7 Zip-up front pocket 8 Small mesh inside pocket with zip
9 Laptop cleaning cloth Material: 450 HD Polyoxford, Textreme 6.6

two main compartments make sure everything is neat and tidy, the large organiser compartment keeps all necessary
office stationery together, the excellent padded laptop compartment even holds 17-inch devices offering professionals
expert protection when they’re on their travels. The zip-up front pocket and a small zip mesh pocket inside the rucksack
allow fast access to small items. The curved AirMesh shoulder strap with chest strap and the fast drying AirMesh back
make the Trillian a really first-class business companion with a total capacity of 24 litres. Laptop cleaning cloth included.
Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap with chest strap 2 AirMesh back 3 Two main compartments 4 Padded
17-inch laptop compartment 5 Large organiser compartment 6 Zip-up front pocket 7 Small mesh inside pocket with
zip 8 Laptop cleaning cloth Material: 450 HD Polyoxford, Textreme 6.6

74
Marvin

1700

005 deepblue

022 teak

040 black

088 salsa

40 x 30 x 16 cm

19 l

750 g

•

•

•

Trillian

1701

005 deepblue

022 teak

040 black

088 salsa

45 x 34 x 16 cm

24 l

850 g

•

•

•

28 l / 022

28 l / 040

022

Zaphod Day rucksack with perfect features for university and office. Perfect is not an exaggeration here. The Zaphod is a good home for your lap6

11

13

Day Rucksacks Office

top in particular. In every situation. As Zaphod doesn’t only have a padded 15.4-inch laptop compartment but also a padded laptop bag which can be detached
and used individually as required. There is even a detachable bag for your laptop accessories, laptop cleaning cloth included. But documents and other office
stationery can be transported safely. As well as the two main compartments there is an organiser in the front pocket and many other storage possibilities
inside and out, which are each tailored to the purpose. The same also applies to the fit and carrying comfort. Don’t start to wonder when you start enjoying
going into the office.
Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap with chest strap 2 AirMesh padding (Comfort Back) 3 Attachment option for hip strap (not included)
4 Two main compartments 5 Padded 15.4-inch laptop compartment 6 Detachable, padded laptop bag 7 Detachable laptop accessories bag including laptop cleaning cloth 8 Organiser 9 Outer front pocket with organiser 10 Zip-up front pocket 11 Small mesh inside pocket with zip 12 Mesh side pocket with
bottle holder 13 Padded side pocket with Velcro fastener zip Material: Texamid 5.5, Texamid 11.1

75
Zaphod

1702

022 teak

040 black

48 x 33 x 18 cm

28 l

1,40 kg

•

•

•

30 l / 022

30 l / 040

040

Day Rucksacks Office

Fortytwo

Spacious university and office day rucksack with 17-inch laptop compartment. There’s a reason that the description of the
Fortytwo sounds so general. It’s hard to decide: is it an all-round practical companion, a real organization talent or an absolutely reliable laptop protector? Well, it’s all of these things. As far as laptops are concerned it is the cream of the crop. Fortytwo has a padded compartment, which also holds
17-inch laptops, a padded, detachable laptop bag and even a detachable pocket for laptop accessories. The large organiser compartment takes care of the
organization; for special tasks there are different, pockets and compartments, some padded, on both the inside and outside. Small technical devices like
mobile phone or MP3-player are also safely looked after in the Fortytwo. So you don’t create an untidy mess while looking for something, the Fortytwo
can be folded out, which enables optimum access to the 30 litre capacity. And to stow it all away when you’re on the road, the Fortytwo has a few tricks
up its sleeve. What we can reveal is: AirMesh, load control straps, Comfort Back. Another hip strap can also be attached when required.

2

8

Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap with chest strap 2 AirMesh padding (Comfort Back) 3 Attachment for hip strap (not included)
4 Load control straps 5 Padded 17-inch laptop compartment 6 Detachable, padded laptop bag 7 Detachable laptop accessories pocket including
laptop cleaning cloth 8 Large organiser compartment 9 Zip front pocket, soft padding 10 Small mesh inside pocket with zip 11 Mesh side pocket with
bottle holder 12 Padded side pocket
Material: Texamid 5.5, Texamid 11.1

76
Fortytwo

1703

022 teak

040 black

50 x 35 x 18 cm

30 l

1,55 kg

•

•

•

9

23 l / 022

23 l / 036

23 l / 040

18 l / 022

040

18 l / 040

022

No Hand Strong daypack. No Hand could have got its name from the fact that you just don’t want to put it down.

Big Air

Day Rucksacks Style

18 l / 036

Versatile daypack that leaves no wish unfulfilled. What do you want to take with you? Digital camera,
MP3 player, sunglasses, laptop, snowboard? Big Air has the suitable compartment for it all – and is of course ideally padded where required. It boasts a spacious inside compartment and a large organiser with simple division. And so you can
also carry it all comfortably over longer distances or during sporting activities, the Big Air is equipped with a ventilated
AirMesh back.

The AirMesh back makes it comfortable to carry. Exemplary breathability, constant ventilation and – if all that’s not
enough – outstanding drying properties add to the comfortable carrying experience, even during intense movements.
And for this purpose No Hand has compression straps, which always hold the bag compactly together. To avoid things
getting mixed up inside, there are side pockets with Velcro fasteners and the bellows pocket on the front has a sturdy zip.
Not only practical, but also interesting in terms of its appearance is the universal attachment system onto which different
bags can be affixed.

Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap with chest strap 2 AirMesh padding (Comfort Back) 3 Large, simple organiser compartment 4 Padded 15.4-inch laptop compartment 5 Zip side pockets 6 Padded MP3 player pocket 7 Padded
pocket for digital camera 8 Skate/snowboard attachment with Hypalon flaps 9 Padded sunglasses compartment
Material: Texamid 11.1, 420 HD Nylon

Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap with chest strap 2 AirMesh padding (Comfort Back)
Velcro fastener 4 Bellow front pocket with zip 5 Chest strap 6 Organiser 7 Compression straps
Material: Texamid 11.1, 420 HD Nylon
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Big Air

1679

022 teak

036 cub

040 black

45 x 32 x 16 cm

23 l

1,30 kg

•

No Hand

1678

022 teak

036 cub

040 black

44 x 33 x 16 cm

18 l

940 g

•

•

•
•

•

3

Side pocket with

23 l / 022

23 l / 036

23 l / 040

036

Shifty

Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap with chest strap 2 AirMesh back
player pocket 6 Skateboard attachment Material: Texamid 11.1, 420 HD Nylon

3

Large, simple organiser compartment

4

Zip side pockets

5

Day Rucksacks Style

Stylish, sporty and practical day rucksack. The Shifty has it all, and in abundance. Good-looking, AirMesh shoulder strap with chest
strap, perfect fit and pleasant back climate. And now on to the practical side: large organiser compartments inside, closable side pockets, padded MP3
player pocket. And of course the skateboard attachment, which can be attached vertically to the front and carried through busy streets with two
handles.
Padded MP3

79
Shifty

1676

022 teak

036 cub

040 black

48 x 30 x 16 cm

23 l

900 g

•

•

17 l / 022

17 l / 036

17 l / 040

Day Rucksacks Style

022

Pogo Medium-sized, sturdy daypack. The Pogo creates space. This is ensured with a spacious main compartment

3

4

with simple inside pocket. As the name suggests, the Pogo can hold a lot and with its ventilated, fast drying back also
enables more intensive movements. The anatomically shaped shoulder strap and chest strap means it sits close
to the body. On the front, a large zip pocket with organiser gets everything back in order. Which is necessary now
and again.
Features: 1 S-shaped AirMesh shoulder strap with chest strap 2 AirMesh back 3 Simple inside pocket
front pocket with organiser 5 Side pockets Material: Texamid 11.1, 420 HD Nylon

4

Large zip-up

80
Pogo

1675

022 teak

036 cub

040 black

41 x 27 x 16 cm

17 l

650 g

•

•

022

022

040

040

140
088
140

Day Rucksacks Urban

Lord

Large computer shoulder bag for 17-inch laptops. Lord is really creating something of a stir in offices
around the world. It is extremely good-looking and can really hold its own – plus a 17-inch laptop, which is a real rarity
for outdoor bags. And to guarantee that nothing happens to your pride and joy, the Lord is made of a sturdy Rugg Tex
and 420 HD nylon material and has all-round padding, plus the laptop compartment is additionally padded. There is
room for cable, power adaptor and other accessories in a separate mesh bag. While cycling or when you’re really active,
the hip strap provides stability, and the bison logo, which is padded from the inside, is sure to attract curious glances.
Features: 1 Large main compartment 2 Padded 17-inch laptop compartment with wide opening and extra base compartment padding 3 Flap with concealed catch and Velcro fastening 4 Front pocket with zip-up pocket 5 Detachable
laptop accessories bag incl. laptop cleaning cloth 6 Length adjustable carry strap with detachable shoulder padding
7 Adjustable and detachable hip strap 8 Hanging loop 9 Handle 10 Small notepad in front compartment 11 Inner dimensions of laptop compartment: 41 x 27 x 5 cm Material: Rugg Tex 11.1, 420 HD Nylon

088

Duke Plenty of space for school, university or the office. The strong Duke made of Rugg Tex and 420 HD nylon
even makes boring files look good and really increases the fun factor of keeping things tidy: the main compartment is equipped with practical insert compartments for all important utensils and the mesh pocket under the flap puts an end to frantic
searching as you see at a glance what’s inside. And the Duke has another plus point: the new plastic bison logo on the front.
Features: 1 Padded, large main compartment with zip fastener and different dividers (standard file format) 2 Flap with
concealed catch and additional Velcro fastener 3 Flat padded front pocket with compartments, key holder and zip mesh
pocket under the flap 4 Adjustable shoulder strap 5 Adjustable and detachable shoulder padding (Velcro fastening)
6 Adjustable and detachable hip strap for extra safety (when cycling for example) 7 Hanging loop 8 3D bison logo
9 Small notepad in front compartment 10 Zip at the back for fast access into main compartment
Material: Rugg Tex 11.1, 420 HD Nylon
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Lord

1762

022 teak

040 black

140 gravel

45 x 34 x 16 cm

20 l

1,40 kg

•

•

Duke

1760

022 teak

040 black

088 salsa

33 x 33 x 10 cm

10 l

740 g

•

•

•

036
022

140
036

040
088

Baron

The relaxed way to carry your books. The Baron will happily transport your things for school or university
– on both sides: as well as the standard access through the front, the Baron also has a “back door”: a clever zip on the
back opens the main compartment with ease. So you can easily get to your wallet without having to open the flap. Good
to know: the strong workmanship using tear-resistant materials ensures that the Baron is just as durable as it is casual.
At least.

Features: 1 Padded, large main compartment with zip-fastener, magazine compartment and various sections
2 Flap with concealed catch and additional Velcro fastening 3 Asymmetric front pocket with zip fastener under
the flap 4 Compartments with key holder and zip compartment in front pocket 5 Additional zip for main compartment
on back for easy access 6 Adjustable shoulder strap 7 Adjustable and removable shoulder padding (Velcro) 8 Adjustable
and detachable hip strap for safety (e.g. while cycling) 9 Hanging loop 10 3D bison logo 11 Small notepad in front compartment Material: Rugg Tex 11.1, 420 HD Nylon

Day Rucksacks Urban

036
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Baron

1758

022 teak

036 cub

040 black

088 salsa

140 gravel

35 x 25 x 11 cm

10 l

600 g

•

•

Queen

Unusual handbag in an unusual look.
Queen is the bag for people who carry more than their
mobile phone and wallet around with them every day.
Two separate main compartments with various pockets
keep things tidy, and the excellent padding will happily
keep your MP3 player safe. And the three-dimensional
bison logo on the front is also anything but usual.

022

Features: 1 Two separate main compartments with
various pockets keep things tidy, each accessed separately with zip 2 Front main compartment with two insert
compartment, key holder and integrated zip-up pocket
3 Main compartment at the back with large insert compartment 4 Adjustable shoulder strap 5 Sturdy shoulder
padding 6 3D Bison logo
Material: Rugg Tex 11.1, 420 HD Nylon

088
040
140

036

Cavalier Small, pretty and perfect for everyday
use. If handbags are always too small and chaotic for you
then Cavalier is the only sensible alternative. It offers
enough room to store personal items tidily, is extremely
resistant and manages to look so good that you’ll simply
want to take it everywhere with you.

036

088

Features: 1 Main compartment with zip and flap on lid
with Velcro fastening 2 Small front pocket 3 Insert compartment and key holder in the main compartment
4 Adjustable shoulder strap 5 Sturdy shoulder padding
6 3D bison logo Material: Rugg Tex 11.1, 420 HD Nylon
040

Urban Bags

022
140
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Queen

1756

022 teak

036 cub

040 black

088 salsa

140 gravel

27 x 20 x 8 cm

5l

290 g

•

Cavalier

1754

022 teak

036 cub

040 black

088 salsa

140 gravel

20 x 14 x 6 cm

2l

200 g

•

Drop In Compact, sturdy, practical, chic shoulder bag. The first thing you
notice about Drop is the spacious main compartment. It will take a lot of filling, but in
case anything is left over you still have the different Velcro or zip-up pockets on the outside – some with padding, in which to transport technical devices safely. With so much
potential, Drop doesn’t actually need to look this good. But it does anyway.

006
088

Features: 1 Padded side pocket with Velcro fastener 2 Large main compartment with
zip 3 Small zip front pocket 4 Organiser and zip-up pocket in main compartment
5 Adjustable shoulder strap 6 TATONKA stamp 7 Small notepad in front compartment
Material: Textreme 6.6, Rugg Tex 11.1
329
040

Catch

Snap Bags

Strong little shoulder bag with Fidlock magnet fastener. If you wish
to transport items safely and comfortably, Catch is the one for you. Extremely resistant
materials and a lid made of waterproof Tarpaulin offer the perfect surroundings for your
treasured everyday possessions. The Fidlock Big Turn fastener on the front only opens
when you want it to – and even then it’s very easy. The Fidlock locks use both the pull and
push forces of the magnet. Catch also impresses with an adjustable, padded carry strap, lots
of closable pockets, organiser and an additional zip for easy access to main compartment.
Features: 1 Lid flap with Fidlock Big Turn fastener 2 Adjustable, padded carry belt
3 Additional zip for main compartment enables fast access 4 2 Padded side pockets with
Velcro fastener 5 Keeps its shape 6 Zip-up pocket and organiser in main compartment
7 Large main compartment with zip fastener 8 Small notepad in front compartment
9 TATONKA stamp
Material: Textreme 6.6, Rugg Tex 11.1, Tarpaulin 1000

040

260

181
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Catch

1781

040 black

181 red/salsa

244 cub/reed

260 teak/nut

31 x 27 x 16 cm

13 l

800 g

•

•

Drop In

1780

006 nut

040 black

088 salsa

329 reed

19 x 17 x 9 cm

3l

250 g

•

•

244

181

040

260

244

Twister

Strong 14-inch laptop shoulder bag with Fidlock magnet fastener. Attractive city bag for
laptop & Co. And to accommodate plenty of accessories Twister is equipped with practical compartments, as well as space
for the computer in the integrated main compartment. A strong material mix of Tarpaulin, Rugg Tex and Textreme 6.6
and the patented Fidlock Big Turn fastener mechanism add security and the zip strap makes sure the Twister stays close
to the body.

Features: 1 Lid flap with Fidlock Big Turn fastener 2 Adjustable, padded carry belt 3 Additional zip fastener for
the main compartment enables fast access 4 2 padded side pockets with Velcro fastener 5 Keeps its shape 6 Zip-up
pocket and organiser in the main compartment 7 Large main compartment with zip fastener 8 14-inch laptop compartment in the main compartment 9 Hip strap 10 Small notepad in front compartment 11 TATONKA stamp
Material: Textreme 6.6, Rugg Tex 11.1, Tarpaulin 1000

Snap Bags

260
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Twister

1782

040 black

181 red/salsa

244 cub/reed

260 teak/nut

36 x 31 x 17 cm

19 l

1,00 kg

•

•

•

040

244

244

Bigspin Spacious shoulder bag with Fidlock magnet fastener. Twister’s big brother is a real takeaway talent: with two main compartments

Snap Bags

it makes sure that you’ll have everything with you that you need. One of the main compartments with its very good all-round padding is ideal
as a laptop compartment for 17-inch laptops – whereby Bigspin is also a really good choice for friends of laptops of the smaller variety. In the second
main compartment you can fill the magazine compartment and organiser, under the lid compartment is a mesh insert pocket, on the sides are two
padded pockets. Bigspin is even practical when you leave it at home: a hanging loop is hidden underneath the waterproof tarpaulin lid.
Features: 1 Lid flap with Fidlock Big Turn fastener 2 Adjustable, padded carry belt 3 Small front mesh pocket under the lid 4 2 padded side pockets
with Velcro fastener 5 Keeps its shape 6 Zip pocket and organiser in the main compartment 7 Large main compartment with zip 8 Separate 17-inch
laptop compartment 9 Hip strap 10 Small notepad in front compartment 11 TATONKA stamp
Material: Textreme 6.6, Rugg Tex 11.1, Tarpaulin 1000
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Bigspin

1783

040 black

45 x 32 x 19 cm

27 l

1,20 kg

•

•

•

Bigspin

1783

244 cub/reed

45 x 32 x 19 cm

27 l

1,20 kg

•

•

•

Turnover Bag Doubly practical reversible bag.
First of all it’s practical, because lots of details like the reinforced
base or the key pocket make the Turnover Bag the ideal shopping
accompaniment. And secondly because you can swap the trendy,
floral pattern on the outside for the plain-coloured design on the
inside.
Features: 1 Reversible bag: pattern print or plain in next to
no time 2 Zip pocket on inside and outside 3 Shoulder strap
4 Separate key pocket 5 Reinforced padded base
Material: Textreme 6.6

298

205

209
348

Market Bag

Superlight You guessed right! This is a super light
rucksack. Or a belt bag, as you wish. And the real highlight
is that Superlight can be folded together, stored away in the
smallest place and worn comfortably around the hips.
Features: 1 Foldaway daypack 2 Outer mesh pocket
3 Key holder Material: 190T Nylon, 420 HD Nylon

040

Features: 1 Spacious main compartment with
zip fastener 2 Outer zip pocket 3 Carry handle
4 Adjustable rucksack shoulder strap 5 Key holder
Material: 210 Den Nylon Oxford PU

040
015

Bags

The shopping bag with
a volume of 22 litres. And as it holds so much,
the functionality also plays an important role. This
means that the shopping bag with the adjustable
shoulder straps can quickly be turned into a shopping rucksack, which can be comfortably carried
home. Of course you don’t have to necessarily use
it to just carry food in.

040
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Turnover Bag

2231

205 nut/corn

Superlight

2216

040 black

Market Bag

2219

015 red

209 teak/berry

040 black

298 tan/salsa

348 gravel/leaf

40 x 31 x 18 cm

22 l

400 g

•

43 x 32 x 14 cm

18 l

190 g

•

41 x 31 x 16 cm

22 l

300 g

•

329

084

003

Squeezy

Variable lightweight rucksack with front pocket. Squeezy has a shoulder strap with mesh padding
and a key holder in the front compartment. So far so good. Now let’s move on to its special features: with the siliconised T-Rip
light material, Squeezy really is unbelievably light – and with the small zip-up inside pocket it saves an unbelievable amount
of space. It can be stored inside and with reduced dimensions of 13x14x5 cm it can easily be attached to your luggage.
Material: T-Rip Light

Squeezy

2217

003 charcoal

45 x 27 x 17 cm

18 l

200 g

•

Squeezy

2217

084 brick

45 x 27 x 17 cm

18 l

200 g

•

Squeezy

2217

329 reed

45 x 27 x 17 cm

18 l

200 g

•

S / 080

S / 204

S / 260

M / 080

M / 204

M / 260

L / 080

L / 204

L / 260

Ilium S / M / L

Hip bag in three sizes.
The design makes you initially concentrate on the bare
essentials: the storage space. But there’s much more to it
than meets the eye: depending on the model Ilium is fitted
with a key holder, zip-up pocket(s), divided front pocket
and an inside pocket in the main compartment.
Features: 1 One or two zip compartments 2 Key holder
(M/L) 3 Division in the front pocket (M /L) 4 Small inside
pocket in the main compartment
Material: Textreme 6.6
S / 204

S / 005

S / 040

S / 315

M / 040

M / 093

M / 080

L / 260

M / 133

Funny Bag S / M Ultra light hip bag in two
sizes. Depending on the size the Funny Bags with two
(S) or four (M) pockets have space for everything that
you need to have close to hand when you’re out and
about. The contents are held in with zips, in the M version also with Velcro fasteners.

S / 315

M / 133

Bags

Features: 1 Up to four zip or Velcro pockets (M)
Material: Textreme 6.6
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Ilium S

2220

080 black/charcoal

204 charcoal/salsa

260 teak/nut

30 x 14 x 4 cm

90 g

Ilium M

2221

080 black/charcoal

204 charcoal/salsa

260 teak/nut

35 x 14 x 5 cm

120 g

•

Ilium L

2222

080 black/charcoal

204 charcoal/salsa

260 teak/nut

35 x 16 x 9 cm

150 g

•

Funny Bag S

2210

005 deep blue

040 black

315 tan

32 x 16 x 6 cm

110 g

Funny Bag M

2215

040 black

093 black/teak

133 black/deep blue

34 x 12 x 9 cm

150 g
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Île Lavezzi // The Île Lavezzi is the southernmost point
of France in Europe – and part of the island group of the
same name between Corsica and Sardinia. The archipelago
includes approx. 100 little islands and granite reefs and is
as good as untouched. Since 1982 the whole island area and
the surrounding waters have been under protection – only
the Lavezzi, Piramide and Piana islands are accessible. With
sea fog and strong winds in spring, autumn and winter the
Lavezzi archipelago is feared by seafarers. For friends of
nature the rich fauna and flora above and below the water
and the magnificent bays and beaches are a real paradise
– perfect for exciting and relaxing daytrips and hiking tours.

DISCOVER
a small island as a whole universe // So you think when you're as small as the Île Lavezzi you can't have
much to offer? As if! The uninhabited island of the Southern French Lavezzi archipelago is a veritable
paradise – and offers numerous possibilities for enjoyable and varied ways to spend your holiday. The
children fall in love with Île Lavezzi right away. Perhaps also because you don't feel like a holidaymaker
or a tourist here, but like a discoverer. When we land on Lavezzi we have the impression that we're
entering new territory – although it has only taken a few minutes to cross over from the mainland. As
we set foot on Lavezzi we feel a bit like Robinson and Friday on a family holiday, marooned on a desert
island. Forced to spend a fantastic time in the great outdoors. While we are still enjoying the first
impressions, Matteo, Davide and Elia have long since begun their conquering of the island.

One thing soon becomes clear: there'll be no such thing as boredom here today. The enthusiasm
increases with every step. The rugged rocks jut out of the ground and our little discoverers are
drawn towards them like magnets. Although there are no noteworthy trees to provide shade on the
Île Lavezzi, the climate is very pleasant. A light veil of clouds shades us from the heat of the southern
sun, giving us more freedom to move around.

Children’s Collection

A freedom enjoyed by the children in particular. The craggy cliffs and rock formations form the ideal
"climbing terrain" – without a high level of difficulty, but a high fun factor instead. And even though
the children are just clambering, the material of the equipment still plays a big role. Rucksacks
should be light, but also robust – so that they don't need to be replaced as soon as they scrape against
a rock or cliff. TATONKA rucksacks are specially designed for the anatomy of young Robinsons and with
their compression keep the bag safely in place.

94

We're not the only ones to feel at home here. The sea has also taken a shine to the Île Lavezzi – over
time it has made its way to the inside of the island at different areas and presents its new found
space in the form of numerous grottos, which open up in the ground on the coastline. Of course we
climb down and are fascinated how just a few metres deeper our perception and acoustics change
completely. Our voices sound as if we are speaking through shells. The overhanging rock walls seem
as if they want to close us in, light and shade play with one another on the water, giving the surface
a new look every second. The view from the grotto over the open sea is perfectly described by Matteo
as a "room with sea view". Everyone is unanimous: the Lavezzi version of this common travel agency
phrase is priceless.
Conclusion: We haven't seen very much other than cliffs and sea – and yet we are taking away
an unbelievable amount of experiences with us. Our day excursion on the Île Lavezzi was like
a dream in pristine surroundings, which is why we rate the island right at the very top of our list of
sights to experience. There's nothing boring or negative about it to report. Although Paul did tread
on a sea urchin, but that's a different story (which can be read later on in the First Aid chapter).

28 + 5 l / 214

Great Escape Junior Junior travel rucksack and latest offshoot of the famous 1140. Much has been
written about the Great Escape: “one of TATONKA’s first ever products,” “perfectly prepared for the escape from everyday
life,” “a legend on your back.” Now the same quality is also available in a junior version, with almost the same features
as its big brother. All we have done differently is to leave out the base compartment to make it more compact and have
given it a Padded Back carrying system that can be completely covered to go with the reduced pack volume. The detachable day rucksack clearly proves that the Junior is a member of the Great Escape family. And of course the famous
name.
Features: 1 Padded Back carrying system that can be completely covered 2 Detachable day rucksack
in main compartment 4 Name tag 5 Handle 6 Attachment for optional carrying strap
Material: Textreme 6.6, Snow Crust

Great Escape Junior

1137

214 deepblue/blue

44 x 29 x 22 cm

28 + 5 l

1,20 kg

3

Dividers

22 l / 154

16 l / 119

22 l / 214

16 l / 136

16 l / 153

22 l / 214

16 l / 119

22 l / 214

16 l / 119

Baloo Grown-up toploader for children over the age of 8. The little Baloo is actually quite big too. At least

Mowgli Toploader for kids from age 6. Rucksacks for children with innovations from the big climbing and tour

as far as the technical side is concerned and the reduced design without stars or skull-and-crossbones. A mature
performance.

rucksacks are no problem. Mowgli has been optimally adapted to children over the age of 6, right down to the size
of the straps and buckles – and the fabric and colour combinations. Mowgli is available in either a cute star pattern
or a scarily attractive pirate design.

Features: 1 Padded back and carrying system 2 Perfectly adapted to the child’s body
4
Tatonki Material: 420 HD Nylon, Textreme 6.6

3

Hiking stick attachment
Features: 1 Padded back and carrying system
Material: 420 HD Nylon, Textreme 6.6

2

Chest strap

3

Hiking stick attachment

4

Tatonki

Children’s Collection

22 l / 153
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Baloo

1807

153 red/brick

154 berry/pink

214 deepblue/blue

55 x 21 x 17 cm

22 l

600 g

Mowgli

1806

119 pink/babe

136 blue/lightblue

153 red/brick

50 x 19 x 15 cm

16 l

550 g

13 l / 154

13 l / 214

13 l / 244

10 l / 119

10 l / 136

10 l / 248

10 l / 119
13 l / 244

13 l / 244

10 l / 119

Children’s Collection

Alpine Teen

Sturdy frontloader for kids between the ages of 8 and 10. With the Alpine Teen we are presenting a genuine hiking rucksack, but it just happens to be for children. Basically, this means that it’s got it all: from
a sensibly divided, spacious main compartment to compression straps and a hiking stick holder, but the carrying
system has been fitted with a padded back and S-shaped padded shoulder straps adapted to the child’s anatomy. The
design featuring stars of pirates is also perfect for youngsters. And because even pirates occasionally like to snuggle,
we’ve even included a cuddly Tatonki.
Features: 1 Padded back with S-shaped, padded shoulder straps 2 Main compartment with concealed zip 3 Bellow
pocket on the front with zip fastener and reflective bellow pleats 4 Two side mesh pockets 5 Handle 6 Hiking stick
attachment 7 Side and front compression straps 8 Name tag on the inside 9 Tatonki
Material: Textreme 6.6, 420 HD Nylon

Alpine Junior

Daypack for children aged 4-7, which is great for hiking. The Alpine Junior with pirate
or star design has place for a lunch box and drink bottle. But even more importantly: the main compartment, which is
divided into two, accommodates everything that’s needed for an extensive day trip – and there’s even space for other bits
and pieces in the two pockets in the two lid pockets on the side. The attachment for hiking sticks at the front perfectly
completes the “grown-up rucksack” look, while reflective stripes on the bellow pocket ensure your child’s safety.
Features: 1 Padded back with S-shaped, padded shoulder straps 2 Front bellows pocket with reflective bellow pleats
3 Two side pockets with lids 4 Handle 5 Attachment for hiking sticks etc. 6 Name tag on the inside 7 Tatonki
Material: Textreme 6.6, 420 HD Nylon
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Alpine Teen

1808

154 berry/pink

40 x 24 x 14 cm

13 l

600 g

Alpine Junior

1805

119 pink/babe

35 x 22 x 14 cm

10 l

400 g

Alpine Teen

1808

214 deepblue/blue

40 x 24 x 14 cm

13 l

600 g

Alpine Junior

1805

136 blue/lightblue

35 x 22 x 14 cm

10 l

400 g

Alpine Teen

1808

244 cub/reed

40 x 24 x 14 cm

13 l

600 g

Alpine Junior

1805

248 reed/leaf

35 x 22 x 14 cm

10 l

400 g

6 l / 119

6 l / 136

6 l / 153

6 l / 119

6 l / 136

6 l / 119

Kicky

Children’s Collection

Simple pear-shaped kindergarten rucksack. With a capacity
of six litres Kicky can transport many different items – divided into a spacious
main compartment and a practical zip front pocket. Padded shoulder strap
with reflective stripes and a padded back ensure that the Kicky is also easy
to carry, even if it’s full to the top.
Features: 1 Padded back with padded shoulder straps 2 Spacious main
compartment 3 Zip front pocket 4 Reflective stripes on the shoulder straps
5 Handle 6 Tatonki
Material: Textreme 6.6

6 l / 153

5 l / 119

6 l / 136

5 l / 136

5 l / 248

5 l / 248

Alpine Kid Daypack for children aged 3-5, with the qualities of a hiking

Teeny Pear-shaped daypack in starry or pirate design. As with

rucksack. With a capacity of 6 litres, a main compartment and the patch front
pocket, Alpine Kid does not only have plenty of space for transporting everything
to kindergarten and back, but is also the perfect accompaniment for little ones on
longer trips. The carrying system is specially adapted to the child’s anatomy to provide the necessary level of comfort and the new pirate design provides the necessary
appeal and will delight youngsters just as much as the starry pattern.

all children’s rucksacks by TATONKA, not only does the child-appropriate
“packaging” play an important role, but also traffic safety: thanks to
reflective zips and the reflective elements on the front bellow pocket
Teeny is even visible on the darkest of nights. With its soft AirMesh
back, shaped shoulder straps and user-friendly carrying handle Teeny
is perfect for children’s backs and hands. And also for carrying to kindergarten.

Features: 1 Padded back with S-shaped, padded shoulder straps 2 Front bellow
pocket with reflective zip and bellow pleats 3 Side mesh pockets 4 Handle 5 Attachment loops for sticks etc. 6 Name tag in the inside 7 Tatonki
Material: Textreme 6.6, 420 HD Nylon

Features: 1 Padded back with S-shaped, padded shoulder straps
2 Front pocket (partially mesh) 3 Handle 4 Name tag on the inside
5 Tatonki 6 Main compartment reflective zip
Material: Textreme 6.6, 420 HD Nylon
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Kicky

1799

119 pink/babe

136 blue/lightblue

153 red/brick

30 x 19 x 11 cm

6l

220 g

Alpine Kid

1804

119 pink/babe

136 blue/lightblue

153 red/brick

30 x 18 x 12 cm

6l

300 g

Teeny

1803

119 pink/babe

136 blue/lightblue

248 reed/leaf

28 x 20 x 8 cm

5l

220 g

•

4 l / 119

4 l / 136

4 l / 153

5 l / 119

5 l / 136

5 l / 153

5 l / 136

4 l / 153

5 l / 136

Children’s Collection

4 l / 153

Kiddy Pear-shaped daypack for kindergarten. In the popular star or fearsome pirate design. Reflective stripes

Kiddy Pro Professional daypack for kindergarten. Daypacks especially designed for fans of bags, tidiness

on the zip fasteners and bellow pockets on the front make sure the bag and its wearer can be seen on the roads,
and the pirate or star look buckles create a wild or harmonious look.

and Jack Sparrow. This professional children’s rucksack is available in a starry or pirate design. Kiddy Pro has an
additional pocket on each side, with a zip which allows them to open wide, and on the front is a patch bellow pocket,
which acts as a cosy home for the cuddly Tatonki and his friends, for example. Reflective inserts on the front bellow
pocket and reflective zips guarantee better visibility in traffic. And of course Kiddy Pro also has a carrying system
suitable for children – would we be selling it otherwise?

Features: 1 Padded back with S-shaped, padded shoulder straps
expanding pleats 3 Handle 4 Name tag on the inside 5 Tatonki
Material: Textreme 6.6, 420 HD Nylon

2

Front bellow pocket with reflective zip and

Features: 1 Padded back with S-shaped, padded shoulder straps 2 Side pockets with reflective zip
pocket with reflective zip and bellow pleats 4 Handle 5 Name tag on the inside 6 Tatonki
Material: Textreme 6.6, 420 HD Nylon
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Kiddy

1801

119 pink/babe

136 blue/lightblue

153 red/brick

25 x 18 x 8 cm

4l

210 g

Kiddy Pro

1802

119 pink/babe

136 blue/lightblue

153 red/brick

25 x 21 x 8 cm

5l

280 g

3

Front bellow

Neck Protector Soft, cosy neck support for
your little one. The Neck Protector ensures that they will
have a peaceful sleep while supporting their head
at the same time.
Material: Microrip 3.3, Tricot Velour

Children’s Collection

176

132

Baby Carrier

Baby carrier with lots of functional details. We’ve done a lot, especially to improve your little
one’s seating comfort: the back padding is now lovely and soft, side padding keeps your baby’s head safe – and the front
padding protection detaches so it can be washed. The 5-point safety strap can be continuously adapted, so it is even ideal
during growth spurts. And we’ve made more room for the Sun Protector which now has its own front pocket.
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Baby Carrier

1811

132 blue/grey

Neck Protector

1813

003 charcoal

176 nut/tan

65 x 26 x 31 cm

2,90 kg

21 x 16 x 6 cm

60 g

Features: 1 Soft, fluffy padding, also on the sides 2 Detachable, washable padded protection 3 Adjustable seating
position 4 Continuously adjustable 5-point safety strap 5 Optimised carrying system with wide hip and comfortable
shoulder straps 6 Strong base construction for safe standing 7 Large pocket 8 Integrated fixation channels for sun and
rain 9 Pocket for sun protector (included) 10 Two handles 11 Drink bottle holder 12 V1-carrying system 13 Tatonki
Material: Rugg Tex 11.1, Textreme 6.6

30 l / 005

30 l / 022

Baby’s Break

Baby changing rucksack with lots of details. The first choice for young parents. It will hold
everything that you need when you’re out and about with your baby, even dirty nappies. But there’s a separate bag
for them, which simply lifts out when it needs to be emptied. New: understated colours break up the flowery pattern
and make sure that your little darling gets your undivided attention.

Features: 1 Height-adjustable seat positions 2 5-point seatbelt 3 Optimised carrying system with wide hip and comfortable S-shaped shoulder straps 4 Free-standing frame 5 Zip compartment under seat 6 Plenty of storage space
7 Fixation points for sun and rain protection 8 Tatonki
Material: Rugg Tex 11.1, Textreme 6.6

Features: 1 Folding changing mat 2 Nappy pocket 3 Removable padded pocket for baby food and bottles 4 Removable cutlery pocket 5 Padded handles 6 Can be carried as a rucksack or bag 7 Resilient Textreme material 8 Key holder
Material: Textreme 6.6, 420 HD Nylon

Children’s Collection

Kid Carrier

Comfortable kid carrier with excellent seat and carrying system. We have optimised
a number of key functions of the Kid Carrier: We’ve put padded “wings” around the head area to help your child
have a comfortable sleep, and the 5-point strap can now be continuously adjusted – for more comfort and safety
for the child.
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Kid Carrier

1810

214 deepblue/blue

60 x 26 x 31 cm

2,30 kg

•

Baby’s Break

1809

005 deepblue

43 x 36 x 20 cm

30 l

1,10 kg

Baby’s Break

1809

022 teak

43 x 36 x 20 cm

30 l

1,10 kg
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Calanche // The term Calanche comes from calanca and means
"fjord-like bay." The bizarre rock landscape here is located south
of Porto, directly on the Corsican coast, around 400 metres
above sea level. In 1983 the Calanche were declared a natural UNESCO World Heritage site and are nowadays a popular
destination for (photo) tourists. The special thing about the
Calanche is the tafoni: reddish granite rocks which begin to
glow a red colour when the sun shines on them in a certain way
and the weathered formations of which engage the imagination.
Clearly so powerfully that the writer Maupassant described the
Calanche rocks as a "petrified menagerie of nightmares". But let
us assure you: it is simply wonderful here.

DISCOVER
a dog's head, tortoises, bishops and a heart made of stone* //
Around four kilometres north of the valley town of Piana is the
Calanche. Our first impression: a wild green carpet, traversed
by red forts made of rock, framed by deep blue sea. The starting
point of today's tour is the Chalet des Roches Bleues on the road
from Piana to Porto. We'll be on the road for four to five hours.
Moderate, in parts some steep hiking trails and an altitude difference of a total of 750 metres await us. And we hope we'll also
come across some wonderful views, which we can capture with
our cameras for this catalogue and the TATONKA team at home in
Dasing.
*Some of the well-known rock formations of the Calanche

The first section of the tour is the path to the little chestnut forest. Above the Chalets des Roches Bleues a steep trail rises from
the road. For 25 minutes we struggle to the top, until the trail finally merges into an easier forest path. Now and again we catch
a glimpse of the rocky landscape through the pines, which gives us strength for the rest of the ascent. Soon we reach a crossroads, which – like all of the paths here – is well marked; shortly afterwards we find ourselves in a chestnut forest with numerous beautiful places to stop for a rest. We continue straight ahead on the red marked trail, which after a short ascent leads down
in steep curves for a good one and a half hours through the forest to the road.
Shortly afterwards we are standing in front of the "dog's head", one of the famous rock formations, on which it is actually possible
to make out a dog. An animal portrait with a twist! We turn right on the path to "Château fort". Path is actually an understatement
here – it's more like a rock gallery. Good that our photo bags enable fast access to the cameras, for behind every corner new rock
surprises await us. After 20 minutes we reach a plateau with a view of the striking "rock fort". Once again we fill up our camera
memory cards with photos and make our way back to the road on the same path. Next we follow the Corniche path, which leads
up steeply to a saddle. Here we have a fantastic view of the chalet, our starting point, and the sea behind it. We climb back up to
the road and this time we come out around 30 metres below the chalet.
Above the Chalets another trail branches off to the left: the mule track, or in French "Chemin des Muletiers". An extremely
beautiful path, which although starting out rather steep, leads us directly into another world. The red rock formations are amazing – not only as a photo image, but also as "viewpoint". The knowledge that our equipment is excellently stored away, thanks to
first-class padding and ideally sized compartments, assures us and allows us to clamber up one or two "natural tripods", which
we otherwise would have left out. Unfortunately we have forgotten one very important rule of photography: the more fascinating
the images, the faster the memory card fills up. So this is why we head back down to the chalet soon afterwards. After all we've
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still got a lot left to do. Such as look at what we've "captured" on the laptop.
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Digi Compact / Digi Zoom / Digi Focus 4

Photo bags from TATONKA are especially compact, strong and look after you’re appliances. This is why we mainly concentrate on taking new camera formats/types and maximum flexibility into consideration when developing our products – both in terms of the inner compartments and the carrying options. So at TATONKA it's not unusual that one or two new functions are left over.
Three particularly successful examples: Digi Compact, Digi Zoom and Digi Focus 4.

28 l / 343

28 l / 040

28 l / 343

DSLR Pack Professional photo rucksack with all the trimmings. Large, professional photo rucksack with surrounding padding and
individually adjustable compartments, and plenty of room for several cameras and lenses. And when it comes to accessories, the DSLR Pack has an
integrated tripod carrying system and plenty of pockets and compartments for memory cards, batteries, cables and all your other equipment. The
construction of the DSLR Pack is also remarkable. Its ergonomically shaped carrying system with strong aluminium rods lies well against the back,
and: access to the main compartment is against the back. This may not sound spectacular, but it is. As the carrying system is not in the dirt when
you open it, no dust can get inside when you close it. And talking of dust: the dust protection zip and rain cover offer effective protection against
external influences.

3

8
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Features: 1 Surrounding padding 2 Ergonomic carrying system 3 Room for several cameras, lenses and accessories 4 Access to the main compartment faces backwards 5 Padded S-shaped shoulder straps 6 Dust protection underlay 7 Compartments for cables and small items 8 Chip compartments in quick access 9 Hip belt pockets 10 Two front pockets (1 fully opening with organiser, 1 add-on) 11 Detachable hip strap 12 Aluminium profile
pole for back shape and stability 13 Rain cover 14 Tripod carrying system with non-slip hypalon flaps and fold-in side pocket.
Material: Textreme 6.6, Snow Crust

10
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DSLR Pack

3008

040 black

343 khaki

45 x 31 x 22 cm

28 l

2,95 kg

•

•

7 l / 343

7 l / 040

24 l / 040
24 l / 343

City Shot Discreet photo case for SLR cameras. All-around padded photo case that "hides" itself behind a classic Photo Pack Photo case with plenty of volume and detachable photo insert. Small photo rucksack with alltravel/city bag. Although it has the advantage of carrying the main items of equipment for an SLR camera professionally
and safely, it is discreet enough to use easily for everyday without tempting would-be thieves. City Shot has a variable
interior with Velcro attachments, water-repellent zips and an attachment for a small tripod. The open lid can be secured
with press studs for added ease, and underneath it is a zip pocket with an organiser. Useful too.

Features: 1 All-around padding 2 Adjustable compartment sizes for different cameras 3 Zip access 4 Dust protection underlay 5 Inner compartment and outer pocket
for memory cards and accessories 6 Attachment and easy
access for a small tripod 7 Pocket in flap 8 Padded adjustable shoulder strap 9 Detachable waist
Material: Textreme 6.6, 420 HD Nylon Oxford

6
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2

around padded zip-up photo compartment and additional padded base compartment. As well as being perfect for transporting high quality photo equipment, this successor to the Photo/Video Runner has a large compartment for accessories and
clothing for even more capacity. And to avoid collisions between the contents when the rucksack is not full, the Photo Pack
comes with compression straps to keep everything in its place. And the back is ventilated to keep you cool when it is. Best
conditions for brilliant photos.

1

2
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City Shot
Photo Pack

3005

040 black

343 khaki

35 x 25 x 14 cm

7l

740 g

3006

040 black

343 khaki

47 x 37 x 18 cm

24 l

1,20 kg

Features: 1 Further development of the Photo/Video
Runner 2 All-around padded photo compartment with an
additional zip and base padding 3 Large compartment for
accessories, clothing etc. 4 Compression straps
5 Front handle 6 Padded shoulder straps
Material: Snow Crust

343
343

343

040

040

343
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Digi Safe Compact photo case with detachable side pocket. Small photo case for compact digital cameras Digi Zoom Compact photo bag for larger zoom cameras or camcorder plus accessories. Digi Zoom is wellor camcorders. Padded divisible main compartment with zip opening and detachable belt side pocket for a mobile
phone – or to follow the trend for a second camera. The front and inside pockets have plenty of space for memory
cards, cables and other accessories, with lid handle,
shoulder strap and belt loop Digi Safe is extremely flexible 3
6
when in use.

equipped to conquer the hearts of photographers: adjustable shoulder strap, variable inside division for different models,
fast and easy access to the camera, zip compartments and pockets inside and out for memory cards and other accessories.
Of course we don’t want to send this much equipment on a journey unprotected.
This is why we have equipped Digi Zoom with surrounding padding, plus a waterproof
5
zip and dust protection underlay.

Features: 1 Padded main compartment with zip opening
2 Front and inside pocket for memory cards and cables
3 Detachable side pocket for digital camera or mobile phone
4 Shoulder strap 5 Belt loop 6 Rain cover
Material: Snow Crust

Features: 1 Surrounding padding 2 Adjustable specialist sizes for different cameras
3 Zip opener 4 Dust protection underlay 5 Inside compartment and outside pocket for
memory cards and accessories 6 Zip pocket on the flap 7 Adjustable shoulder strap
8 Handle Material: 450 HD Polyoxford, Textreme 6.6
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Digi Safe

3002

040 black

18 x 15 x 10 cm

2,8 l

300 g

•

Digi Zoom

3018

040 black

25 x 17 x 13 cm

3,5 l

440 g

Digi Safe

3002

343 khaki

18 x 15 x 10 cm

2,8 l

300 g

•

Digi Zoom

3018

343 khaki

25 x 17 x 13 cm

3,5 l

440 g

28–210 / 343

28–210 / 040
040

28–210 / 343

80–300 / 040

80–300 / 343

040

Lens Secure 28–210 / 80–300 Absolutely safe protective and carrying case for lenses.

Tec Harness Belt carrying system for photo equipment and other belt pockets. Padded multifunctional

Padded and perfect for the great outdoors: the Lens Secure protective case with integrated dust protection can be safely
attached to the waistband system which also attaches the bag safely to the belt loops – for perfect safety no matter how
active you are. For quick changes of lenses to 1800 mm long and 90 mm diameter.

belt carrying system for pockets for camera and accessories; rotates against body for easy access. Suitable for all TATONKA
bags, Lowe Pro and almost every other belt bag carrying system.

Features:

1

Padded carrying case

2

Belt attachment

3

Dust protection Material: Textreme 6.6

Features: 1 Padded 2 Detachable shoulder strap system 3 Multifunctional attachment of bags for accessories and
camera (not included) 4 To match DSLR Pack, standard DSLR Pack hip strap can also be used 5 D-rings to attach a Pulk
Material: Textreme 6.6
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Lens Secure 28–210

2994

040 black

343 khaki

Ø 11 x 15 cm (innen/inside Ø 9 cm)

170 g

Lens Secure 80–300

2995

040 black

343 khaki

Ø 11 x 21 cm (innen/inside Ø 9 cm)

200 g

Tec Harness

3010

040 black

80 x 15 x 4 cm

550 g

4 l / 040
3 l / 343

4 l / 040
4 l / 040

3 l / 343

4 l / 343

Digi Focus 2 / 3 Wedge-shaped photo case for an SLR plus lens. Padded

Digi Focus 4 Strong photo bag for single-lens reflex camera plus lens plus interchangeable lens. For all

5
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shoulder bag specially designed for an SLR camera with fitted lens. The Digi Focus comes
with an all-round carefree feeling thanks to the secure belt attachment, zip fastener to
protect the camera against dust, and a rain cover for sudden changes in the weather.

of those who like to keep all photographic options open when they’re on tour, there is Digi Focus 4. The all-around padded
shoulder bag is not simply a larger style of the Digi Focus 2 / 3, but with its individually adjustable lens compartment
ensures a safe place for an additional telephoto, wide-angle or close-up lens. The double zip fastener reliably keeps out dust
and allows fast access when you want to take a snapshot and the hip strap attaches the expensive devices to the hip.
Or Digi Focus 4 can also be attached to a belt or Tec Harness.

Features: 1 All-round padding 2 Height-adjustable Velcro bridges 3 Dust protection
underlay 4 Belt attachment 5 Rain cover 6 Zwei individuell verstellbare Innentaschen
7 Deckeltasche innen Material: Textreme 6.6, Snow Crust

Features: 1 All-around padding 2 Adjustable lens compartment 3 Height-adjustable Velcro bridges 4 Double zip
5 Additional hip belt 6 Rain cover 7 Dust protection underlay 8 Individually adjustable inside pocket 9 Inside lid pocket
10 Outer Velcro pocket Material: Textreme 6.6, Snow Crust
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Digi Focus 2

3000

040 black

343 khaki

24 x 18 x 10 cm

3l

350 g

•

Digi Focus 3

3001

040 black

343 khaki

30 x 25 x 13 cm

4l

480 g

•

DIgi Focus 4

3012

040 black

343 khaki

31 x 25 x 14 cm

4l

580 g

•

1,2 l / 040

1,2 l / 040

1 l / 040

Digi Compact M / L Compact photo bag for larger compact cameras
or smaller video cameras. In order to meet the requirements of as many models as
possible, Digi Compact comes in two sizes – but is always compact. Digi Compact M
is designed for medium-sized devices; the L-version also reliably protects a large compact camera/mini-video camera from dust and collisions. Accessories come separately
– after all, such optimal use of space sooner or later the limit has been reached.
Features: 1 Surrounding padding 2 Belt holder 3 Shoulder strap
underlay 5 Inside lid pocket Material: Snow Crust

Digi Compact M

3013

040 black

17 x 9 x 8 cm

Digi Compact L

3014

040 black

17 x 11 x 12 cm

4

Dust protection

1l

200 g

1,2 l

240 g

Digi Protect XS / S / M / L Compact
photo case to attach to belt. Padded belt photo case in
different sizes. With a solid outer case and soft inner
to protect small digital cameras. With additional compartments for memory cards. Material: Snow Crust

L / 040

L / 343
M / 343

Protection Pouch S / M / L Padded hard foam bag in three sizes and two colours. With an allaround zip, the Protection Pouch will safely transport delicate but essential items such as GPS, a digital camera, MP3
player or handheld console on a belt. And incidentally, the Protection Pouch isn’t only safe when it’s closed: two protective
wings on the sides make sure nothing falls out when it is open.
Features: 1 Padded hard foam bag 2 Belt loop for horizontal or vertical attachment to belt
4 Mesh insert pocket inside Material: Snow Crust

3

Protective wings on side

M / 040

S / 343

M / 040
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Digi Protect XS

2996

040 black

343 khaki

11 x 9 x 7 cm

70 g

Protection Pouch S

2940

040 black

343 khaki

13 x 8,5 x 2 cm

80 g

Digi Protect S

2997

040 black

343 khaki

13 x 10 x 7 cm

100 g

Protection Pouch M

2941

040 black

343 khaki

14 x 8,5 x 2 cm

85 g

Digi Protect M

2998

040 black

343 khaki

16 x 11 x 10 cm

120 g

Protection Pouch L

2942

040 black

343 khaki

18 x 12 x 2 cm

100 g

Digi Protect L

2999

040 black

343 khaki

16 x 13 x 12 cm

150 g

3 / 040

329

040

4 / 329

2 / 329
006
1 / 006

Multimedia

Neopren Case 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 Practical Neoprene belt bag in four formats and now three colours.

2

Neopren Zip Bag Universal belt bag in Neopren. Neoprene is a really

The impact-resistant and waterproof protection for digital cameras, mobile phones or spectacles is now even more chic in
its new colours. The bag can be attached to the belt either horizontally or vertically by the Velcro attachment – or even to
the shoulder strap of a rucksack.

versatile material: shock-absorbent, waterproof and strong. So it makes sense to use
it for a bag that you can wear anywhere on your belt. In order to live up to its versatility,
the popular Universal Bag is now available in three attractive colours.

Features: 1 Bag made of shock-absorbent, waterproof Neoprene
or shoulder strap Material: Neopren

Features: 1 Strong Neoprene bag
Material: Neopren

2

Velcro for horizontal or vertical attachment to belt
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Neopren Case 1

2938

006 nut

040 black

329 reed

12 x 8 x 3 cm

28 g

Neopren Case 2

2939

006 nut

040 black

329 reed

15 x 7 x 3 cm

30 g

Neopren Case 3

2934

006 nut

040 black

329 reed

11,5 x 6,5 x 2,5 cm

25 g

Neopren Case 4

2935

006 nut

040 black

329 reed

13,5 x 7 x 2,5 cm

30 g

Neopren Zip Bag

2933

006 nut

040 black

329 reed

15 x 8 x 4 cm

60 g

2

With belt loop and strong zip closure

Which models fit into which mobile case?
Mobile Case Micro

Brand:
Blackberry
Garmin
HTC
LG
Motorola

Models:
Pearl 8100
Geko 201
Touch Pro
KF510, KF600, KU800, Shine KE970
KRZR, KRZR K3, RAZR maxx V6, RIZR Z3,
RIZR Z8, W220, W375, Z6
Nokia
1650, 1680, 2600 classic, 2630, 3110, 3110
Evolve, 3250 Xpress Music, 3500 classic,
5000, 5070, 5200, 5300, 5310 Xpress Music,
5320, 5500 Sport, 5610 Xpress Music, 5700
Xpress Music, 6080, 6085, 6110 Navigator,
6120 classic, 6124 classic, 6151, 6210
Navigator, 6220 classic, 6267, 6288, 6290,
6300, 6300i, 6500 classic, 6500 slide, 6555,
6600 Fold, 6650, 6650, 7310 Supernova,
7373, 7390, 7500 Prism, 8600 Luna, 8800,
E65, E66, N80 Internet Edition, N81, N82,
N85
Sagem
my721X
Samsung
SGH-E590, SGH-E740, SGH-F110 miCoach,
SGH-F300, SGH-U900 Soul
Sony Ericsson C902, C905, G502, G700, G900, K200i,
K220i, K330, K530i, K550i, K660i, K770i,
K850i, R300, R306, S500i, T250i, T280i,
T650i, T700, W200i, W302, W350i, W380i,
W580i, W595, W610i, W660i, W760,
W880i, W890i, W902, W980, Z555i

Brand:
Blackberry
HTC
LG
Motorola
Nokia
O2
Palm
Samsung

Models:
Curve 8310
P3300, P3470, P3600, P4350
KC550, KS20, KS20, KU580, Viewty KU990
RazR V3i m, RAZR V3xx, RAZR2 V8, RAZR2 V9
N76, N93i, N95, N96
Xda Orbit
Centro, Treo 500v
I8510 Innov8, SGH-D840, SGH-F480, SGHG400 Soul, SGH-G810, SGH-i620
Simvalley
Mobile XP-25
Sony Ericsson P1i, W910i, W950i, W960i, Xperia X1
Vodafone
VPA compact GPS

XXS

Micro
S

L

Mobile Case XS

M

Brand:
Motorola
Samsung
Sony Ericsson
Nokia

(H x B x T) 120 x 50 x 25 mm

Models:
Motozine ZN5
U800 Soul b
P990i
5220, N91

Mobile Case S
Brand:
Nokia

(H x B x T) 130 x 50 x 25 mm

Models:
6310, E70

Mobile Case M

Mobile Case Micro / XXS / XS / S / M / L Strong belt pocket for mobile phones and GPS devices.
They offer effective, all-around padded protection from shocks and blows and come in six sizes for different types of
devices.
Features: 1 Hypalon loop on the back for vertical or horizontal (for HGV drivers) attachment to belt
3 All-around padding Material: Texamid 5.5 padded

2

Six sizes

Brand:
Blackberry
Garmin
Nokia
Palm
Samsung

(H x B x T) 140 x 60 x 30 mm

(H x B x T) 110 x 50 x 25 mm

Mobile Case L
Brand:
Garmin

Models:
7100x
eTrex Vista Cx, Venture Cx
E90 Communicator
Treo 680
Qbowl

(H x B x T) 170 x 60 x 35 mm

Models:
GPS 60, GPSMap 60CSx
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Mobile Case XXS

(H x B x T) 110 x 65 x 25 mm
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Mobile Case Micro

2150

040 black

11 x 6,5 x 2,5 cm

36 g

Mobile Case S

2153

040 black

13 x 5 x 2,5 cm

28 g

Mobile Case XXS

2151

040 black

11 x 5 x 2,5 cm

24 g

Mobile Case M

2154

040 black

14 x 6 x 3 cm

32 g

Mobile Case XS

2152

040 black

12 x 5 x 2,5 cm

26 g

Mobile Case L

2155

040 black

17 x 6 x 3,5 cm

40 g
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Office Bags

DISCOVER
how to be prepared for everything // Our business trip to Marseille
wasn't very different from other business trips. Except perhaps
that we had to keep a close eye on our appointments as it's easy to
lose track of time what with all of the sights and sounds we were
soaking up. As well as your laptop and documents you should also
bring nerves of steel with you. In a metropolis with a population
density like Marseille it is generally difficult to keep appointments. When the meeting point suddenly changes to one of the
many small cafés, it can soon become hectic. If you've ever had
to look for a certain establishment in the Panier quarter, you'll
know what we're talking about. The narrow alleys are in parts so
narrow that the residents can shake hands with their neighbours
across the "street" – and searching for an address is just the same :
somewhat complicated, but very enjoyable.

Trillian Trolley You will soon
VIP Case / Manager

Function fans of upper class office accessories will be impressed by these two products. And claustrophobics won't have any problems with the VIP
Case or Manager either. Sleek, elegant and with an abundance of storage space, as well as
countless other functional features, we can only recommend that you take a closer look
at these two office products.

learn to appreciate the flexibility of the
Trillian Trolley. This comfortable office
rucksack soon transforms into a travel
trolley and then back again. Ideal business features, ideal back carrying system
– a typical TATONKA office rucksack.

It is important to be organised in all aspects of business life – and to have your laptop, Blackberry and other important things
stored away safely. Apart from lunch time, when the city is dead, Marseille is a place of hustle and bustle. Office bags with
outdoor quality are a good choice here. After all, who knows how carefully your baggage is handled at the airport? And the
overcrowded "Tramway 68" is perhaps a good opportunity to come into contact with the locals, but certainly not the best place in
which to carry sensitive devices. Once again, our day in Marseille makes us aware that resilient materials, a robust structure and
excellent padding are not only a sensible idea when you're climbing in the mountains.

Office Bags

And this is exactly why we have incorporated our entire experience from the outdoor sector into the TATONKA office range – and
of course without forgetting that a business-suitable "dress code" also applies to bags and rucksacks. The result is an appealing,
reliable office collection, which fulfils even the highest demands – a perfect mix for the urban jungle.
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But it's not only the extraordinary TATONKA quality that will appeal to you when you're at a business appointment in Marseille
or wherever. But also the functionality of our "outdoor business equipment" that are sure to make your working life a whole lot
easier. For example you will also find elegant office rucksacks in the TATONKA range, which with a pull-out telescope handle turn
into a handy trolley and which can be comfortably pulled from the airport to your taxi. Or bags that also protect your laptop
while you are working on it. And of course, really well designed organiser compartments. We really have thought of everything
that you may need on a business trip. But before we lose ourselves in the many practical details, we'd prefer to invite you to discover the excellent working conditions of TATONKA for yourself on the next few pages. After all, we have an appointment to get to.
At some wine merchants, at 17 Pointe à Pitre. Taxi!

022

Trillian Trolley

040

Features: 1 Concealable shoulder strap 2 Mesh inside pocket with zip compartment
3 15.4-inch laptop compartment 4 Removable, padded laptop bag 5 Organiser compartment 6 Soft padded zip front pocket 7 Small notebook in the front compartment
Material: Textreme 6.6, 420 HD Nylon

022

Office Bags

Office rucksack and trolley case in one. You will certainly
soon appreciate this flexibility on short business trips. But the extendable telescope
handle and the concealable shoulder strap, which turn the comfortable rucksack into an
even more comfortable trolley with smooth rolling wheels in no time at all, are not the
only things that make this business companion stand out from the crowd. With organiser,
laptop compartment and an additional, detachable laptop bag with padding you will be
prepared for anything that might come your way. And so that you can really keep all of
your options open, the Trillian Trolley also has another handle.
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Trillian Trolley

2036

022 teak

040 black

45 x 32 x 22 cm

20 l

3,20 kg

•

•

Office Bags

VIP Case Spacious, sleek office bag with flap and organiser. With its multitude of possibilities the VIP Case

Manager Spacious office bag with style. The Manager is a sleek, elegant and highly functional carry bag, which

really is a “Very Impressive Product.” Only once you lift up the front cover with integrated zip compartment will you
firstly discover the large organiser, then the even bigger main compartment with room for a laptop, and then the inside
pocket and so on. And as expected in VIP circles there’s no hanging around with the VIP Case either; it can be easily
accessed from the back ¬– the zip fastener on the back enables fast access to the main compartment.

leaves no wishes unfulfilled. Whether it’s two large main compartments you’re wishing for – preferably one with an
allround padded laptop compartment, the other with plenty of storage space and fast access, or a length adjustable, adjustable
shoulder strap which doesn’t drag along the floor, or a padded side pocket for your mobile telephone or for an organiser
which sets benchmarks – whatever you want the Manager will make it possible. For example: you wish you didn’t have
to carry the Manager in your hand all of the time? Then wear it comfortably over your shoulder. Or it can be attached on
to your trolley case.

Features: 1 Main compartment with inside pocket 2 Flap with zip pocket 3 Large organiser in the front flap 4 Handle
5 Length adjustable carry strap with shoulder padding 6 Trolley case compatible 7 Access to main compartment
thanks to the zip fastener at the back Material: Textreme 6.6, 420 HD Nylon

Features: 1 Two main compartments with inside pockets 2 Two handles 3 Length adjustable strap with shoulder
padding 4 Possible to attach a carry strap 5 Padded side bag 6 Large organiser compartment 7 Front pocket with zip
8 Padded 15.4-inch laptop compartment 9 Removable laptop accessories bag incl. laptop cleaning cloth 10 Trolley
compatible 11 Key holder 12 Padded base Material: Texamid 11.1, Texamid 5.5
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VIP Case

2197

040 black

41 x 32 x 13 cm

18 l

900 g

•

Manager

2199

040 black

42 x 31 x 18 cm

21 l

1,20 kg

•

•

•

15,4" / 040

12" / 040

14" / 040

14" / 040

15,4" / 040

17" / 040

15,4˝ / 040

040

Office Bags

14˝ / 040

File Server A4 Case for A4 pads. Zip-up case

Explorer Pad 14˝ / 15.4˝ Robust laptop bag with software compartment Workstation 12˝ / 14˝ / 15.4˝ / 17˝ Padded laptop bag in four sizes.

with organiser ensures that all of your A4 documents are
in order before and after your meeting. But for the time
in between, it’s your responsibility. It’s best to make a
few notes – in the notebook included.
Material: Textreme 6.6, 420 HD Nylon

in two sizes. All-round padding, extra light, extra practical – and with an additional flat
pocket for CDs and DVDs.
Features: 1 All-round padding 2 Minimum weight 3 Extra flat pocket for discs, CDs
and accessories 4 Inside measurements of laptop compartment:
14˝ : 26 x 34 x 4 cm / 15.4˝ : 29 x
37 x 4 cm Material: Textreme 6.6

The name says it all. With its surrounding zip the bag can be opened so that the computer
doesn’t have to be taken out if you need to work on it. Cables and other accessories can be
transported in the zipped mesh pocket on the front.
Features: 1 All-round padding 2 All-round zip fastener 3 Large mesh zip pocket on the
front 4 Carry handle 5 Inside measurements of laptop compartment 12˝ : 30 x 23 x 5.5 cm /
14˝ : 34 x 26 x 4 cm / 15.4˝ : 37 x 28 x 4 cm / 17˝ : 42 x 30 x 4 cm
Material: Textreme 6.6
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File Server A4

2160

040 black

33 x 25 x 5 cm

550 g

Workstation 12˝ Universal

2165

040 black

32 x 25 x 5 cm

240 g

Explorer Pad 15,4˝ Universal

2181

040 black

38 x 29 x 5 cm

230 g

Workstation 14˝ Universal

2166

040 black

36 x 28 x 5 cm

290 g

Explorer Pad 14˝ Universal

2182

040 black

36 x 28 x 5 cm

200 g

Workstation 15,4˝ Universal

2167

040 black

39 x 29 x 5 cm

310 g

Workstation 17˝ Universal

2168

040 black

44 x 33 x 5 cm

390 g

17˝ Wide / 329

13,3˝ Wide / 022

15˝ Standard / 040

Neopren Laptop Cover Standard Protective case for 15“ laptops. The all-round padded neoprene case with zip fastener and
zip bag offers protection from splashes and other damages. The sleek protective case is a good place to keep laptops safe. Of course it can also be
integrated into a regular bag without laptop compartment, which gives it another function.
Features: 1 Shock absorbent, waterproof neoprene
34 x 28 x 2.5 cm Material: Neopren

2

Zip pocket

3

All-round padding

4

Inside measurements of laptop compartment 15˝ :

Features: 1 Shock-absorbent, waterproof neoprene 2 Zip pocket 3 All-round padding
33 x 24 x 2.5 cm / 15.4˝ : 37 x 28 x 2.5 cm / 17˝ : 42 x 30 x 2 cm Material: Neopren

4

Inside measurements of laptop compartment 13.3˝ :

Office Bags

Neopren Laptop Cover Wide 13.3˝ / 15.4˝ / 17˝

Protective case for laptops in three sizes. Wider laptops will feel
at home in the Wide models: 13.3“, 15.4“, 17“. The all-round padded Neopren case with zip closure pocket safely protects from splashes of water
and other damages.
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NP Laptop Cover 15˝ Standard 4:3

2176

022 teak

040 black

329 reed

34 x 28 x 2,5 cm

340 g

NP Laptop Cover 13,3˝ Wide 16:10

2177

022 teak

040 black

329 reed

33 x 24 x 2,5 cm

290 g

NP Laptop Cover 15,4˝ Wide 16:10

2178

022 teak

040 black

329 reed

37 x 28 x 2,5 cm

360 g

NP Laptop Cover 17˝ Wide 16:10

2179

022 teak

040 black

329 reed

42 x 30 x 2,5 cm

420 g
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Travel Bags

Marseille Vieux Port // If you hear Marseille and "beautiful harbour"
mentioned in the same sentence then it's most certainly not the
international port that makes it one of the most important European harbour cities, but the Vieux Port, which is the old harbour
right at the bottom on the Canebière. Nowadays the Vieux Port
serves as a berth for yachts and is a port of call for three million
tourists every year. From here the travellers head off in the direction of Cassis or Chateau d’If, the prison island, where Dumas’
Count of Monte Christo was said to have been imprisoned. Contrary to romantic reports, the Vieux Port may no longer be the central meeting point, but with its historic factory buildings, extremely lively restaurants and (every now and again) rustic fisherman's
charm, it is definitely worth a visit, or two.

DISCOVER
the magic trick of a Provençal fishing port // Admittedly, due to its special history and many romantic
tales we also had a certain high expectation of Vieux Port, the old fishing port in Marseille. This
wishful thinking included men with suntanned skin and oily overalls, fishermen offering their still
floundering bounty to the locals at the break of dawn, slurping steaming bouillabaisse from wooden
bowls, before embarking on the return journey to Africa. Women in oriental robes, boxes full of aromatic spices, a boisterous commotion of voices – a pulsating melting pot of cultures. When we reach
the hub of Marseille, from where we will be heading in the direction of Corsica we realise that time
hasn’t stood still at Vieux Port. Nowadays, most Marseille locals buy their fish at the supermarket just
like everyone else, but their special culture, the soul of the harbour, is still very much a part of the
Vieux Port and its people.

We first realise that even at places where the Phoenicians founded Marseille, modern life doesn't pass by without leaving a trace,
on our second impression: it is really beautiful here. The façades of the buildings have warm colours, the many hundreds of yachts
and boats look like a colourful, floating fence that surrounds the huge dock. We let our gaze wander and it stops every few minutes
to admire the view. To the left and right of the harbour, the rows of houses stretch in a southerly direction to Notre-Dame de la
Garde; on the other side in the north is the "Panier", the city's oldest quarter (more on that in the 'Office Bags' chapter).
We can only advise every Marseille traveller to make sure they allow enough time here so they not only get to see the city's cultural assets, but also to discover its little bars, cafés and restaurants around the harbour at their leisure. As the quality of the restaurants is sometimes more shaky than the boats in the harbour, we recommend you do your research first. Our tip for bouillabaisse:
Chez Loury.
First of all we stroll curiously along the "harbour fence". As our Marseille voyage is not a daytrip, we are well equipped. As nonprofessional seafarers we are really happy that the

TATONKA

collection also features trolleys. This way we don't have to carry our

load on our shoulders the whole time, but we still have strong luggage in outdoor quality. And it's also very practical that you can
attach a compact day rucksack from the large bag. Otherwise it would soon get cramped on the small boats that set off here on the
different tours.

Travel Bags

We also charter a "yacht" to see the harbour from the same perspective as the fishermen hundreds of years ago. The sun does its
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best to present the Vieux Port in its best light – with the sun glittering on the water, the harbour looks simply magnificent. This
is when we realise for the first time just how vast the harbour area actually is. As we dock we almost have the feeling of coming
home. And this brings us to the "trick" we mentioned before: when you approach Marseille without any (positive or negative)
prejudgments and simply go with the flow at Vieux Port, you will be rewarded with lots of friendly people and unforgettable experiences. The Vieux Port has never lost its magic; it is waiting to be discovered.

80 l / 022

80 l / 003
70 l / 022

Team Trolley M / L

Features: 1 Main compartment with lockable zip fastener 2 Padding 3 Base compartment with expansion pleat,
also accessible from the inside 4 Laminated inner mesh compartments 5 Name tag 6 Front pocket 7 Side handle
8 Wheel system with telescopic handle 9 Hide-away attachment for optional carrying strap
Material: Texamid 11.1, Tarpaulin 1000

Travel Bags

Sporty wheel bag in two sizes. Travel trolley in sporty look with a capacity of 70 or
80 litres. Take note of the large base for excellent positioning, the dynamic flame design on the back and the numerous
details, which make a regular bag on wheels something special. For example the mesh inner compartments for storing
shoes are partly laminated to protect the rest of the contents from dust and dirt. And the different transportation possibilities – depending on the weight and your preferences you can pull the Team Trolley by its telescopic handle, carry
it by one of the two handles or even attach an additional shoulder strap. And with the new colour teak, the Team Trolley now offers more flexibility in terms of appearance.
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Team Trolley M

1980

003 charcoal

75 x 35 x 27 cm

70 l

4,00 kg

Team Trolley M

1980

022 teak

75 x 35 x 27 cm

70 l

4,00 kg

Team Trolley L

1981

003 charcoal

75 x 40 x 33 cm

80 l

4,60 kg

Team Trolley L

1981

022 teak

75 x 40 x 33 cm

80 l

4,60 kg

50 + 10 l / 260

50 + 10 l / 040

Great Escape 60 / 75

Renowned, popular and always with a finger
on the pulse: the 1140. The rucksack with detachable daypack was one of the very
first TATONKA products and still remains a true stalwart today. No wonder: with its V1
carrying system for heavy loads and its highly functional division, it’s always a good
idea to take Great Escape with you on your travels. New this year: the Great Escape in
teak. And by this, of course, we mean the colour: after all, a touring rucksack has to
watch its weight.
Features: 1 Detachable day rucksack 2 V1 carrying system
3 Division in the main compartment 4 Detachable division
between the bottom and main compartment 5 Bottom and
main compartment can be packed separately 6 Back
carrying system can be completely covered 7 Name tag
Material: Textreme 6.6, Snow Crust

Travel Bags

65 + 10 l / 040

50 + 10 l / 260
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Great Escape 60

1140

040 black

260 teak/nut

70 x 32 x 23 cm

50 + 10 l

2,90 kg

•

Great Escape 75

1142

040 black

260 teak/nut

75 x 42 x 30 cm

65 + 10 l

3,80 kg

•

7

015

022

036

040

40 l / 040

80 l / 022
40 l / 022

Flightcase It really fits everything in: With its padded back and optimum shape the handy Flightcase can be

Travel Bags

comfortably transported to the airport, and as the back carrying system can be enclosed completely it can also be carried
on as hand luggage without any problems. And it is just as easy to carry as we have made the carrying system even sturdier
and incorporated the shoulder strap into the fit. And the Snow Crust material doesn’t only look good, but its triple PU
coating also makes the Flightcase waterproof. And incidentally, it also “officially” the ideal flight companion: the Flightcase
complies with the dimensions recommended by the IATA.
Features: 1 Meets the maximum dimensions of 55 x 40 x 20 cm as recommended by the IATA (International Air Transportation Association) 2 Carrying system can be covered 3 Padded hip and shoulder straps 4 Separate compartment on
the inside of the lid. 5 Large main compartment with functional subdivisions 6 Flat zip pocket on top of lid 7 Hanging
strap to go over body 8 Name tag 9 Practical compression straps
Material: Textreme 6.6, Snow Crust

60 l / 036

Barrel Roller M / L

Strong travel bag on wheels. the Barrel Roller you have to decide: either between
the L version with 80 litre capacity, or the M version with 60 litres. Both are sturdy and extremely resistant – from
the carrying strap to the wheels. The second decision concerns the colour – as the Barrel Roller is now meanwhile
available in four great colours. New in the collection: teak.
Features: 1 Made of easy-care Tarpaulin and Textreme materials 2 Padded base 3 Mesh pocket under the lid
4 Extra-wide hand and shoulder straps 5 Padded handles on both sides 6 Strong wheel construction 7 Telescopic
handle 8 Name tag Material: Tarpaulin 1000, Textreme 6.6
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Flightcase

1150

022 teak

040 black

Barrel Roller M

1993

015 red

022 teak

036 cub

Barrel Roller L

1995

015 red

022 teak

036 cub

55 x 32 x 20 cm

40 l

1,35 kg

040 black

57 x 37 x 35 cm

60 l

3,50 kg

040 black

75 x 42 x 38 cm

80 l

4,20 kg

90 l / 040

70 l / 036
70 l / 015

Trunk M / L

Features: 1 Sturdy and easy-care materials (Tarpaulin and Textreme) 2 Padded base 3 Side pocket 4 Front pocket
5 Mesh pocket under the lid 6 Extra-wide hand and shoulder straps (70 mm) 7 Padded handles on both sides
8 Two concealed rucksack shoulder straps 9 Name tag
Material: Tarpaulin 1000, Textreme 6.6

Travel Bags

Strong travel bag in two sizes. Competition for the TATONKA Barrels. The sturdy Trunks made
of Tarpaulin and Textreme are now also available in the sizes M and L, with capacities of 65 or 85 litres respectively.
Unlike the Barrels, they also have a large side pocket and a flat front pocket as well as the large main compartment
with well padded base. And the Trunks also have what is probably the most important feature for such a large capacity:
carrying comfort – in the form of extra-wide hand and shoulder straps, padded handles on both sides and two concealed
rucksack shoulder straps in case the Trunk gets too heavy to carry by the handle.
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Trunk M

2002

015 red

Trunk M

2002

040 black

Trunk L

2003

015 red

Trunk L

2003

040 black

036 cub

036 cub

38 x 38 x 72 cm

70 l

1,84 kg

38 x 38 x 72 cm

70 l

1,84 kg

42 x 42 x 80 cm

90 l

2,20 kg

42 x 42 x 80 cm

90 l

2,20 kg

XL / 149

L / 040

M / 036

Barrel XS / S / M / L / XL

Travel Bags

It is said that the Barrel is pretty much
indestructible. Until the steam roller test proves this theory we’ll remain modest:
With Tarpaulin and Textreme the Barrel models are the most robust among the travel
bags – and with the new colour variations teak and corn are among the top models
of the outdoor season. Like we said, we’re choosing our words carefully.

S / 022

Features: 1 Sturdy and easy-care materials (Tarpaulin and Textreme) 2 Padded base
3 Mesh pocket under the lid 4 Extra-wide hand and shoulder straps (70 mm) 5 Padded
handles on both sides (XS-XL) 6 Two concealed rucksack shoulder straps (S-XL)
7 Name tag Material: Tarpaulin 1000, Textreme 6.6

XS / 015
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Barrel XS

1996

015 red

022 teak

036 cub

040 black

149 corn

27 x 27 x 42 cm

25 l

0,85 kg

Barrel S

1997

015 red

022 teak

036 cub

040 black

149 corn

33 x 33 x 53 cm

45 l

1,30 kg

Barrel M

1998

015 red

022 teak

036 cub

040 black

149 corn

38 x 38 x 61 cm

65 l

1,50 kg

Barrel L

1999

015 red

022 teak

036 cub

040 black

149 corn

42 x 42 x 69 cm

85 l

1,85 kg

Barrel XL

2000

015 red

022 teak

036 cub

040 black

149 corn

52 x 52 x 82 cm

130 l

2,40 kg
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First Aid

DISCOVER
the best medical essentials for a desert island // With the ship
we cross over to the Île Lavezzi, one of the approx. 100 islands
of the French archipelago of the same name. It is only a few
kilometres away from the Corsican mainland. Despite that,
the kids turn into real discoverers when they step on to the
uninhabited island. Land ahoy! At the southernmost point of
France in Europe nature is still how it is meant to be: relatively
untouched.

What makes the TATONKA first aid sets different from comparable products? //
1. No lack of space, no unnecessary empty spaces. The structure of the bag is exactly tailored to the contents.
2. The content is selected based on its emergency medicinal use. For example, instead of a non-sterile gauze bandage
without a wound dressing, the sets contain a compression bandage. For example the TATONKA scissors can really cut
well. For example the triangular cloth is not made of fleece, but of a material which doesn’t tear when the injured
person is being transported or which can absorb water to cool down burns.
3. The bags come ready filled. This is on the one hand very useful as it means you don't have to bother filling the contents yourself, and on the other hand it could save a life as you immediately have the contents handy in an emergency
and you don't have to waste time chaotically searching for them.
4. The first aid outdoor instruction sheet by the Outdoorschule Süd is enclosed. With emergency instructions – that are
simple to understand – on how to behave in an emergency. After all, a bag alone is not capable of very much.

The Îles Lavezzi are enclosed by some of the most beautiful bays and beaches in the whole Mediterranean area – a statement
which we can only confirm. The sand glimmers under the southern sun and almost seems unnatural. The vegetation with bay
leafs, rosemary, thyme, myrtle, broom and lavender doesn't just sound like a French herb mixture, but emanates the fragrance
of one too.
Due to our lack of proper diving equipment the colourful fauna and flora, such as below the water for example, remain out of
our reach. Deep red corals shimmer way down below the surface. But we were able to experience one aspect of the underwater
world. The sea urchin which suddenly crept under Paul's foot was not only within reach, but also really painful.

First Aid

Not a soul in sight, far and wide. The next inhabited island is Cavallo, but the boat has already left. At this point we were really
happy that we had completely revised the new TATONKA first aid sets in close cooperation with the Outdoorschule Süd. With the
valuable input from Peter Oster our first aid kits have made a huge step towards becoming the "perfect first aider".
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After just a few minutes Paul was patched up and could get back to playing the discoverer. The first problem: the aforementioned
sea urchin allowed itself to be closely studied and photographed to make up for the unpleasantness it caused, so the pain was
soon forgotten. As the other "emergencies" we had to deal with on our journey through the rugged cliffs were fortunately only in
the "blister on foot" league – it was possible to remedy them relatively quickly.
So you can see, you will be equipped for all eventualities with the new first aid sets from TATONKA. But although first aid sets
which are sensibly stocked from a medical point of view are now available, we can also recommend an outdoor first aid seminar.
After all, the most important thing that you will not find in any first aid kit, but only through realistic outdoor emergency training is: a cool head.
More information about the seminar programme of the Outdoorschule Süd can be found online at www.outdoorschule-sued.de.

DISCOVER
how to be perfectly prepared for emergencies in the great outdoors // Ideally packed first aid kits are
one thing; well-founded knowledge about their use is another. A broken arm, a sprained foot,
acute stomach pains or an allergic reaction are no problem for the modern rescue service. But what
happens when an amateur hiker finds himself in such a situation in the middle of the woods, in
the mountains or in the desert?
Outdoor emergencies are a different kettle of fish and should be treated as such. To prepare for
emergency situations in the great outdoors we recommend regular training, e.g. at the seminars of
the Outdoorschule Süd, and the accompanying book "Erste Hilfe Outdoor" ("First Aid Outdoors"),
which deals with outdoor emergency management in detail – from the training to the equipment
to the application.
Author of this fun guide is Peter Oster from the Outdoorschule Süd, who also supported us in the
development of the new TATONKA first aid kits. He also compiled the "first aid outdoor set of instructions", enclosed with every set. In order to continue the fun factor from the seminars in his book,
Peter Oster and illustrator Oliver Eger deal with the subject in a relaxed and humorous way. For:
"Learning first aid is fun. Being proficient in first aid skills is a good feeling – and not that difficult
when you keep a cool head. And you can find out the best way to do this in the "Erste Hilfe Out-

The Outdoorschule Süd e.V. in Freiburg is
the biggest provider of outdoor emergency
management in German-speaking countries. The association was founded from the
experience that "normal" first aid courses
do not equip us for outdoor situations.
No wonder it didn’t take us long to decide
when the Outdoorschule Süd offered to
assist us in the development of our new
first aid sets. Thank you.

Even the best equipment is no use if you
don't know what to do
with it. So that users
of our first aid kits can
keep a cool head in
emergency outdoor
situations and can act
correctly, every TATONKA first aid set contains
the outdoor first aid set
of instructions, which
provides assistance in
emergency situations.
And to help you remember everything, author
Peter Oster has created
some fun little helpers
to aid your memory:
"RUM", "BAP", "SAU"
and "DIWAN".

door" (First Aid Outdoors) book (published by Ziel-Verlag, ISBN 978-3-940562-02-9).

First Aid

Outdoor first aid set
of instructions
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The author: Peter Oster, born in 1972, grammar school teacher of geography
and biology, rescue assistant and wilderness EMT (Emergency Medical Technician).
In 1995 he set up the Outdoorschule Süd e.V. with Dr. Kalle Strosing, where he has
been organising first aid seminars for active outdoor enthusiasts since 1996.

No. of people

Tour duration
1st WEEK

First Aid Sterile

2 nd WEEK

Additional first-aid kit for long-distance journeys

First Aid Basic

First Aid

The bare minimum. This kit contains day trip basic features for one person – perfectly
tailored to the purpose and clearly stored away. The Outdoorschule Süd has not only passed on its expertise to
the “big first-aiders”.
Contents: 1x medium-sized bandage pack, non-adhesive compress, 2x wound dressings 10 x 6 cm, sterile,
1x Leukoplast® plaster roll 5 m x 1.25 cm, 5x plaster strips 7.2 x 2.5 cm, 1x pair of vinyl gloves, 1x rescue blanket
160 x 210 cm, 1x first-aid outdoor set of instructions, 1x checklist Material: 420 HD Nylon

First Aid Sterile Additional first-aid kit, especially for long-distance journeys. Of course we’re not
suggesting you should put the scalpel or hypodermic needle to use yourself. But depending on your destination, the
medical standard can greatly vary depending on local conditions. The sterile materials make sure that sufficient
medical provision is guaranteed in regions where the hygienic conditions are less than ideal. Simply hand over the
contents to the responsible doctor.
Contents: 1x disposable scalpel Fig 12, 1x OP-gloves, sterile, Gr. 7,5, 1x thread 2/0 non-absorbable (Seralon),
1x Vasofix catheter G16, 2x Vasofix catheters G18, 1x Vasofix catheter G20, 1x infusion system, 5x G20 hypodermic
needles, 2x 10 ml syringes, 2x 5 ml syringes, 2x 2 ml syringes Material: 420 HD Nylon
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First Aid Basic

2708

015 red

18 x 12,5 x 5,5 cm

230 g

First Aid Sterile

2712

015 red

18 x 12,5 x 5,5 cm

260 g

No. of people

Tour duration
1st WEEK

No. of people
2 nd WEEK

Tour duration
1st WEEK

2 nd WEEK

and designed for use on day trips. The waterproof case ensures that even in snow, rain or use on the water, during
canoeing for example, the material also stays dry and usable.

into a compact kit based on the rules of the Outdoorschule Süd. This kit is designed for expeditions lasting one to
three days.

Contents: medium-sized bandage pack, non-adhesive compress, 2x wound dressings 10 x 6 cm, sterile, 1x Leukoplast® plaster roll 5 m x 1.25 cm, 5x plaster strips 7.2 x 2.5 cm, 1x pair of vinyl gloves, 1x rescue blanket
160 x 210 cm, 1x first-aid outdoor set of instructions, 1x checklist
Material: 420 HD Nylon

Contents: 2x wound dressings 10 x 6 cm, sterile, 1x Hansaplast wound plaster 20 x 6 cm, 1x SAN wound compress
10 x 10cm, non-adhesive, 10x alcohol swabs, 1x first-aid outdoor set of instructions, 1x checklist, 1x straight pair of
bandage scissors, sharp/blunt, 1x tweezers 9cm, 1x rescue blanket 160 x 210 cm, 2x pairs of vinyl gloves, 1x large
bandage pack, non-adhesive compress, 1x Leukoplast® plaster roll 5m x 1.25cm, 1x triangular bandage (viscose)
Material: 420 HD Nylon

First Aid

First Aid Basic Waterproof The minimum features in a waterproof case. Stocked for one person First Aid Compact The first aid basic equipment for two. The materials here have also been compiled
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First Aid Basic Waterproof

2710

015 red

ø 24 x 40 cm

200 g

First Aid Compact

2714

015 red

16 x 11 x 4,5 cm

390 g

No. of people

Tour duration
1st WEEK

2 nd WEEK

Tour duration
1st WEEK

2 nd WEEK

First Aid Complete

The perfect first-aid equipment for all outdoor
activities. The full features in terms of safety are particularly recommended for use
“off the beaten track”, where fast-acting medical attention is not guaranteed. When
administered correctly, first-aid can prevent problems in the future. In an emergency
situation there’s no time to make your way to the nearest doctor to wait for help. First
Aid Complete is designed for up to four people and expeditions of up to 7 days. But that
doesn’t mean you shouldn’t take any less care on your travels.
Contents: 1x Hansaplast wound plaster 50 x 6 cm, 1x dressing 60 x 80 cm. 1x fixation
plaster 30 x 15cm., 3x SAN wound compress 10 x 10cm, non-adhesive, 1x first-aid outdoor
set of instructions, 1x checklist, 10x alcohol swabs, 1x straight pair of bandage scissors,
sharp/blunt, 1x pair of tweezers 9cm, 1x rescue blanket 160 x 210 cm, 2x pairs of vinyl
gloves, 1x roll of sport tape 10m x 2.5 cm, 1x triangular bandage (viscose), 1x large bandage
pack, non-adhesive compress, 1x medium bandage pack, non-adhesive compress
Material: 420 HD Nylon

No. of people

First Aid Advanced

First Aid

First-aid full features for all of those in a position of
responsibility. The Outdoorschule Süd designed this kit especially with group or tour
leaders in mind. And just as extensive are its contents – which are designed to cover
first-aid requirements for up to six people on tours of less than 14-days. But take note:
It doesn’t just suffice to have the right material with you. It’s just as important to know
how to use it properly. We also recommended training sessions by the
Outdoorschule Süd.
Contents: 1x medium-sized bandage pack, non-adhesive compress, 1x medium-sized
dressing, non-adhesive compress, 1x dressing 60 x 80 cm, 1x medium stretch bandage
8 cm, 5x SAN wound compresses 10 x 10 cm, non-adhesive, 1x triangular bandage
(viscose), 1x fixation plaster 30 x 15 cm, 1x Hansaplast wound plaster 50 x 6 cm, 1x
roll of sport tape 10 m x 2.5 cm, 5x Compeed blister pads, 10x alcohol swabs, 1x pair
of tweezers 9 cm, 1x pair of straight bandage scissors, sharp/blunt, 3x pairs of vinyl
gloves, 1x flexible fever thermometer NexTemp, 1x SAM splint, 1x rescue blanket 160
x 210 cm, 1x first-aid outdoor set of instructions, 1x checklist Material: 420 HD Nylon
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First Aid Complete

2716

015 red

18 x 12,5 x 5,5 cm

500g

First Aid Advanced

2718

015 red

24 x 15,5 x 7,5 cm

700 g
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First Aid

XS / 015

M / 015
S / 015

XS / 015

First Aid XS / S / M First-aid bags in three sizes (without contents) – Ideal for all of those who wish

First Aid

to choose their own contents. Depending on the size the features vary – from the simple insert pocket (XS) down to
the fold-out inside section with insert and zip compartments in different sizes (S/M). The two bigger models have an
all-round zip, which guarantees a good overview and easy access. All first-aid bags can be carried comfortably by the
attachment loops on the hip strap of the rucksack. So they’re never in the way, but always close at hand.
Features: 1 First-aid bags (without contents) with all-round zip fastener
loops 4 Insert compartment in different sizes 5 Zipped mesh pocket
Material: 420 HD Nylon

2

Fold-out inside section

3

20 l / 015

First Aid Pack

First-aid to carry on your back (without contents). The TATONKA rucksack for emergency
situations was specially designed for outdoor use and, thanks to the padded carry system and chest strap, can also be
carried to difficult to access locations. The all-round zip fastener means that it is always easy to access the contents quikkly and you will have an ideal overview of the sensible compartments for bandages, medication and other first-aid items.
After all, the last thing you need is to be wasting time searching for what you need during an emergency situation.

Two attachment
Features: 1 Sensible division into compartments for bandages, first-aid items and medication (not included),
carrying system 3 Hip strap Material: 420 HD Nylon
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First Aid XS

2807

015 red

10 x 7 x 4 cm

65 g

First Aid S

2810

015 red

18 x 12,5 x 5,5 cm

140 g

First Aid M

2815

015 red

24 x 12,5 x 6,5 cm

160 g

First Aid Pack

2730

015 red

45 x 37 x 22 cm

2,65 kg

20 l

2

Back

First Aid School First-aid kit for little rescuers.
Minor ailments are no problem and with this kit your little
one is guaranteed to be hailed a hero when an “emergency”
happens on the school playground. Dino plasters work wonders. And of course they’ll also feel a lot safer if they can treat
themselves on their way to school. With the mini carabiner
the First Aid School kit can also be firmly attached everywhere – preferably of course onto one of the great TATONKA
school satchels.
Contents: 1x elasticated gauze bandage 6 cm, 1x small
bandage pack, non-adhesive compress, 1x compress 5 x 5
cm, non-adhesive, 1x roll of silk plasters 2.5 cm x 5 m, 4x
Dino motif plaster strips 7.2 x 1.9 cm
Material: 420 HD Nylon

028

Rettungsdecke

A must-have item. The TATONKA survival blanket is made of
an aluminium-steamed PE foil, which strongly insulates and reflects the body’s own
warmth. A rescue blanket can be vital for people who have just been rescued.
Features:

1

Insulating aluminium steamed PE foil

2

Packaged very small

027

Contents: 1x plaster strips 7.2 x 2.5cm, 5x small bandage packs, non-adhesive compress, 1x tick tweezers, 1x roll of sticking plaster 5m x 2.50cm,
2x wound plasters 10 x 6 cm, elastic Material: 420 HD Nylon

Alu-Sitzkissen The aluminium foil backed with PE foam offers double protection
against the cold. It insulates effectively against cold surfaces and also reflects body heat.
Features: 1 Aluminium foil backed with PE foam
3 Reflects body heat

2

Insulates against cold surfaces

First Aid

First Aid Mini

Little emergency helpers can also work big wonders. AJust using the tick tweezers in time can prevent the worst from
happening if you end up in the wrong place at the wrong time. But of course the First Aid Mini kit also covers the many little scratches and scrapes that
could happen.
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First Aid School

2704

015 red

14 x 10 cm

65 g

Rettungsdecke

2985

028 gold

210 x 160 cm

50 g

First Aid Mini

2706

015 red

10 x 7 x 4 cm

120 g

Alu-Sitzkissen

2973

027 silver

35 x 45 cm

30 g
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Tents

Discover the tent expert in you // We have pooled our know-how into one
TATONKA Tent Handbook. Its contents include lots of useful information

and practical tips about tents. So it's not only recommended to help you
with making a purchase. The best thing to do is to take a look for yourself – the Tent Handbook can be downloaded for free on www.tatonka.
com and now also comes with every TATONKA tent.
If you really want to play it safe when camping, you should take note
of the following:
1. Inform yourself in advance (e.g. in this
catalogue, on the internet) on the internet)
2. Get expert advice from a specialist retailer
3. Use the Tent Handbook as an additional source
of knowledge

DISCOVER
the perfect tent for discovering // We're not looking to give you a
recommendation of which tent is right for Corsica here. Instead
we'd prefer to concentrate on one thing in this chapter: to clarify
the qualities a tent should have, how to find exactly the right
model for you and to show that certain terrains also place certain
technical demands on tents. On our GR20 tour for example, when
the weather changed as fast as lightening and the sunshine suddenly turned into hailstones.

Discover that you shouldn't buy on a hunch.
TATONKA offers two different tent collections: one is reliable all-round tents, the other highly resistant high-end tents for
extreme use. The main difference is in the outer material and poles. And as well as these two factors it also depends on a lot of
other tent properties – from the weight to the pack size and durability down to the price.

TATONKA All-Round Tents
Inner tent
Outer tent
Base
Poles

190T Ripstop Nylon W/R
185T Polyester PU
210T Nylon Taffeta PU
7001/T6 Aluminium

TATONKA High-End Tents
Inner tent
Outer tent
Base
Poles

30D Ripstop Nylon W/R
Nylon 6.6 Ripstop Silicon
190T Nylon Taffeta JPU
Scandium Light 8.8

So what does it depend on? Before buying a tent you should consider when and why you want
to use it. Ask yourself a few questions: are you camping alone, in a group or with your family?
Should the tent be especially light, because you have to carry it for a long time on trekking tours?
Will you be putting up and taking down the tent at a different place every day? Are you camping
in the mountains or during winter? Do you need "comfort" or would just a small space suffice?
If you consider these criteria in your choice of tent, experience tells us that a manageable number
of possible models will be left over to choose from. However, before making a purchase you should
definitely ask your TATONKA specialist retailer for advice – after all, tents don't come cheap. And if
looked after properly, you will spend a lot of time travelling with your TATONKA tent.
Many factors play a role in the design of your tent. On the one hand our enthusiasm and experience, gained over many years in the great outdoors and in TATONKA's own production. And on
the other hand, the materials. They account for the lion's share of quality. This is why we use
the majority of the development phase to improve the composition of the materials used. This
results in tents each with an optimum weight/density/durability ratio, which are perfectly prepared for your purposes. Tents that are up to scratch.
And the positive feedback from all around the world proves this– as well as the fact that we
prefer to have our own tents with us on our own life expedition. And when tent designers take
their work into their free time with them, it's not a sign that they're workaholics, but a sign
of quality.

Tents

More information on the materials and their qualities can be found in the Materials chapter or in the TATONKA Tent Handbook.
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DISCOVER
the story of a friend of a friend whose grandfather had a tent that is
still standing today // Not every tent enthusiast also knows everything about tents and many even have false information. This
is why persistent myths about the qualities of tents remain which
have very little to do with reality. Sometimes this means that the
high expectations of tent owners cannot often be fulfilled. Here
is a top 4 of the "friend of a friend tents":
The myth: There are waterproof tents.

Discover the most important letters in the ABC of tents.
Guy ropes // Guy ropes make your tent stable in wind and rain. Optimum stability is only achieved when all tie possibilities are used. But don't worry, TATONKA
tents have a roll-up system for guy ropes, which makes it a lot easier to take the tent down and prevents knots. For better visibility in the dark, the ropes come with
two sliding reflective sleeves.
Entrances // TATONKA inner tent entrances are wide and simple to use. The basic features include mosquito windows that can be closed separately and easily with
one hand. When open, the entrance can be stored away in the bag on the side or rolled up and secured. Two entrances, like on the Alaska and Arctis models, means
that it is easier to enter when several people are going into the tent and it also helps with ventilation.
Frame // Required to pitch the tent. We use – depending on the category of tent – two different aluminium alloys. Both variations are highly break-proof. The
individual segments are hollow, in the inside is a fixed rubber band, on which the segments are attached in the right order like pearls on a necklace and can be very
easily inserted into one another. With small radii the frame arches are pre-shaped accordingly, so there are no problems when putting up and stretching the tent
material. The main reason for breakages of the frame is when the segments are not fully inserted and then pressure is exerted onto the pole. So pay attention when
pitching and dismantling the tent.

The truth: No tent is waterproof, as they are made out of a combination of different materials and parts. Depending on their construction, not all stitches can be
joined so they are waterproof; water can also penetrate through zip fasteners and
condensation should be channelled away via openings in the tent.

Tent pegs // There are different tent pegs for different types of ground. Our tents are provided with standard tent pegs. It is possible to buy special tent pegs for
sandy, hard or stony grounds or even snow tent pegs. If you're not sure about the terrain then it's best to pack an additional few sand pegs and tent pegs. Or improvise: stones, stable branches, skis or hiking sticks can also be used.

The myth: Tents last forever.

Vents // Covered openings in the outer skin of the tent for air circulation. They are separately spread and waterproof. Thanks to a stiff fabric band the TATONKA
vents can still easily be positioned even after long use. Mosquito windows and tension points are standard features on our tents and vents that can be used and
secured from the inside are available exclusively in our high-quality series.

The truth: Every material ages – especially when it is subjected to weathering and
UV-rays like tents are. Tips on how to deal with external influences can be found in
the ABC of Tents on the following page, as well as in the TATONKA Tent Handbook.
The myth: Good tents don't have any condensation.
The truth: The formation of condensation is a physical process which cannot
be prevented in tents. But this doesn’t mean that you have to get soaked while
you're camping. Tips to minimise condensation can be found in the TATONKA tent
handbook.
The myth: Aluminium poles do not break.

Bags /Side bags // Side bags at head height (when lying down) are perfect for storing items such as reading glasses. Almost all of our tents with an apsis also have
a removable apsis bag plus a roof bag for small items such as books, insect spray and other odds and ends.
UV radiation // Tent materials, particularly the outer material, go through an ageing process and lose their resistance over time. The main cause for this is UV
radiation. Tents with silicone coating are far more resistant than those with a PU-coating. So it is best to choose a shady spot to erect your tent to avoid any risks.
In principle it is like your own outer skin.
Water column // The water column is a measurement unit of pressure. Interpreted for technical fabrics it becomes a unit of how waterproof the fabric is. The
water column determines how high the water pressure can be before the fabric lets moisture in. According to DIN, a value of 1500 mm is classed as waterproof. The
water column is not always a pointer for quality. With 1500 mm the outer tents of our high-end series have a clearly lower water column than that of our all-round
tents (8000 mm) – but their special coating means that drops of water drip off immediately, so no pressure can build up. Tent bases by TATONKA have a water
column of 10.000 mm (all-round) or 8000 mm (high-end).

The truth: Aluminium poles can break if handled or stored incorrectly, or if too
much strength is applied. When you're on your travels they can be mended with
a repair sleeve, and you should contact a specialist retailer once you're back home.
Perhaps now you are saying: But retailer XY swore on his life that his tents are
waterproof. And our response to this: take our word for it, we know better. It is
very important to us that we inform you fairly. Our tents have a top quality and
craftsmanship – but we are only human, which means that our products are also
subject to physical laws. Of course you can have a lot of pleasure with TATONKA
tents for a very long time – you can find out how to do this on the next page under
"Care and Maintenance" or in more detail in the TATONKA Tent Handbook. And for
TATONKA tents of course we also offer you our professional repair service. Within
the bounds of feasibility, of course.

Guy ropes

Tent pegs

Bags

Vent

Frame

Entrances

Key

Discover how to do everything right.

In order to make your search for a TATONKA tent easier, here is an explanation of the
most important tent symbols used on the product pages.

Care and maintenance
// After your trip NEVER STORE THE TENT AWAY WHILE IT
IS STILL DAMP – even one to two days could have disas-

Packed dimensions
Weights: the weights stated are the
minimum weight (inside and outside
tent, tent plus five tent pegs) and as
delivery weight (delivered tent).

Ventilator with mosquito
window
Zip fastener, arch/
entrance

trous consequences as the moisture can affect the coating.
// Dry the tent AFTER EVERY USE – even if it hasn't been
raining. Condensation occurs during all types of weather,
regardless of where the tent is positioned and what kind of
tent it is.

Zip fastener, straight/
entrance
Dimensions: Height x Width x Depth
Frame arch

// NEVER WASH THE TENT IN THE WASHING MACHINE.
// Never clean your tent with anything more than a simple
soap solution and NEVER USE CHEMICAL PRODUCTS
– and ALWAYS DRY THE TENT WELL after cleaning.
// If possible, ERECT YOUR TENT IN THE SHADE – UV

Outer tent/layout
Guy ropes

radiation speeds up the ageing process and can considerably
shorten the lifespan of your tent.

Inner tent with entrance/layout

Max. no. of sleeping places

Tarps: reinforced corners
with eyelets and tension
points

// ALWAYS USE A GROUND SHEET with your tent – this will
help to protect the base material of your tent and prevent
leaks.
// AFTER EVERY USE, CHECK FOR DAMAGES and make

Tarps: tension point
Zip fastener entrance with mosquito net

sure that you have all parts of your TENT, including POLES
AND ACCESSORIES. Necessary repairs should preferably
be made straight after your trip. This way you won't forget
anything and the tent will be ready for outdoor fever that
crops up spontaneously.

Discover the differences.

Tents

With tunnel tents, dome tents and geodats, a special form of the dome tents, TATONKA stocks three different types of tents.
The different constructions offer different benefits.
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Dome tents/Geodats
These types of tents are designed to be freestanding. The shape comes from the arched poles, which cross at one or – for geodats
– at several points. The structure is similar to a semicircle and offers high to very high stability in storms or snow. The floor area
of a dome tent is smaller than that of comparable tunnel tents. This is why it is especially suitable for rocky and hilly regions
– and requires fewer tent pegs. The inner tent can be erected on its own when the weather is warm and offers an airy and mosquito-free place to sleep.
Tunnel tents
This type of tent has at least two frame arches positioned parallel to each other. They have to be fixed in a lengthways direction so that the tent holds its tunnel shape. Of all tent types the tunnel models offer the best utilisation of floor space. Or to put
it another way: in relation to their size, tunnel tents are relatively light. Inner and outer tent are connected with one another
which means they can be erected very quickly and easily. Plenty of space and the fact that it is easy to put them up and take them
down make the tunnel model the best decision for regions with inconsistent weather. When erected correctly (with the narrow
side facing the wind) tunnel tents are highly windproof.

Alaska 3 DLX

A spacious tunnel tent with high inside
space for three people. But why did we call it DLX, or Deluxe?
One of the main reasons is the freedom of movement, which
is simply hard to beat. In advertising speak: bending down was
yesterday, today there is the Alaska 3 DLX. In TATONKA speak:
Deluxe for everyone who wants to enjoy nature overnight,
without having to bend down on all fours.

DISCOVER

NYLON TENTS
(WITH SILICONE COATING)

a wide, long, spacious selection. // Because different
people place different demands on a tent,

TATONKA

offers a correspondingly large selection of tunnel
Orbit 3 Page 188

Polar 3 Page 187

Kiruna Page 189

tents, dome tents and geodats – from the one-man
model to a family tent. Here is an overview of our
current tent collection.

Abisko Page 190

Mountain Dome Light Page 186

POLYESTER TENTS
(WITH PU COATING)

Sherpa Dome Plus PU Page 184

Narvik 2 / Narvik 3 Page 192

Grönland 2 / Grönland 3 Page 193

Arctis 2 / Arctis 3 Page 194

Alaska 2 / Alaska 3 Page 195

Alaska 2 XL / Alaska 3 XL Page 195

Alaska 3 Vent Page 196

Tents

Mountain Dome Page 185
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Alaska 3 Plus Page 198

Alaska 3 DLX Page 199

Family Camp Page 201

Alaska 4 Page 197

208 cocoon

4

Sherpa Dome Plus PU
No. of people: 2
Minimum weight: 5.00 kg
Colours: 208 cocoon, 210 bazil

Sherpa Dome Plus PU

It knows the ropes: The Plus in its name stands for the fifth arch, which is stretched over one of the two inner tent entrances, and PU is the
coating that makes the whole thing waterproof. This creates a weatherproof entrance which can be used for cooking or storage space. Two air vents also make sure that with
a maximum of four occupants there is an air circulation, which more than suffices. The many other advantages of the Sherpa Dome Plus PU can be found in the list of features.

Tents

Features: 1 Ten tension points for storm protection 2 Simple to erect 3 Outer tent made of high-quality 185T polyester fabric with PU-coating 4 Two entrances, inner tent with
closable mosquito window 5 Two air vents 6 Tape-sealed seams 7 Includes storage bags for tent, poles and pegs 8 Reflectors on the tent cords 9 Waterproof covers, vents
and attachment points 10 Extremely reinforced tension points with strap loops Material: Poles: 7001/T6 Alu, anodised, 9.5 mm; inner tent: 190T Ripstop Nylon W/R; outer
tent: 185T Polyester PU; base: 210T Nylon Taffeta PU
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Sherpa Dome Plus PU

2561

208 cocoon

55 x 39 x 13 cm

126 x 270 x 380 cm

5,00 / 5,40 kg

Sherpa Dome Plus PU

2561

210 bazil

55 x 39 x 13 cm

126 x 270 x 380 cm

5,00 / 5,40 kg

208 cocoon

5

Mountain Dome

210 bazil

No. of people: 2
Minimum weight: 3.80 kg
Colours: 208 cocoon, 210 bazil

Mountain Dome

Features: 1 Classic 2-person dome tent 2 Two large closable ventilation windows with mosquito net 3 Inner
tent with suspension points for roof bag 4 Two entrances in the apses 5 Inner tent with closable mosquito window
6 Two air vents 7 Tape-sealed seams 8 Includes storage bags for tent, poles and pegs 9 Reflectors on the tent cords
Material: Poles: 7001/T6 Alu, anodised, 11 mm; inner tent: 190T Ripstop Nylon W/R;
outer tent: 185T Polyester PU; base: 210T Nylon Taffeta PU

Tents

Dome tent for two people. The rectangular inner tent, which can be used alone if
the weather is good, is simply covered hexagonally with the outer tent. This creates two spacious apses at the
entrance – with two entrances. One for each occupant.

185
Mountain Dome

2511

208 cocoon

55 x 39 x 13 cm

128 x 240 x 310 cm

3,80 / 4,20 kg

Mountain Dome

2511

210 bazil

55 x 39 x 13 cm

128 x 240 x 310 cm

3,80 / 4,20 kg

017 orange

2

Mountain Dome Light

Lightweight dome tent for two people.
Unlike the Mountain Dome this light variation is made solely out of materials from the
nylon series – from the ultra-light outer fabric to the Scandium frame. The advantages
of the Mountain Dome Light are mainly in the materials used. The outer tent is made out
of the high-quality base material 6.6. Ripstop nylon, which has a total of 5 layers of silicone on both sides. This makes the outer shell very strong and gives it excellent beading
behaviour. The minimum thickness of 1500mm/water column is therefore easily achieved even with very thin layers. Mountain Dome Light is also available in bright orange,
especially for use in snow.

Mountain Dome Light

1

Tents

No. of people: 2
Minimum weight: 2.90 kg
Colours: 017 orange, 090 forest green

Features: 1 Two entrances in the apses 2 Inner tent with closable mosquito window 3 Two air vents 4 Silicone coated outer tent made of RipStop nylon 6.6 material 5 Scandium tent frame poles 6 Reflectors on the tent cords 7 Includes storage bags
for tent, poles and pegs Material: Poles: Scandium, Floating Connector, 9,8 mm;
inner tent: 30D Ripstop Nylon W/R; outer tent: Nylon 6.6 Ripstop Silicon; base: 190T
Nylon Taffeta JPU
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Mountain Dome Light

2512

017 orange

55 x 39 x 13 cm

128 x 240 x 310 cm

2,90 / 3,30 kg

Mountain Dome Light

2512

090 forest green

55 x 39 x 13 cm

128 x 240 x 310 cm

2,90 / 3,30 kg

090 forest green

Polar 3 Spacious tunnel tent classic in lightweight design. With its scandium
frame and silicone-coated RipStop outer tent Polar has reached its ideal weight. But
even if transporting it barely puts you out of breath, you can be sure there’ll be plenty of air to breathe once it has been erected. With the breathable inner tent material
the air can even ideally circulate when the air vents are attached to both entrances.
And rain isn’t a problem for Polar 3 occupants – this is ensured by the fully weather
proof access to the inner tent.
Features: 1 Two entrances in the apse 2 Inner tent with closable mosquito net and
four insert pockets 3 Closable vents on both entrances 3 Closable vents on both
entrances 4 Scandium tent frame poles 5 Silicone coated outer tent with RipStop
nylon 6.6 material 6 Waterproof manufacture of covers, vents and attachment points
7 Reinforced tension points with size adjustable strap loops
Material: Poles: Scandium, Floating Connector, 8.88 mm; inner tent: 30D Ripstop
Nylon W/R; outer tent: Nylon 6.6 Ripstop Silicon; base: 190T Nylon Taffeta JPU

2

Polar 3

1

Tents

No. of people: 3
Minimum weight: 3.40 kg
Colours: 090 forest green
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Polar 3

2599

090 forest green

55 x 39 x 13 cm

120 x 185 x 450 cm

3,40 / 3,80 kg

090 forest green

Orbit 3
No. of people: 3
Minimum weight: 2.60 kg
Colours: 090 forest green

Orbit 3 Optimised outdoor classic. Lightweight, breathable and folds up very small – using new paper-thin, silicone-coated RipStop

Tents

nylon 6.6-outer tent and ultra-light scandium frame, the Orbit is not only light years ahead from a nostalgic point of view, but also technically.
Both inside and out.
Features: 1 High-end tunnel tent with two pole arches 2 Front entrance 3 Inner tent with closable mosquito window and four insert
pockets 4 Scandium tent frame poles 5 Silicone-coated outer tent made of Ripstop nylon 6.6 material 6 Closable vents on both entrances
7 Waterproof covers, vents and attachment points 8 Size adjustable strap loops
Material: Poles: Scandium, Floating Connector, 8.88 mm; inner tent: 30 D Ripstop Nylon W/R; outer tent: Nylon 6.6 Ripstop Silicon; base: 190T
Nylon Taffeta JPU
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Orbit 3

2548

090 forest green

55 x 39 x 13 cm

120 x 185 x 370 cm

2,60 / 3,00 kg

2

090 forest green

2

Kiruna

Extra lightweight tunnel tent for two people. When every gram
counts and you want to stay dry in even the worst weather, you’re better off
packing the Kiruna in your rucksack. With its construction with shortened rear
tent frame and the Ripstop Nylon 6.6 material with silicone coating it’s extremely
light, compact and waterproof. And this is why it rightly deserves the best rating
in Outdoor Magazine.

3

Kiruna

No. of people: 2
Minimum weight: 2.35 kg
Colours: 090 forest green

Tents

Features: 1 High-end tunnel tent with two pole arches 2 Front entrance 3 Inner
tent with closable mosquito window 4 Two large closable ventilation windows with
mosquito net 5 Practical storage bag for tent guy ropes 6 Shortened rear tent frame
7 Silicone-coated outer tent made of Ripstop nylon 6.6 material 8 Scandium tent
frame poles 9 Two closable air vents 10 Reinforced tension points 11 Size variable
strap loops Material: Poles: Scandium, Floating Connector, 8.88 mm; inner tent:
30D Ripstop Nylon W/R; outer tent: Nylon 6.6 Ripstop Silicon; base: 190T Nylon
Taffeta JPU
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Kiruna

2600

090 forest green

55 x 39 x 13 cm

110 x 155 x 355 cm

2,35 / 2,70 kg

090 forest green

8

Abisko
No. of people: 2
Minimum weight: 2.80 kg
Colours: 090 forest green

8

3

Abisko Lightweight tunnel tent with apse for two people. The best choice for all of those who don’t want to sleep with all of their equip-

Tents

ment or who appreciate having a separate, windproof cooking area. Abisko is extremely wind-resistant, very strong – and thanks to its clever construction and silicone coated RipStop nylon 6.6 outer tent it’s also a very light burden to bear on long journeys.
Features: 1 High-end tunnel tent with three frame arches 2 Side entrance 3 Inner tent with closable mosquito window and four insert pockets
4 Two large closable ventilation windows with mosquito net 5 Shortened back tent frame 6 Silicone-coated outer tent made of Ripstop nylon 6.6
material 7 Scandium tent frame poles 8 Two closable air vents 9 Reinforced tension points 10 Size adjustable strap loops
Material: Poles: Scandium, Floating Connector, 8.88 mm; inner tent: 30D Ripstop Nylon W/R; outer tent: Nylon 6.6 Ripstop Silicon; base: 190T Nylon
Taffeta JPU
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Abisko

2601

090 forest green

55 x 39 x 13 cm

110 x 155 x 420 cm

2,80 / 3,20 kg

Narvik 2
208 cocoon

Narvik 2 / 3 Tunnel tent with three of the most popular qualities: light,

8

3

210 bazil

Narvik 2

No. of people: 2
Minimum weight: 2.60 kg
Colours: 208 cocoon, 210 bazil

Narvik 3

No. of people: 3
Minimum weight: 3.10 kg
Colours: 208 cocoon, 210 bazil

2

robust, cheap. The Narvik models are suitable for two or three people and don’t
make the decision easy. They are also simple to erect. The inner tent for instance
is already suspended in the outer tent, but can be quickly detached when required.
One feature that you will certainly appreciate in the rain, as the inner tent stays
dry. An another plus point is the smaller rear rod, which makes the tent lighter
and smaller to pack up – without having to accept any losses in sleeping comfort
and area usage.

Tents

Features: 1 Front entrance 2 Inner tent with closable mosquito window 3 Two
air vents 4 Tape-sealed seams 5 Practical storage bag for tent ropes 6 Waterproof
covers, vents and attachment points 7 Reinforced tension points, Narvik 3 model has
strap loops 8 Inner tent with four side insert pockets (Narvik 3) or two side insert
pockets + two “seat pockets” at head height on the foot end 9 Reflectors on the tent
cords
Material: Poles: 7001/T6 Alu, anodised, 9.5 mm; inner tent: 190T Ripstop Nylon
W/R; outer tent: 185T Polyester PU; base: 210T Nylon Taffeta PU

192
Narvik 2

2550

208 cocoon

210 bazil

55 x 39 x 13 cm

110 x 155 x 355 cm

2,60 / 2,95 kg

Narvik 3

2551

208 cocoon

210 bazil

55 x 39 x 13 cm

120 x 185 x 370 cm

3,10 / 3,50 kg

4

Grönland 3
210 bazil

10

Grönland 2

No. of people: 2
Minimum weight: 3.0 kg
Colours: 208 cocoon, 210 bazil

Grönland 2
208 cocoon

Grönland 3

No. of people: 3
Minimum weight: 3.65 kg
Colours: 208 cocoon, 210 bazil

Grönland 2 / 3

Light and uncomplicated tunnel tent in two sizes.
Suitable for two or three people sleeping lengthwise. If you also prefer to have
separate living and sleeping areas when you’re in the great outdoors and yet still
want to stay compact, Grönland is the tent for you. The extended front arch makes
the apses a practical awning that can easily be used as a cosy cooking area in bad
weather (kitchen not included). The back arch has been shortened – which makes
a huge difference to the weight and packing size.

Tents

Features: 1 Optimum weight tunnel tent with three rod arches 2 Side entrance
3 Inner tent with closable mosquito window and four insert pockets 4 Two air vents
5 Tape-sealed seams 6 Practical storage bag for tent ropes 7 Waterproof manufacture
of covers, vents and attachment points 8 Reinforced tension points with strap loops
9 Reflectors on the tent cords 10 Spacious apses Material: Poles: 7001/T6 Alu, anodised, 9.5 mm; inner tent: 190T Ripstop Nylon W/R; outer tent: 185T Polyester PU; base:
210T Nylon Taffeta PU
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Grönland 2

2555

208 cocoon

210 bazil

55 x 39 x 13 cm

110 x 155 x 415 cm

3,10 / 3,50 kg

Grönland 3

2556

208 cocoon

210 bazil

55 x 39 x 13 cm

120 x 185 x 430 cm

3,65 / 4,00 kg

Arctis 2
210 bazil

2

3

Arctis 2

No. of people: 2
Minimum weight: 3.10 kg
Colours: 208 cocoon, 210 bazil

Arctis 3

No. of people: 3
Minimum weight: 3.45 kg
Colours: 208 cocoon, 210 bazil

Arctis 2 / 3 Tunnel tent and rain expert: Tape-sealed seams, waterproof
covers, vents and attachment points – and like all TATONKA tunnel tents the outer tent
of the Arctis models can be left out in the rain when dismantling, while the dry inner
tent can be put away. And what you wouldn’t guess from its weight and compactness:
the tunnel construction with its steep outside walls makes Arctis 2 unbelievably spacious compared to dome and geodetic tents – and that’s not to mention the longer and
wider Arctis 3.

Tents

Features: 1 2-arch tunnel tent in two sizes 2 Second entrance at the back for ventilation 3 Closable air vents on both entrances 4 Tape-sealed seams 5 Practical storage
bag for tent ropes 6 Waterproof covers, vents and attachment points 7 Reinforced
tension points with strap loops 8 Inner tent with 4 insert pockets 9 Reflectors on
the tent cords Material: Poles: 7001/T6 Alu, anodised, 9.5 mm; inner tent: 190T
Ripstop Nylon W/R; outer tent: 185T Polyester PU; base: 210T Nylon Taffeta PU
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Arctis 2

2566

208 cocoon

210 bazil

55 x 39 x 13 cm

110 x 155 x 360 cm

3,10 / 3,40 kg

Arctis 3

2567

208 cocoon

210 bazil

55 x 39 x 13 cm

120 x 185 x 370 cm

3,45 / 3,80 kg

Alaska 2

No. of people: 2
Minimum weight: 3.70 kg
Colours: 208 cocoon, 210 bazil

Alaska 2 XL

No. of people: 2
Minimum weight: 4.12 kg
Colours: 208 cocoon, 210 bazil

Alaska 3

No. of people: 3
Minimum weight: 4.40 kg
Colours: 208 cocoon, 210 bazil

Alaska 2 XL
208 cocoon

6

Alaska 2 XL
210 bazil

Alaska 2 / 2 XL / 3 / 3 XL Large to extra large tents. Due to their bells the tunnel tents from the Alaska series are especially spacious. Another advantage is that the occupants sleep lengthways: which makes getting in
and out a lot easier, so there’s no need to ban nocturnal excursions. In the XL-version with 20cm longer inner tent
taller people also enjoy more sleeping comfort and those who find it impossible to travel lightly will appreciate the
extra storage space. The Alaskas also offer another advantage: a second entrance on the back for ventilation, closable air vents on both entrances, mosquito window in inner tent and excellent workmanship.

Alaska 3 XL

No. of people: 3
Minimum weight: 4.55 kg
Colours: 208 cocoon, 210 bazil

Tents

Features: 1 Triple arch tunnel tent with apse 2 20 cm longer inner and outer tent (2 XL / 3 XL) 3 Side entrance
4 Inner tent with closable mosquito window 5 Extra entrance on the back for ventilation purposes 6 Closable
vents on both entrances 7 Tape-sealed seams 8 Practical storage bags for tent ropes 9 Waterproof manufacture of
covers, vents and attachment points 10 Reinforced tension points with strap loops 11 Inner tent with 4 insert pockets
12 Plenty of storage space and removable pockets in the apses
Material: Poles: 7001/T6 Alu, anodised, 9.5 mm; inner tent: 190T Ripstop Nylon W/R; outer tent: 185T Polyester
PU; base: 210T Nylon Taffeta PU
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Alaska 2

2568

208 cocoon

210 bazil

55 x 39 x 13 cm

110 x 155 x 440 cm

3,70 / 4,05 kg

Alaska 2 XL

2574

208 cocoon

210 bazil

55 x 39 x 13 cm

110 x 155 x 460 cm

4,10 / 4,50 kg

Alaska 3

2569

208 cocoon

210 bazil

55 x 39 x 13 cm

120 x 185 x 450 cm

4,40 / 4,80 kg

Alaska 3 XL

2571

208 cocoon

210 bazil

55 x 39 x 13 cm

120 x 185 x 470 cm

4,55 / 4,95 kg

208 cocoon

3

Alaska 3 Vent

4

No. of people: 3
Minimum weight: 4.55 kg
Colours: 208 cocoon

Alaska 3 Vent Tunnel tent with roll-up sides and optimum ventilation. A variation on our Alaska design, especially for hot climates: the walls on both sides can be rolled
up and attached at two different heights. The included mosquito net inner tent ensures that you won’t be devoured by mosquitoes even when the sides are up; the waterproof covers,
vents and attachment points make sure that tropical humidity doesn’t make its way into the tent.

Tents

Features: 1 3-arch tunnel tent with apse 2 Four outer tent entrances 3 Mosquito net inner tent with closable mosquito window and 4 insert pockets 4 Side walls of the outer
tent roll up, can be attached at two heights 5 Tape-sealed seams 6 High quality tension points 7 Closable vents on both entrances 8 Waterproof manufacture of covers, vents
and attachment points 9 Reinforced tension points with strap loops 10 Plenty of storage space and detachable pockets in the apses Material: Poles: 7001/T6 Alu, anodised, 9.5
mm; inner tent: 190T Bug-Beater Mesh W/R; outer tent: 185T Polyester PU; base: 210T Nylon Taffeta PU
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Alaska 3 Vent

2570

208 cocoon

55 x 39 x 13 cm

120 x 185 x 450 cm

4,55 / 4,95 kg

Alaska 4

No. of people: 4
Minimum weight: 5.70 kg
Colours: 208 cocoon, 210 bazil

208 cocoon

Alaska 4 The diagonal sleeper variation from the Alaska family. With comfortable access from both

Features: 1 Diagonal sleeper tunnel tent with apse 2 Two side entrances 3 Inner tent with closable mosquito window
4 Extra entrance at the back for back for ventilation purposes 5 Closable vents on both entrances 6 Tape-sealed seams
7 Practical storage bags for tent ropes 8 Waterproof manufacture of covers, vents and attachment points 9 Reinforced
tension points with strap loops 10 Inner tent with 4 insert pockets 11 Plenty of storage space and removable pockets in
the apses
Material: Poles: 7001/T6 Alu, anodised, 9.5 mm; inner tent: 190T Ripstop Nylon W/R; outer tent: 185T Polyester PU;
base: 210T Nylon Taffeta PU

Tents

sides, impressive apses with plenty of storage space and practical extra entrance at the back which lets in the fresh
air. We are sure: Alaska 4 will, like all Alaskas, attract envious glances on the campsite. We have been continuously
developing the series for many years – which has been put to the test by the huge Alaska fan community for just
as long. So Alaska 4 has the very best requisites to become the next customer favourite. Diagonal sleepers take note!
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Alaska 4

2572

208 cocoon

210 bazil

55 x 39 x 13 cm

115 x 235 x 505 cm

5,70 / 6,10 kg

208 cocoon

2

2

3

Alaska 3 Plus
No. of people: 3
Weight: 5.11 kg
Colours: 208 cocoon

Alaska 3 Plus

Tents

Spacious tunnel tent with standing–height apse. This Alaska 3 version means you don’t have to stoop to enter. The very high apses makes entering
the Alaska 3 Plus extremely comfortable and is a hint to the pleasure of what awaits inside: plenty of space. So much space that it is also possible to use the two washing lines
inside the inner tent without any problems. Windows are integrated into the side of the large front entrance, which also folds open, to let in the light when the sun is shining,
or ensure that you don’t get cabin fever when it’s not.
Features: 1 Innovative triple arch tunnel tent with standing-height apse 2 Large front opening to fasten open; with side windows 3 Second entrance on the back for ventilation purposes 4 Closable vents on both entrances 5 Waterproof covers, vents and attachment points 6 Reinforced tension points with straps 7 Inner tent with four insert
pockets 8 Angled frame arch for added space Material: Poles: 7001/T6 Alu, anodised, 9.5 mm; inner tent: 190T Ripstop Nylon W/R; outer tent: 185T Polyester PU; base:
210T Nylon Taffeta PU
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Alaska 3 Plus

2580

208 cocoon

55 x 39 x 13 cm

160 x 230 x 450 cm

5,11 kg / 5,50 kg

7

Alaska 3 DLX

8

No. of people: 3
Weight: 4.80 kg
Colours: 208 cocoon

208 cocoon

Alaska 3 DLX Spacious tunnel tent with even more interior space for
up to three people. We have always known that the Alaska tent concept could be
improved. But just how much storage space this variation could have even surprised
our tent designers. Alaska 3 DLX is suitable for three people – and with an apse in
deluxe dimensions offers plenty of room to move or storage space for plenty of luggage.
This also makes Alaska 3 DLX the best decision for all of those who are older than 20
and prefer not to have to stoop down when entering a tent. For all those who also dislike queuing, the mosquito proof inner tent, like all Alaska tents, has two entrances.

Tents

Features: 1 Tunnel tent with even more interior space (height 1.4 or 1.5 m)
2 Inner tent with closable mosquito net 3 Two inner tent entrances 4 Closable air
vents on both outer tent entrances 5 Waterproof covers, vents and attachment
points 6 Reinforced tension points with strap loops 7 Apse with closable window
8 Roof bag
Material: Poles: 7001/T6 Alu, anodised, 9.5 mm; inner tent: 190T Ripstop Nylon W/R;
outer tent: 185T Polyester PU; base: 210T Nylon Taffeta PU
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Alaska 3 DLX

2584

208 cocoon

60 x 50 x 15 cm

440 x 155 x 110 cm

4,80 / 6,30 kg

208 cocoon

1

1

Family Camp
No. of people: 3
Weight: 10.50 kg
Colours: 208 cocoon

Family Camp

Family-suitable tunnel tent
with spacious sleeping cabin and standing-height
apses. In other words: plenty of storage space for all
of your kit and caboodle. And the way in takes you
three entrances – two on the sides of the awning and
one below the apses. And if you’re already impressed
here by the dimensions of the Family Camp, you’d
better take a deep breath before looking at the spacious
sleeping area.

Tents

Features: 1 Standing-height apse with roof window and
three entrances (two on the side, one under the apses)
2 Windows in the entrances and front sides 3 Two air
vents 4 Tape-sealed seams 5 Practical storage bag for
tent ropes 6 Waterproof manufacture of covers, vents
and attachment points 7 Reinforced tension points
with strap loops 8 Reflectors on the tent cords
Material: Poles: 7001/6061 Multipole 13/15 mm Alu
anodised; inner tent: 190T Ripstop Nylon W/R; outer
tent: 185 T Polyester PU; base: 210T Nylon Taffeta PU
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Family Camp

2595

208 cocoon

60 x 50 x 15 cm

180 x 260 x 440 cm

10,50 kg

Narvik Series

Groenland Series

Arctis Series

Alaska Series

Family tents

Dome tents/ Geodats

Narvik 2
Tent ground sheet # 3716

Grönland 2
Tent ground sheet # 3716
Apses ground sheet # 3711

Arctis 2
Tent ground sheet # 3716

Alaska 2 / Alaska 2 XL
Tent ground sheet # 3716
Apses ground sheet # 3711

Family Camp
Tent ground sheet 2 x #3705
Apses ground sheet #3713

Mountain Dome Light
Tent ground sheet # 3705

Arctis 3
Tent ground sheet # 3717

Alaska 3 / Alaska 3 XL
Tent ground sheet # 3717
Apses ground sheet # 3712

Narvik 3
Tent ground sheet # 3717
Apses ground sheet # 3712

Grönland 3
Tent ground sheet # 3717
Apses ground sheet # 3712

Orbit / Polar

Kiruna / Abisko

Tents

Kiruna
Tent ground sheet # 3716

Abisko
Tent ground sheet # 3716
Apses ground sheet # 3711

Orbit 3
Tent ground sheet # 3717
Apses ground sheet # 3712

Alaska 3 Vent
Tent ground sheet # 3717
Apses ground sheet # 3712

Polar 3
Tent ground sheet # 3717
Apses ground sheet # 3712

Alaska 4
Tent ground sheet # 3700
Apses ground sheet # 3713

Zeltunterlagen

For good standing: ground sheets protect the tent floor from damage caused by stones, twigs, etc. and provide insulation against damp and cold. The ground sheet shouldn't be bigger than the outer dimensions of the outer tent, in order to avoid the "funnel effect".
The ground sheets are available to fit almost all TATONKA tents. Material: Reinforced PE foil, 3714 and 3715 aluminium foil

Mountain Dome
Tent ground sheet # 3705

Alaska 3 Plus
Tent ground sheet # 3717
Apses ground sheet #3713

Alaska DLX
Tent ground sheet # 3700
Apses ground sheet #3713

Sherpa Dome Plus PU
Tent ground sheet # 3710

Apsidenunterlagen Apsidenunterlagen

Sweep dirt and damp under
the carpet: these ground sheets make sure apses in the tent stay tidy and clean all of
the time. Material: Reinforced PE foil
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Zeltunterlage

3700

220 x 250 cm

6

Zeltunterlage Arctis 2 / Alaska 2

3716

250 x 155/120 cm

7

Zeltunterlage 160 x 230

3705

160 x 230 cm

4

Zeltunterlage Arctis 3 / Alaska 3

3717

250 x 185/150 cm

7

Zeltunterlage 6-Eck

3710

225 x 260 cm

6

Apsidenunterlage 185 x 155

3711

155 x 185 cm

6

Alu-Zeltunterlage 200 x 160

3714

200 x 160 cm

Apsidenunterlage 193 x 182

3712

182 x 193 cm

6

Alu-Zeltunterlage 200 x 140

3715

200 x 140 cm

Apsidenunterlage 232 x 168

3713

232 x 168 cm

6

Reparaturhülsen

Our tent poles are tested for
bending and breaking. And the results were great.
But if a pole does start to suffer from old age, it can easily
be repaired by slipping a repair sleeve over it. In three diameters, to suit all TATONKA tent poles
Material: 7075/T6 Aluminium

Abspannleine Tense stuff: if you lose a tent line,
you can order another one here. Ready cut or by length.
Material: Nylon

Alu-Zelthering These tent pegs don’t need much
explanation. But what we can tell you is that it’s definitely not a tinned fish. Available individually
or in a pack of 10.
Material: Aluminium

Reparaturhülse 8,8/9,5 mm

3726

Ø 8,8/9,5 mm x 13 cm

Reparaturhülse 11 mm

3727

Ø 11 mm x 13 cm

Reparaturhülse 13 mm

3728

Ø 13 mm x 13 cm

Alu-Zelthering (10 Stück)

3800

19 cm

19 g/Stück

Alu-Zelthering

3802

19 cm

19 g/Stück

Abspannleine

3736

4x4m

60 g

Abspannleine

3737

25 m

80 g

Tarp 2

Tarpstange Teleskop

Tarpstange

Tarpstangen These poles are flexible in length, and always at hand wherever nature fails to provide
attachment points. #2495 3-part; #2496, #2497, #2498, #2499 5-part; #2503 7-part; #2504 8-part
Material: Aluminium

Tarpstange Teleskop

2495

Tarpstange 220 cm

395 green

1,78–2,39 m

560 g

2496

220 cm

410 g

Tarpstange 200 cm

2497

200 cm

380 g

Tarpstange 180 cm

2498

180 cm

325 g

Tarpstange 160 cm

2499

160 cm

260 g

Tarpstange 260 cm

2503

260 cm

460 g

Tarpstange 300 cm

2504

300 cm

560 g

Tarp 1
210
208
210
208

Tarp 1
Tarp 1 TC

Tarp 2
Tarp 2 TC

210

210
208

Tarp 4
Tarp 4 TC

Tarp 3

Tarp TC It doesn’t get any better than this: cotton tarp. This popular TATONKA item that puts everything else
in the shade is now also available in a cotton mix. In three different sizes, for a wide range of uses, at a scout camp
or in the garden, over the sand pit or on a sandy beach.
Material: 65/35 Polycotton PU, taped seams.

Tarps The most elementary shelter with direct contact to the four elements: the tarp. The areas where a tarp

Tents

can be used are as varied and versatile as it is. The various shapes and sizes are perfect for different uses: emergency accommodation in bad weather, for protection against wind and/or sun, or as a central meeting place when camping with others.
Or to sleep under the (almost) open sky – to protect you against the morning dew. Material: 185T Polyester PU

Tarp 1 TC

2460

208 cocoon

4,25 x 4,45 m

2,95 kg

4

20

Tarp 2 TC

2461

208 cocoon

2,85 x 3,00 m

1,35 kg

4

9

Tarp 4 TC

2463

208 cocoon

2,85 x 4,00 m

1,80 kg

4

12

Tarp 1

2485

210 bazil

4,25 x 4,45 m

1,75 kg

4

20

Tarp 2

2490

210 bazil

2,85 x 3,00 m

0,90 kg

4

9

Tarp 3

2492

210 bazil

3,96 x 3,96 m

1,40 kg

4

8

Tarp 4

2493

210 bazil

2,85 x 4,00 m

1,20 kg

4

12
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1 inch = 2,54 cm

Moskito-Kopfschutz Simple

Moskito Kopfschutz

Moskito-Kopfschutz / Simple

Fits like a second net skin
and reliably keeps the mosquitoes away. Material: Bug-Beater Mesh, > 1000 holes/inch 2

Moskitospule A coil of energy: light the end of the coil and put an end to
mosquito attacks. With a burning time of six hours, the active components in the smoke
will keep mosquitoes out of your tent or room. (Box of 10)

Tents

Single / Double Moskito Dome

Self-supporting mosquito net in an optimised new material. Designed as a sleeping space for
one or two, the dome tent construction offers reliable protection against insects. The strong base also helps to keep them out. The Moskito Dome is also
a good choice for indoor sleeping opportunities where the standards of hygiene are dubious. The tent also makes an excellent awning.
Material: Bug-Beater Mesh, > 1000 holes/inch 2 ; base: 210 T Taffeta PU; Poles: fibreglass

Moskitostoff

The stuff that dreams are made of: for universal insect protection in the home or garden and when camping. Material: 50 Den Petex, 156 holes/inch 2
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Single Moskito Dome

2624

036 cub

220 x 90 x 110 cm

1,20 kg

Moskitospule

2640

12 x 12 x 3 cm

Double Moskito Dome

2625

036 cub

220 x 130 x 134 cm

1,50 kg

Moskitostoff

2651

040 black

045 white

180 x 100 cm

Moskito-Kopfschutz

2635

036 cub

40 x 31 x 31 cm

70 g

Moskitostoff

2652

040 black

045 white

180 x 300 cm

Moskito-Kopfschutz simple

2636

036 cub

35 x 25 x 25 cm

30 g

150 g

Midge Solo

Small, light yet still stops the bugs from “bugging” you. Midge Solo is the ideal companion
for purists for whom a lighter weight is more important than extreme comfort.
Material: 70 Den Petex, 280 holes/inch 2

1 inch = 2,54 cm

Midge Simple Effective bug protection. Not even the smallest bug will get past Midge. The space-saving wooden
web fans the dome-shaped net open, which is then fixed over the sleeping area. The Midge designs differ in material and
fabric thickness. It comes well protected in strong packaging.
Material: 50 Den Petex, 156 holes/inch 2

Tents

1 inch = 2,54 cm
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Midge Solo

2602

045 white

10 x 10 x 15 cm

2x2x2m

260 g

Midge Simple

2603

045 white

Ø 13 x 42 cm

12 x 2,5 m

560 g

1 inch = 2,54 cm

Tents

Midge Moskitonetz Effective protection against little pests. No mosquito will get past the Midge. The
space-saving wooden frame spreads the cone-shaped net out like a fan and it is then secured over the bed. The Midge
designs differ in material and fabric thickness. It is delivered in well-protected strong packaging.
Material: 70 Den Petex, 280 holes/inch²
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Midge

2605

045 white

Ø 13 x 42 cm

12 x 2,5 m

810 g

Midge Safe

2607

045 white

Ø 13 x 42 cm

12 x 2,5 m

850 g

1 inch = 2,54 cm

Midge Safe

Mosquito net with WHO coating. The new Midge Safe is doubly safe. Because the approved
insect coating makes the tight mesh so successful that midges are guaranteed not to "bug" you. The mesh is spread
over the popular wooden frame.
Material: 70 Den Petex, 280 holes/inch 2 , WO Permithrin

1 inch = 2,54 cm

1 inch = 2,54 cm

Tents

Single-/ Double-Rechtecknetz

Safe sleeping for one or two people. These rectangular nets cover
a very large area and offer reliable protection against insects. Single suspends from ten, Double from twelve points.
It comes well protected in strong packaging.
Material: 70 Den Petex, 280 holes/inch 2
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Single-Rechtecknetz

2610

045 white

Ø 13 x 27 cm

2x1x2m

610 g

Double-Rechtecknetz

2615

045 white

Ø 13 x 32 cm

2 x 2,2 x 2 m

900 g
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Cooking Utensils

DISCOVER
the choice of cooking utensil is purely a matter of taste // Faithful TATONKA customers know
of course what we're talking about here in this chapter and so they can enjoy our products
right away. But we would like to explain to all of those who are new to nature or are perhaps planning their first bigger tour exactly what our outdoor cooking utensils are all about.
For example, they have to be robust and not lose their shape when they scrape against
a rocky cliff or are cooking on a hot oven. At the same time they have to be as easy to clean
as possible as the mobile dishwasher has yet to be invented. And of course it should be possible to stow them away as compactly as possible, and also be highly functional to use. But
the most important thing, however, – at least from our point of view – is still the taste.
It's not only down to the ingredients and cooking time, but also the material. Outdoor
cooking utensils are mostly made of aluminium or stainless steel. Both have their advantages. Aluminium is lighter and conducts the heat better, which means that the food is ready
quicker. But TATONKA only offers stainless steel cooking utensils. Why? Because they keep
their shape, are easy to clean and above all, because of the wear resistance, which is a lot
higher for stainless steel than aluminium. Or to put it a different way: with TATONKA cooking
utensils your pasta will taste like pasta, your soup like soup and your omelette like an omelette. With no after taste. Which is all the more reason to savour the unique cheese specialties
of the alpine lodges, like here on Monte Incudine.

Cookset Regular Your name's in the pot, as they say. The wish for a quick, complete meal is easy to fulfil
with the Cookset Regular. With one pan and two cooking-pots. Material: stainless steel 18/8

Multi Set + Alcohol Burner The Multi-Set set. Comprises the Multi Set and Alcohol Burner. Burning
Cooking Utensils

length approx. 40 minutes. Material: stainless steel 18/8, Cooking stand Aluminium
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Multi Set + Alcohol Burner

4010

Sherpa Pot 0.6 l / 1.0 l

The Pot is boiling! The Sherpa Pot can boil 0.6 or 1 litres. The Pot's smart
handle design can be folded, and serves as both lid fastening and handle. Material: stainless steel 18/8

21,5 x 10,5 cm

1,14 kg

Cookset Regular

Pans

21,5 x 3,3 cm

215 g

Large saucepan

16 x 9 cm

1,3 l

285 g

Handle

12,2 x 3,5 x 3,5 cm

60 g

Small saucepan

14,5 x 8 cm

0,9 l

235 g

Saucepan 1

17,5 x 7,8 cm

1,6 l

170 g

Pans

16 x 3,5 cm

160 g

Saucepan 2

16,5 x 7,5 cm

1,4 l

160 g

Pan Multi Set

4012

21,5 x 3,3 cm

215 g

Wind protection

19,5 x 9,7 cm

250 g

Sherpa Pot 0,6 l

4111

13,5 x 6 cm

0,6 l

200 g

Cooking stand

20,5 x 7,5 cm

160 g

Sherpa Pot 1,0 l

4112

16,5 x 7,3 cm

1,0 l

340 g

Burner

7,5 x 5,5 cm

120 ml

95 g

4000

16 x 9 cm

680 g

Small / Large Pot Multi Set

Multi and purpose: The uses of the Small
and Large Pot Multi Set are unlimited. From indoors to outdoors and back.
Material: stainless steel 18/8

Pan Multi Set

Catch on! When things get hot, the Pan's variable handle
is always there when it's needed. Material: stainless steel 18/8

Small Pot Multi Set

4014

16,5 x 7,5 cm

1,4 l

160 g

Large Pot Multi Set

4015

17,5 x 7,8 cm

1,6 l

170 g

Family Cook Set L An extremely popular
choice for families who go camping: the Family Cook
Set with three pots and a pan, of course made of high
quality, neutral stainless steel. To keep all pieces of the set
together, they come in a transportation bag.
Material: stainless steel 18/8

Kettle 1,0 l / 1.6 l / 2.5 l / 4,0 l

Take a look at this! Kettle is not just
a pot with a lid. Kettle is not a pan, either. Kettle is – both! Its available sizes are just
as varied as its uses. From 1.0 to 4.0 litres.
Material: stainless steel 18/8

Kettle 1,0 l

4001

14,5 x 10,5 cm

1,0 l

Large Plate / Small Plate Even in the great outdoors,
you don't have to live from hand to mouth. As an intermediate step,
we recommend the Large/Small Plate. They allow you to prepare meals
directly over an open fire or a burner. Material: stainless steel 18/8

4024

Soup Plate

Just as versatile in use as the Large and Small
Plates, but more in depth. Uses: soups, beef teas, stews, consommés,
ratatouille... or tinned ravioli.
Material: stainless steel 18/8

335 g

Family Cook Set L

26 x 15 cm

2,55 kg

125 g

Saucepan 1

26 x 15 cm

6,0 l

855 g

14,5 x 4 cm

Saucepan

13,5 x 8 cm

1,0 l

210 g

Saucepan 2

23 x 14 cm

4,5 l

720 g

17,5 x 11,5 cm

1,6 l

445 g

Saucepan 3

21 x 12,5 cm

3,1 l

575 g

165 g

Pans

26 x 4,5 cm

280 g

Transport bag

20 x 12,5 cm

600 g

Large Plate

4030

23 x 3 cm

210 g

Pans

20 x 4 cm

210 g

Small Plate

4031

19 x 3 cm

140 g

Saucepan

19,5 x 10 cm

2,5 l

390 g

Soup Plate

4032

24 x 3,5 cm

190 g

23,5 x 14 cm

4,0 l

Cooking Utensils

Pans

Kettle 1,6 l

214

Kettle 2,5 l

4002

Pans

17,5 x 4 cm

Saucepan

16,5 x 9 cm

Kettle 4,0 l

4003

4004

Pans

23,5 x 4 cm

Saucepan

23 x 11 cm

1,6 l

740 g
260 g

4,0 l

480 g

376 g
40 g

Camp Set Regular / Large

Foodcontainer

Long live the
Russian doll! Pot, pan and bowl fit one inside the other,
thus allowing the most utensils to be carried
in the smallest of spaces.
Material: stainless steel 18/8

As good as home-made: Like all the stainless-steel goods, the Food Containers stem from TATONKA's own foundry.
You can taste the quality at once – or rather, you can't. Thanks to their
absolutely neutral taste. Material: stainless steel 18/8

Family Pot 6.0 l The large noodle pot from
the Family Cook Set is now also available individually.
With a capacity of six litres it is also suitable for those
with a big appetite or several hungry nature lovers.
Material: stainless steel 18/8

Bowl with Grip

Picnic Set

Camp Set Regular

17,3 x 6 cm

470 g

Bowl with Grip

4033

18 x 5 cm

Pans

17,3 x 4 cm

150 g

Foodcontainer 0,75 l

4042

15,5 x 8 cm

Saucepan

13,5 x 5 cm

220 g

Picnic Set

4120

16,5 x 13 cm

Bowl

16,5 x 3 cm

100 g

Saucepan

16 x 9 cm

17,3 x 8 cm

550 g

Pans

15,5 x 4,3 cm

155 g

Pans

17,3 x 6 cm

210 g

Plate (x2 per set)

16,5 x 3 cm

100 g

Saucepan

13,5 x 7 cm

240 g

Chopping board (PE)

0,7 x 14,5 cm

110 g

Bowl

16,5 x 3 cm

100 g

Cups (x2 per set)

855 g

Teaspoon (x2 per set)

Camp Set Large

Family Pot 6,0 l

4113

The minimum requirements for a picnic are a pot for soup, a pan with a lid (for frying,
or just as a lid), two plates, a board, two cups and spoons, and a handy bag for carrying them all. P.S.: Don't forget
the food. Material: stainless steel 18/8, Kokos, PE

4114

4006

26 x 15 cm

0,6 l

0,8 l

6,0 l

165 g
0,75 l

285 g
960 g

1,3 l

0,25 l

285 g

95 g
10 g

Cooking Utensils

A good grasp of the outdoor
cuisine: Bowl with Grip is extra deep and fitted with
a useful handle. Recommended especially for lovers of camp
kitchens. Material: stainless steel 18/8

215

8-tlg.

Flame Adjuster

10-tlg.

Faltwindschutz 8-tlg/10-tlg Aluminium “wind guard” for the cooker. Simply arrange around the cooker and secure to the ground with

Cooking Utensils

two sliding stays. The practical wind protector is available in 8 sections for small cooking areas and 10 for larger ones. It is transported in an ultra-light nylon bag.
Material: Aluminium

A proper damper: The Flame
Adjuster controls the height of the flame of the Alcohol
Burner right down to extinguishing it. It can be integrated in the Alcohol Burner for stowage.
Material: stainless steel 18/8

Alcohol Burner will refrain from allusions to the product Stand Alcohol Burner A safe leg for the Alcohol Burner

Pot Gripper Saves the chestnuts from the fire: Clamp the Pot Gripper

name at this point. Suffice to say that the Alcohol Burner consumes
alcohol with at least equal relish. Preferably spirits. The difference is
that you can use it to warm and prepare food. Burning time approx
40 min. Material: stainless steel 18/8

to stand on, and ideal for uneven surfaces. The stainless steel stand
consists of four individual parts that are easily put together and taken
apart. Hence the minute pack size, which means there’s more room
for foodstuffs. Features: 1 Stand for Alcohol Burner (not included)
2 Easy to assemble 3 Minimum pack size Material: stainless steel 18/8

onto the pot, and the hearty meal is within reach. Material: Aluminium
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Faltwindschutz 8-tlg

4025

24 x 8 x 1 cm

190 g

Alcohol Burner

4126

7,5 x 5,5 cm

120 ml

95 g

Faltwindschutz 10-tlg

4026

26 x 8 x 1 cm

230 g

Flame Adjuster

4128

7,65 x 2,5 cm

30 g

Pot Gripper

4124

12 x 2,5 x 3,5 cm

60 g

Stand Alcohol Burner

4132

7,5 x 3 cm

120 g
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H2O Pot Even this kettle gets steamed up. With

the difference that nobody minds in the case of this
model – thanks to the insulated handles and lid and its
very compact design. Material: stainless steel 18/8

Tea Pot

It is rumoured that some people insist
on this kettle at home. In our opinion, these people
are not posers, they are true design freaks.
Ausstattung: 1 Stainless steel tea strainer.
Material: stainless steel 18/8

Coffee Filter

Cooking Utensils

Time for the unfiltered facts:
small, light, compact, convenient and collapsible.
Material: stainless steel 18/8

Hot & Cold Stuff

Some like it hot. Others don't. These insulated bottles keep hot things hot and cold
things cold. And they're in absolutely unbreakable, non-rusting stainless steel. With wide mouth and convenient
screw pouring lip. Material: stainless steel 18/8
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H 2 O Pot 1,0 l

4013

15 x 7 cm

1,0 l

290 g

Hot & Cold Stuff 0,35 l

4148

22 x 6,7 cm

0,35 l

260 g

Tea Pot 1,0 l

4017

15 x 7 cm

1,0 l

330 g

Hot & Cold Stuff 0,45 l

4150

26,8 x 6,7 cm

0,45 l

300 g

Tea Pot 1,5 l

4016

15 x 10 cm

1,5 l

380 g

Hot & Cold Stuff 0,75 l

4155

27,4 x 8,3 cm

0,75 l

455 g

Coffee Filter

4123

12 x 9 cm

50 g

Hot & Cold Stuff 1,0 l

4160

30 x 9,1 cm

1,0 l

520 g

Expedition Mug

Handle Mug

Mugs

According to eye-witness reports, these mugs have also seen indoor use. Folks just like these singlewalled drinking mugs. Mug and Mug S are true classics. Expedition Mugs have detachable handles for stacking.
Handle Mug is a boon in the travelling kitchen with its folding handles and measuring scale.
Material: stainless steel 18/8

Thermo 250 / 350

Regardless of shape and features, the "Thermobecher"
thermos mugs by TATONKA all have one thing in common: hot things stay hot longer,
and the outside stays cool. Thermo 250 and 350 have folding handles. In two sizes,
and now with a lid. Warmly recommended! Comes in two sizes.
Material: stainless steel 18/8

Thermo Plus Thermo Plus is a real aesthete.
But this mug without a handle doesn’t just look good – it’s
hot ssssssssssstuff too! Material: stainless steel 18/8

Thermo Delux 300 / 400

Before any DIY-lovers try to weld a handle
onto the Thermo Plus, we would suggest a less complicated alternative:
the Delux. Material: stainless steel 18/8

Mug S

4069

7,5 x 9 cm

0,35 l

80 g

Thermo Plus

4100

9,5 x 9,5 cm

Mug

4070

9 x 9,5 cm

0,5 l

110 g

Thermo Delux 300

4102

Expedition Mug

4071

9 x 9 cm

0,375 l

110 g

Thermo Delux 400

Handle Mug

4072

10 x 8,5 cm

0,5 l

120 g

Thermo 250

4080

7,5 x 8,5 cm

0,25 l

200 g

Thermo 350

4081

7,5 x 12 cm

0,35 l

250 g

Stainless Bottle

Takes a lot, but also gives
a lot back. Completely resistant against the acids in fruit
juices and easy to attach by the loop screw top. Is made
of stainless steel and comes in three sizes.
Material: stainless steel 18/8

0,375 l

180 g

8 x 8,5 cm

0,3 l

210 g

4101

8 x 12 cm

0,4 l

260 g

Stainless Bottle 300

4018

6,5 x 16 cm

0,3 l

135 g

Stainless Bottle 500

4019

7 x 19,5 cm

0,5 l

190 g

Stainless Bottle 1000

4020

8 x 24,5 cm

1,0 l

210 g

Cooking Utensils

Mug
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DISCOVER
that promoting culture doesn't always have to involve the theatre // On
bidding farewell Leonard says: "In Lakota there is no word for goodbye.
We say: Toksa Ake – Until we see each other again." His words hold
an affinity that has a lasting impression on us. For the Sioux there is
no farewell without a reunion. We experienced this basic social tradition over and over again on trips to the Pine-Ridge Reserve – alone in
the beginning, and then on our visits with friends and Tatanka-Oyate
supporters over the last few years. In 2008 we were back in South
Dakota to further promote our "Lakota in School" project together with
Leonard Little Finger, the great-great grandson of tribal chief Big Foot
and co-founder of Lakota Language Consortiums. Two weeks on the
trail of the Sioux, together with 16 "culture vultures" from Germany.
And as always, it proved to be exciting and surprising, but also thoughtprovoking.
Around 25,000 Lakota Sioux live at the Pine-Ridge Reserve, some in
unimaginably difficult conditions. A song about poverty and hopelessness says that Pine Ridge is another planet. This is unfortunately not
an overstatement. Barren land, run down huts, lots of unemployment
and alcohol. The self-esteem of the people has been lost along with
their identity. Protecting the rest of the people from this and trying to
breathe life into the original culture and making sure it continues is
our most important task. As, this is a requirement for a life of the Lakota Sioux in the Lakota way of life. And we're all the more delighted that
more and more people are participating in supporting the Lakota cause
and getting involved via Tatanka Oyate. And by this we don't only

Community

mean rock musician Peter Maffay, who is involved in the "Encounters
2 – An Alliance for Children" campaign for the Lakota school, but
every single one of you who has visited Pine Ridge with us or made
a financial contribution.
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More information, pictures and dates of the series of lectures by
Tatanka Oyate e.V. can be found on www.weltgeschichten.com, the
donations account can be found in the info box at the top.

Tatanka Oyate e.V. //

Tatanka Oyate was founded in 2003 as an association to support

indigenous people. The aim of the ambitious project by Dr. Dirk Rohrbach and Peter HinzRosin is to improve the long-term living conditions of the native Indian tribes of North
America. An important aspect of this is preserving the (language) culture, which is gradually
dying out as a result of repression and external cultural influences. As a supporter since the
early days, TATONKA is of course in close contact with Tatanka Oyate and we are extremely
delighted about the enormous progress which the project is making – also thanks to your
help. We ask you to continue lending your support to this important cultural work.

Please make your donations to: Tatanka Oyate – Verein zur Unterstützung

Community

indigener Völker e.V., Account No. 66460, Sort Code 532 612 02.
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DISCOVER
the most frequent questions TATONKA is asked. // Perhaps you also have one or two questions after leafing through the catalogue. If so, we have compiled
the most frequent and important questions TATONKA has been asked and provided our answers for you. If your question is not there, you are guaranteed
to find the answer in the FAQ on www.tatonka.com in the Contact section – or you can write us a short e-mail.
How long are my TATONKA products under guarantee?
As a principle, we offer a guarantee on material and workmanship within the statutory terms. Furthermore, our quality products undergo strict checks
before they are delivered. This is why we can promise you that our products will accompany you through thick and thin. Normal fastener parts like
buckles or straps can of course break over time and will not be replaced by us either. If a product is seriously damaged please return it to your retailer.
If at all possible, we will repair the damage immediately. Please understand that we are unable to provide this service free of charge if the damage was
caused deliberately or is the result of inappropriate use.
Can I order TATONKA products on the internet?
We don't want you to stumble across a bad apple when ordering online. This is why

TATONKA

is only available in selected online shops. Links to our

trusted specialist retailers can be found on our website.
Is there a retail outlet in Dasing?
No. TATONKA products are only available from specialist retailers and on the internet. But don't worry: in the list of retailers on our website you are sure
to find a retailer near to you. Even if you live in Dasing.
How do I understand the different volumes?
Very simple: The figure on the outside is the measurement of what will fit inside. We measure our rucksacks, bags etc. in litres – practically using
loosely filled granulate bags and sacks of 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20 litres, so the contents go right into the far corners. This provides us with precise information
about the actual volume, incl. outside pockets and lid compartments.
Why are there different carrying systems for women and men?
Because of their different anatomies. The fit of the ladies' versions of our rucksacks are tailored to the female body. To be precise this means: more
curved shoulder straps, more concave hip straps and softer padding. The carrying systems can be perfectly adjusted with an adjustable ladder system.
This guarantees that the load is channelled from the shoulders to the hip where it is carried by the stronger muscle group. Tips for the correct adjustment of your rucksack can be found on www.tatonka.com – where the different carrying systems are explained again in more detail.

FAQ

Can I wash my tent and rucksack in the washing machine?
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It's best not to. They may not necessarily fall apart – but you will lose your guarantee entitlement. Clean your rucksack or bag with lukewarm water
and washing-up liquid. You tent can also be cleaned using water and a sponge. Important: Leave to dry thoroughly afterwards to avoid mildew and
odours from developing, and keep it in a clean, dark place. And all materials are coated, so they don't have to be waterproofed.
Should I send a faulty TATONKA product directly to TATONKA for repair?
No. Instead you can send it to a TATONKA retailer close to you. The addresses can be found on the internet at www.tatonka.com in the Contact section.

DISCOVER
Discover the bison on the internet // On www.tatonka.com you will find more than our products and your nearest TATONKA retailer. We
see our website as a port of call for all those who are active outdoors or wish to become active in the future. We cordially invite you to
discover suggestions for tours, travel reports, image galleries and other nature enthusiasts – and on www.tatonki.com you will find everything for the little outdoor adventurers of tomorrow. Definitely worth a visit.

Products

Children & family

What does TATONKA mean, where does the

From "A" to "Z" – here you will find out

Suggestions for your very own family

brand come from, what does it want to achieve?

everything about the latest TATONKA

adventure.

And why is it such an ideal travel companion?

collection.

Community

The TATONKA brand
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Outdoor News

Contact / Retailer search

Photo gallery / Travel reports

What is the latest news from the outdoor

TATONKA enjoys hearing your feedback.

Our favourite practice tests. Discover the

world? How was my favourite rucksack

And there is also a TATONKA specialist

experiences of other outdoor enthusiasts

rated? It’s always worth having a look.

retailer near to you.

with TATONKA products.

Discover that nothing is impossible.
Ultra thin, but at the same time ultra resistant. Breathable, but waterproof. Extremely light, but

30D Nylon
Ripstop W/R

incredibly difficult to break. Properties which seemingly do not go together are often combined in
TATONKA

30 Den Ripstop Nylon W/R –
The 30-Den-Ripstop-Nylon material
is light and breathable. Water resistant, it ideal as an inner tent fabric
from the nylon series.

products. This has nothing to do with magic, but is the result of continuous development

work and years of experience in

TATONKA's

own production. We believe that the biggest potential to

make products even more comfortable, even more robust and even more suitable for outdoor use lies
in the materials. Innovative high-tech compounds and coatings even make paradox advantage combinations possible here – and ensure that you can simply enjoy the nature. Our materials take care of
everything else.

65/35 Polycotton PU – As an additional protection against wetness the
Polycotton PU 65/35 Polycotton material is double
coated with PU on the inside. At TATONKA the fabric is used for tarps. With a water column < 1300
mm this material may not be DIN waterproof. When wet the
cotton actually swells up and closes up the weave, making
it waterproof.

65/35

185T Polyester PU – The tent outer
material is coated fourfold with PU
on the inside (water column 8000
Polyester PU
mm). The light polyester material has
proven itself to be UV and fade-resistant. As the fabric does
not absorb any water. it doesn't stretch in damp conditions.

185T

210T Nylon
Taffeta PU

210T Nylon Taffeta PU – Tightly
and finely woven, relatively light tent
base material. Fourfold PU coating,
with a 10,000 mm water column
rating. belastbar.

420 HD Nylon – The classic 420
denier polyamide (nylon) material
is unbeatable in its uncompromising
quality. It has proven itself as a good
basic material in its high density (HD) grade which can be
used for a variety of products. The 420 HD denier fibres provide a high level of tear-resistance and the material is waterproofed with four coats of polyurethane.

420 HD
Nylon

450 HD
Polyoxford

450 HD Polyoxford – Soft, breathable, polyurethane (PU) coated
polyester fabric made of 450 denier
yarn in Oxford look.

7001/6061 Multipole – The
aluminium pole from the 7001/T6
alloy is assembled using different
pipe strengths to achieve an optimal
distribution of tension across the pole arch for large family
tents. In the vertical, uncurved area poles with a 15 mm
diameter ensure high stability; in the curved sector the poles
have a diameter of 13 mm.

7001/6061
Multipole

190 T Nylon

190T Nylon – This very light and
waterproof fabric made of 70 denier
nylon has a pleasantly soft feel and
is mainly used for ponchos and capes.

190T Nylon Taffeta JPU – Our light
tent floor material made of 70 denier
nylon has a very thin, high quality PU
Taffeta JPU
coating with a water column rating of
8000 mm. This material is used for the light nylon tents.

7001/T6 Aluminium – These
anodised tent poles made of the 7001
aluminium alloy in T6 hardness
combine the positive qualities of high
breaking strength (brittleness) and optimum stiffness (form
stability) in equal measures.

190T Ripstop Nylon W/R – The
water repellent fabric made of 70
denier nylon is particularly breathabNylon W/R
le. Horizontal and vertical stronger
threads (Ripstop) also give the fabric a higher tear strength,
which makes it an ideal inner tent material.

AirMesh – This is a particularly
breathable, three-dimensionally
structured material composite.
A fine mesh-weave forms the basis
of the inner side, and vertically-arranged fibres provide airy
spacing to the contact layer, a rougher mesh fabric. Air Mesh
ensures quick-drying and plenty of refreshing circulation air
during all outdoor activities. TATONKA uses Air Mesh
on rucksack hip belts and for back panel padding.

190T Nylon

Material

190T Ripstop
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210 DEN
Nylon

210 Den Nylon Oxford PU – Light,
robust Oxford fabric made of 210 denier
nylon yarn with triple PU coating.

7001/T6
Aluminium

AirMesh

Epotec 840 – Epotec is a PVC-free,
absolutely waterproof tarpaulin material
coated on both sides and made of an
840 denier fabric. The silky-matt surface
gives the material a high quality look. The extremely resistant
material is used by TATONKA for bags.

Epotec 840

210T Nylon Ripstop – A very light
upper fabric with fine Ripstop look
and pleasantly soft to the touch.
With PU coating on the inside, it has
a water column of 2000 mm.

210T Nylon
Ripstop

Neopren – Impact-resistant, waterproof and expandable laminate material with high insulating properties.
It used by TATONKA for smaller flexible
items and a helmet holder on biking rucksacks.

Neopren

Nylon 6.6 Ripstop Silicon –
An extremely tear-resistant and light
Ripstop Silicon tent fabric from our high-end series.
The material's excellent properties
are achieved by using a very high quality base material
(Nylon 6.6 Ripstop) reinforced with multi-layer silicone
coating (three times on the outside and twice on the inside).
This makes it virtually impossible to tear this wafer-thin
material with your bear hands! 100 % water-repellent, as it is
silicone coated on both sides (1500 mm water column).

Nylon 6.6

Rugg Tex 11.1 – Rugg Tex is an
extremely resistant, visually attractive polyamide fabric, which has
outstanding mechanic properties.
The material has a high wear and tear resistance and its PU
coating also make it water-repellent. At TATONKA Rugg Tex
has many different uses, e .g. for trekking rucksacks, day
rucksacks and shoulder bags.

Rugg Tex 11.1

Scandium Light – The entire line of
TATONKA high-end tents is equipped
with our new Scandium light-weight tent
poles. Scandium is a chemical element
that is added to aluminium alloys to dramatically improve material
characteristics: breaking strength is up to 20% greater than that
of the conventional 7001 alloy, and Scandium poles are up to 30%
lighter than the 7001 aluminium poles, but are still just as strong!
Flexural strength until permanent deformation is up to 8% higher
than conventional flexural strength ratings, which is particularly
important for tent stability in strong winds. These poles are also
treated with an extremely hard, smooth coating, ensuring a long
service life and easy handling. In addition to the new material characteristics, the newly developed insert connections with tapered
end pieces (swaging system) is significantly stronger and more
break-resistant than conventional insert systems.

Scandium
Light

Snow Dia – Shiny 210 denier nylon
yarn, a light material with a smooth
surface. The permanent PU coating
provides good water resistance.
It is used in different lightweight products and as a jewellery
material.

Snow Dia

Stainless Steel 18/8 – Pots, pans
and tableware made of rust-free 18/8
stainless steel are exactly what the
changing demands of an outdoor kitchen need. 18/8 stainless steel is highly robust, durable, food
safe and can be cleaned very well.

Texamid 11.1 – This textured 1000
denier nylon warp-and-weft weave
results in an extremely wear and tear
resistant material. A permanent PUcoating ensures a high degree of water resistance. A special
production procedure makes this material pleasant to the
touch. Texamid 11.1 is meanwhile being used for bases of
rucksacks, bags and for reinforcement points.

Texamid 11.1

Stainless
Steel 18/8

Texamid 5.5 – Textured 500 denier
nylon yarn. The warp-and-weft weave
results in a high quality material,
which as well as good wear and
tear properties is also lightweight. A permanent PU-coating
ensures a high degree of water resistance. The material is
pleasant to the touch and has a soft surface. With its balanced
properties it is very versatile and is used as a main material.

Texamid 5.5

Textreme 6.6

Textreme 6.6 – The textured polyester material made of 600 denier
threads is robust, colour resistant and
versatile. The PU coating makes it
weatherproof.

Tarpaulin 1000 – Robust tarpaulin
material made of 1000 denier fabric
with smooth surface, which is mainly
used for bags. The polyester fabric
is coated on both sides, absolutely waterproof and easy
to clean.

TP 1000

T-Rip Light – Ultra light fabric
with innovative PU/silicone coating
through which the 210T fabric also
achieves a higher tear strength with
a lower weight than heavier materials. TATONKA mainly uses
the T-Rip Light for smaller to medium-sized rucksacks.

T-Rip Light

Snow Crust – Robust fabric made
of shiny 420 denier polyamide yarn.
The permanent PU coating makes the
Snow-Crust material waterproof. The
attractive fabric is used by TATONKA as a main or secondary
material for different things.

Snow Crust

Material

eVent – The technical 3-layer material with the membrane developed by
the company eVent achieves absolute
top values in terms of water resistance
(water column 30,000 mm) and breathability (MVTR value
25,000 g/m). The outer fabric made of 100 % nylon is highly
resistant to wear and tear.
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Discover the great outdoors from 7stanes to Zipper Pulls.
7 7stanes
A Abisko
Abspannleine
Airy
Akela
Alaska 4
Alaska
Alaska 3 DLX
Alaska 3 Plus
Alaska 3 Vent
Alaska XL
Alcohol Burner
Alpine Junior
Alpine Kid
Alpine Ridge
Alpine Teen
Alto
Alu-Sitzkissen
Alu-Zelthering
Andro
Apsidenunterlagen
Arctis

Contents

Carrier
B Baby
Baby‘s Break
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Baloo
Baron
Barrel
Barrel Roller
Big Air
Big Plain Wallet
Bigspin
Bise
Bison
Bowl with Grip
Breva
Set Large
C Camp
Camp Set Regular
Cape Men
Care Barrel
Care Case
Carrying Strap
Catch
Cavalier
Check In
Chestbelt
Cima Di Basso
City Shot
Coffee Filter

72
190
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42
30
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195
199
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196
195
216
96
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36
96
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48
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215
52
215
215
165
155
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161
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84
143
161
39
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218

D

E

F

Cookset Regular
Cosmetic Bag
Crest

212
152
25

Digi Compact
Digi Focus
Digi Protect
Digi Safe
Digi Zoom
Dodger
Double-Moskito Dome
Double-Rechtecknetz
Drop In
DSLR Pack
Duke

113
112
114
110
110
156
206
209
86
107
82

Euro Wallet
eVent Gaiter
Evil Eye
Expedition Side Pocket
Expedition Mug
Explorer Pad

140
164
72
158
219
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216
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176
176
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57
156
156
216
70
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146
68
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142
215

Fortytwo
Funny Bag

G Gaiter
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Great Escape Junior
Grönland
& Cold Stuff
H Hot
H 0 Pot
2

Handle Mug
Hang Loose

I

Ilium
Isis
Isis Light

164
130
94
193
218
218
219
142
91
23
28

J

Juicy Wallet 1
Juicy Wallet 2
Jump

140
140
70

K

Kangaroo
Kea
Kettle
Kicky
Kid Carrier
Kiddy
Kiddy Pro
Kiruna
Kooky

67
66
214
98
103
100
100
189
67

La Jolla
Large Plate
Large Pot Multi Set
Lastenkraxe
Lens Secure
Lord
Luggage Cover
Luna

62
214
213
24
111
82
162
26
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M Maloja
Manager
Mapper
Market Bag
Marvin
Midge Moskitonetz
Midge Safe
Midge Simple
Midge Solo
Mini Travelkit
Mobile Cases

Molan
Money Box
Moskito-Kopfschutz simple
Moskito-Kopfschutz
Moskitospule
Moskitostoff
Mountain Dome
Mountain Dome Light
Mowgli
Mugs
Multi Set + A. Burner

76
91

53
122
149
89
74
208
208
207
207
151
117

N Narvik
Neck Protector
Neck Wallet
Neopren Case
Neopren Zip Bag
No Hand
Nordic Double
Nordic Single
NP Laptop Cover

O Orbit 3
Multi Set
P Pan
Patience
Photo Pack
Picnic Set
Plain Organizer
Plain Wallet
Pleney 12+
Pogo
Polar 3
Poncho
Pot Gripper
Power Unit
Protection Pouch

Q Queen
Flap
R Rain
Regenschirm

S

56
140
206
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206
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185
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95
219
212
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116
78
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125
188
213
43
108
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73
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187
165
216
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114
84

Reparaturhülsen
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Ride
Riemen
Rocklin
Rundbeutel

162
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203
177
71
161
62
157

San Diego
Schutzsäcke
Shaver Kit

64
160
153

T

Sherpa Dome Plus PU
Sherpa Pot
Shifty
Shoe Bag
Shoulder Pad 50 mm
Side Pocket
Single-Moskito Dome
Single-Rechtecknetz
Skin Chest Holster
Skin Document Belt
Skin Folded Neck Pouch
Skin ID Pocket
Skin Moneybelt
Skin Moneybelt Int.
Skin Multi Safe
Skin Neck Pouch
Skin Secret Pocket
Skin Security Pocket
Skin Waist Pouch
Skin Wrist Wallet
Small Plate
Small Pot Multi Set
Small Travelkit
Soup Plate
Speed
Squeezy
SR-Buckle
Stainless Bottle
Stand Alcohol Burner
Stanford
Stausack
Stuffsack mit RV
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158
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146
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145
145
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146
146
145
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146
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213
151
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219
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Tarps
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Tec Harness
Teeny
Thermo 250
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Tight Bag
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Topaja
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Travelkit
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Turnover Bag
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149
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148
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V VIP Case
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Wash Bag
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Zip Flight Bag
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mountex@mountex.hu · www.mountex.hu

Portugal · Dual Brand, Lda
Cais do Sodre,nº 8, 1º andar · 1200-450 Lisboa · Portugal
Tel.: +351 210 938 974 · Fax: +351 213 471 621
geral@dualbrand.net · www.dualbrand.net

Ireland · Truetackle (Irl) Ltd.
Unit 4, Ballyogan Business Park · Ballyogan Road
Dublin 18 · Ireland
Tel.: + 353 12958255 · Fax: + 353 1 2958261
info@truetackle.ie.

Romania · S.C. EGIBO PROD IMPEX S.R.L.
266-268 Calea Rahovei · Building 60, 1st Floor
166 Office, District 5 · 050912 Bucharest · Romania
Tel.: +4 021 404 1421 · Fax: +4 021 404 1402
marketing@gipo.ro · www.gipo.ro

Israel · Sa’ar A.T. Enterprise & Trading. LTD.
Horkanus 5, st. · Magor Natbag House
North Industrial Area · Lod 71100 · Israel
Tel.: + 972 8 9244452 · Fax: + 972 8 9204906
saarat@netvision.net.il · www.saar.com

Russia · Start 1
Tatiana Dmitrievskaia · Saikina st., 1/2
Moscow 115193 · Russia
Tel.: +7 495 679-8187 · Fax: +7 495 679-8185
info@start1.ru · www.tatonka.ru · www.start1.ru

Italy · Amorini S.R.L.
Via del Rame 44 · 06134 Ponte Felcino
Tel.: +39 075 691193 · Fax: +39 075 5913624
amorini@amorini.it

Singapore · SEAGER INC. PTE LTD
17 Kaki Bukit Crescent · Kaki Bukit Techpark I
Singapore 416248 · Singapore
Tel.: +65 6534 2262 · Fax: +65 6538 7417
seager@seager.com.sg · www.seager.com.sg

Japan · EVERNEW INC.
6-4-38 Kiba, Koto-Ku · Tokyo 135-8506 · Japan
Tel.: +81 3 3649 4611 · Fax: +81 3 3645 1695
info@evernew.co.jp · www.evernew.co.jp

Czech Republic · Rocksport
P.O. Box 16 · 46601 Jablonec nad Nisou · Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 483 300736 · Fax: +420 483 300420
rocksport-distri@email.cz

Kenia · Swiss Products Ltd. - xtremeoutdoors
Yaya Centre, 1 st. floor · Argwings Kodhek Rd.
Kilimani · P.O. Box 76276 - 00508 Nairobi · Kenia
Tel.: +254 20 272 2224 · Fax: +254 20 272 2224
info@xtremeoutdoors.co.ke · www.xtremeoutdoors.co.ke

Denmark · AV Expeditions Udstyr
Hårby Bygade 44 · 8660 Skanderborg · Denmark
Tel.: +45 86 51 15 35 · Fax: +45 86 52 40 13
info@av-exp.dk

Korea · Pilz International Ltd.
793-12, Yeoksam-1Dong, Kangnam-Ku · Seoul · Korea
Tel.: +82 2 556 8417 · Fax: +82 2 556 8845
pilzco@pilzsports.co.kr · www.pilzsports.co.kr

Estland / Latvia / Lithuania · DARF OÜ
Jakobsoni 14 · 10128 Tallinn · Estonia
Tel./Fax: +372 65 63 778 · GSM: +372 56 56 4778
andry@redfox.ee

Malaysia · SEAGER INC PTE LTD
17 Kaki Bukit Crescent · Kaki Bukit Techpark I
Singapore 416248 · Singapore
Tel.: +65 6534 2262 · Fax: +65 6538 7417
seager@seager.com.sg · www.seager.com.sg

Finland · Greendoor Oy
Nuijamiestentie 5 C · 00400 Helsinki · Finland
Tel: +358 (0) 9 5607 420 · Fax: +358 (0) 9 5607 4224
greendoor@greendoor.fi · www.greendoor.fi
France · O2D
Rue du Louvasset · 38500 Voiron · France
Tel.: +33 4 76 67 05 11 · Fax: +33 4 76 05 96 01
service-o2d@wanadoo.fr
Great Britain · Latoka Limited
PO Box 383 · Stockport SK4 3WY · Great Britain
Tel: +44 161 4320319 · Fax: +44 161 4326094
sales@tatonka.uk.com
Greece · ACTIVE POINT S.A.
37 Sarpidonos Street · 10442 Athens · Greece
Tel.: +30 210 9210906 · Fax: +30 210 9220017
actpoint@otenet.gr
Hong Kong · RC Outfitters
5/F & 6/F Oriental House, Argyle Street · Mongkok,
Kowloon Hong Kong · China
Tel.: +852 2390 0980 · Fax: +852 2390 0691
admin@alink.com.hk · www.alink.com.hk

Mongolia · Nomin Holding Co., Ltd.
Peace Avenue 44 · State Department Store 5th floor
P.O. Box 688/210644 · Ulaanbaatar · Mongolia
Tel.: +976-11-313232 · Fax: +976-11-314242
nomin@nomin.net · www.nomin.mn · eshop.nomin.mn
Norway · Blomberg Sports AS
Rigedalen 27 · N-4626 Kristiansand · Norway
Tel.: +47 38 00 33 80 · Fax: +47 38 00 33 81
bs@blombergsports.no · www.blombergsports.no
Netherlands · Tatonka GmbH
Postfach 63 · 86451 Dasing · Germany
Tel.: +49 8205 9602-0 · Fax: +49 8205 9602-30
info@tatonka.com · www.tatonka.com
Poland · HBMM
ul. Szczepankowo 127 · 61-313 Poznan · Poland
Tel.: +48 61 83 54 69 2 · Fax: + 48 61 624 2215
info@tatonka.pl · www.tatonka.pl

Slovakia · Yak Steam, s.r.o
Záhradnícka 93 · 821 08 Bratislava · Slovakia
Tel./Fax: +421 2 555 77 22 3
yaksteam@nextra.sk · www.yaksteam.sk
Slovenia · O’Team d.o.o.
Dunajska 158 · 1000 Ljubljana · Slovenia
Tel.: + 386 1 5691213 · Fax: + 386 1 5691214
oteam@siol.net · www.oteam.si
Spain · BM SPORTECH
Plat. Logistica PLA-ZA · C/Terracina, 12
50197 Zaragoza · Spain
Tel.: +34 876 269 100 · Fax: +34 976 322 453
tatonka@bmsportech.es · www.bmsportech.es
Sweden · MP-SEC International AB
Smidesgatan 4 · 41707 Göteborg · Sweden
Tel.: + 46 31 133070 · Fax: + 46 31 150287
info@mp-sec.com · www.mp-sec.com
Switzerland · Tatonka GmbH
Postfach 63 · 86451 Dasing · Germany
Tel.: +49 8205 9602-0 · Fax: +49 8205 9602-30
info@tatonka.com · www.tatonka.com
Taiwan · Uranus International Ltd.
Mr. Wang Wei-kao · 3F., No. 3, Alley 8, Lane 45,
Baohsing Rd., Hsintien City, · Taipei County 231, · Taiwan (R.O.C.)
Tel.: +886-2-8919-3636 ext.10 · Fax:+886-2-8919-3232
walter@uranustw.com.tw
Turkey · Ansal Spor
Cihan Anasal · KOSUYOLU MAH. DR. EYÜP AKSOY CAD. NO :
49/A · KADIKÖY-ISTANBUL · Turkey
Tel.: +90 (216) 340 8934 · Fax: +90 (216) 340 8935
c.anasal@ansalspor.com · www.ansalspor.com
Ukraine · SHAMBALA Company
Krasnozavodscaya str 68 · 49000 Dnepropetrovsk
Tel.: +38 056 370 2401 · Fax: +38 0562 32 3474
info@shambala.dp.ua; zubareva@shambala.dp.ua
www.tatonka.com.ua

Distributors/Imprint

Product photography:

Australia · Outdoor Survival Australia Pty. Ltd.
12 Leah Grove Carrum Downs · 3201 Victoria · Australia
Tel.: +61 (0) 3 9775 1916 · Fax: +61 (0) 3 97751917
info@outdoorsurvival.com.au
www.outdoorsurvival.com.au
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